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mABSTRACT 
JO(Y3 
The behaviour of reinforced concrete slabs in fire conditions strongly depends on the support 
conditions and the interaction of the slabs with the surrounding structure. Previous research 
has shown that compressive restraint forces from the surrounding structure can increase the 
fire resistance of heated slabs, and fire resistance can also be considerably enhanced if tensile 
membrane behaviour is mobilised. 
This study was carried out to investigate the effects of compressive membrane action and 
tensile membrane action on the behaviour of reinforced concrete flat slabs in fire conditions. 
The investigation into compressive membrane action was performed on single span, one-way 
flat slabs with a non-linear finite element program, SAFIR. The slabs were sUbjected to the 
ISO fire from below. The height of the line of thrust at the supports and the axial restraint 
stiffness were varied to model different support conditions. The investigation on tensile 
membrane action was performed on unrestrained two-way flat slabs and composite slabs. The 
study was performed with experimental fire tests and 3D finite element analyses with SAPIR, 
which was used to predict the behaviour of the tested slabs and also used to model different 
slab configurations. The experimental fire tests were carried out for six reinforced concrete 
and composite steel-concrete slabs on a fire resistance furnace, each of them exposed to the 
ISO standard fire while carrying a live load. 
The SAPIR analyses of one-way flat slabs showed that their behaviour in fire conditions was 
very sensitive to the end support conditions and the axial restraint stiffness. The experimental 
tests and SAPIR analyses of two-way slabs showed that tensile membrane action significantly 
increased the fire resistance. The finite element predictions of the experimental fire tests with 
SAPIR showed good agreement. 
It is concluded that one-way slabs with flexural continuity at the end supports and low axial 
restraint have excellent fire resistance. Compressive membrane action can increase the fire 
resistance of pin-supported slabs if the axial restraint stiffness is very high and if the line of 
thrust at the supports is located near the slab soffit.The fire resistance of unrestrained simply 
supported concrete slabs is significantly increased if tensile membrane action can be 
mobilised. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Reinforced concrete slabs 
Reinforced concrete slabs are one of the most common structural engineering elements. They 
are used as floors and roofs to carry vertical loads in commercial structures such as buildings 
and bridges. They can be constructed in several different structural forms such as solid flat 
slabs, waffle slabs or as composite slabs with steel decking. In addition to resisting vertical 
loads, their design has to take account of other environmental factors such as corrosion, harsh 
temperature conditions and fire. 
An important design consideration for slabs in buildings is the effect of fire. The behaviour of 
reinforced concrete slabs under fire conditions is complex. When a fully developed fire occurs 
in a compartment, the floor slab above the compartment is subjected to heating due to the hot 
gases. In addition to preventing fire spread to the upper floors, the slab has to carry the 
applied loads and preveht collapse during and after the fire. 
The most obvious consequence of the fire on the slab is strength degradation which may lead 
to collapse. Another effect of the fire which is not nonnally considered in typical structural 
design is the high thermal expansion of the slab. This will cause the surrounding structure to 
react against the thermal expansion and induce compressive forces in the heated slab. These 
compressive forces will affect the behaviour of the slab very significantly. 
The behaviour of the heated slab also depends on how it is supported and built into the 
surrounding structure. Flexural continuity has been shown by previous researchers to increase 
the fire resistance of slabs as it allows load redistribution to the unheated parts of the 
structure. In recent years, fires in buildings and full scale fire tests have shown that slabs 
supported on four sides have much higher fire resistance than slabs supported at the two ends 
due to two way action and tensile membrane action. 
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1.2. Impetus of the research 
The thrust of this research is to investigate two aspects which influence the behaviour of fire 
exposed slabs, which are compressive membrane action and tensile membrane action. 
1.2.1. Compressive membrane action 
The effects of compressive membrane forces in slabs subjected to fire are not well 
understood. The study on compressive axial restraint of fire exposed slabs started in the 
1960's through experimental fire tests conducted at the Portland Cement Association (PCA) 
(Selvaggio et aL, 1963; Issen et aI., 1970). These tests showed that compressive axial restraint 
can increase the fire resistance of prestressed and reinforced concrete slabs. Based on these 
tests, the Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI) (Gustaferro et aI., 1989) developed a simple 
hand method to assess the effects of compressive axial restraint on the fire resistance of slabs. 
Currently, this remains the only available simple hand method but has not been verified by 
any published computer analysis. The applicability of this method to other types of floor 
systems other than those tested has been questioned by other researchers (Anderberg et al., 
1980; Harmathy, 1993). Therefore, the behaviour of reinforced concrete slabs with different 
support and restraint conditions has been analysed with a special finite element program in 
this research project. 
1.2.2. Tensile membrane action 
Tensile membrane behaviour in slabs has been known for over 30 years and has remained as a 
scientific interest for structural engineers. Recently, several real fires in composite steel 
framed buildings in the UK. have shown that tensile membrane action in composite slabs 
plays a very significant role in maintaining structural stability. The composite slabs, supported 
on unprotected beams, suffered very large midspan deflections but did not collapse. Full scale 
fire tests at the Cardington Large Building Test Facility have also confirmed this behaviour. 
This phenomenon has initiated a great deal of interest in the steel industry around the world 
because it has the potential to reduce the amount of passive fire protection in steel framed 
structures. Sophisticated computer programs have been developed to analyse tensile 
membrane behaviour in slabs under fire conditions. Simple design methods have been 
proposed by Bailey (2001) to utilise tensile membrane action in structural design for fire 
conditions but these have not been verified experimentally. There isa lack of data for fire 
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tests on two-way slabs in a controlled furnace environment. This research on tensile 
membrane behaviour consists of fire tests of two-way slabs in a controlled furnace 
environment and finite element modelling of the tested slabs. 
1.3. Objectives 
The objectives of this research are: 
1. To determine whether axial restraint can increase the fire resistance of one-way reinforced 
concrete slabs. 
2. To determine whether tensile membrane forces can prevent collapse of simply supported 
two-way slabs in fire. 
1.4. Scope of research 
The scope of this research covers: 
Compressive restraint of reinforced concrete slabs 
The slabs that are studied span in one direction and are axially restrained by the 
surrounding structure while being exposed to a fire from below. The slabs are heated with 
the ISO standard fire. Various boundary conditions are analysed to simulate the different 
types of support conditions in real structures. This study is conducted using plane frame 
analysis with the SAFIR finite element program. 
Tensile membrane action of reinforced concrete slabs 
The investigation into tensile membrane action in two-way slabs consists of: 
1. Finite element predictions with SAPIR. 
2. Experimental fire tests; six concrete and composite slabs are tested on a large furnace. 
The slabs span in two directions and are axially unrestrained. The slabs are loaded with 
a uniformly distributed load and heated with the ISO fire from below. 
3. Comparison of the fire test results with the SAFlR predictions. 
4. Extension of the SAFIR modelling to analyse other configurations and geometries. 
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1.5. Outline of thesis 
In this thesis, Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the research project and outlines the 
objectives and scope of the research. Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature related to 
this research project. Chapter 3 summarises the behaviour of reinforced concrete slabs under 
fire conditions. Chapter 4 describes the SAFIR program and its capabilities. 
Chapter 5 investigates the effects of compressive :membrane action through the analyses of 
restrained one-way slabs with the SAPIR program. 
The experimental fire tests of the two-way slabs are presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 
discusses the verification of the shell element at ambient conditions while Chapter 8 
investigates the behaviour of a two-way slab in fire conditions. Chapter 9 describes the 3D 
modelling of the tested slabs with SAPIR and compares the results with the experimental 
results. The 3D analyses of slabs with different geometries and support conditions are 
presented in Chapter 10. The conclusions and recommendations from this research can be 
found in Chapter 11. Full details of the experimental testing have been published in a separate 
report (Lim et aI., 2002). 
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2. REVIEW OF FIRE BEHAVIOUR OF CONCRETE SLABS 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the literature relevant to this research project. This literature review 
covers extracts of various design codes, properties of concrete and steel at elevated 
temperatures, experimental studies and computer programs. The effects of membrane action 
and flexural continuity of the fire resistances of reinforced concrete slabs are summarised in 
this chapter and will be presented in detail in the next chapter. 
2.2. Reinforced concrete floor systems 
Reinforced concrete floor systems come in numerous different structural forms. Among some 
of them are solid slabs (Figure 2-1), prestressed slabs (Figure 2-2) and composite 
steel/concrete systems on steel decking (Figure 2-3). The choice of the type of slab for 
construction depends on several factors such as economy of construction, span, and strength 
and serviceability requirements.· 
Precast prestressed concrete systems and composite steel/concrete systems have increasingly 
become very popular forms of construction in recent decades. Precast prestressed slabs offer 
the advantage of speed and economy of prefabrication and the ability to reach large spans. 
Composite steel/concrete slabs on steel decking are popular because they can be rapidly 
constructed without heavy lifting machinery. In addition, the steel decking acts as permanent 
formwork and as external reinforcing. 
Apart from resisting vertical loads, another important consideration which needs to be 
accounted for in the design of slabs is the effect of fire. Section 2.3 will present some 
recommendations by several different codes of construction to account for the effects of fire 
in slab design. Section 2.4 will present different design and analysis methods, ranging from 
simple hand methods to sophisticated computer programs. 
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Figure 2-1: Two-v .. ay solid sla b construction (Park et aI., 2000) 
Figure 2-2: Precast prestressed hollow core slabs (FIP, 1986) 
Figure 2-3: Composite steel/concrete floor system (Dimond Industries, 1997) 
2.3. Code recommendations for fire design of concrete slabs 
2.3.1. National codes 
Most national design codes specify generic fire resistance ratings for the fire resistances of 
slabs, by specifying minimum thicknesses and concrete cover to the reinforcing steel. In some 
design codes, the fire resistance listings differentiate between normal weight and light weight 
concrete. Some codes further distinguish between siliceous and calcareous aggregate concrete 
for normal weight concrete. The fire resistances are based on exposure to the standard fire and 
do not usually account for the level of applied load. 
2.3.2. The New Zealand Building Code 
The New Zealand Building Code (BIA, 1992) specifies the fire resistance ratings of any 
element by three criteria: stability, integrity and insulation. Not all these criteria apply to all 
types of elements. 
• The stability criterion applies to primary elements: e.g.: columns, beams, floors and load 
bearing walls. It requires the elements to maintain its load bearing capacity during a fire. 
• The integrity criterion applies to secondary elements such as fire separations and floors. 
These elements are required to prevent the penetration of flame or hot gases during a fire. 
• The insulation criterion applies to both primary and secondary elements. This criterion 
requires elements to prevent an average temperature rise of 140°C or a local maximum of 
180°C on the unexposed face. 
2.3.3. New Zealand Concrete Structures Standard (NZS 3101) 
The Concrete Structures Standard NZS 3101 (NZS, 1995) requires reinforced concrete slabs 
to fulfil three criteria to satisfy the fire resistance requirements stated by the New Zealand 
Building Code (Section 2.3.2). The requirements to fulfil these criteria are: 
Insulation 
The insulation criteria of slabs depend on the effective thickness of the slabs and the type 




The integrity of the slab is its ability to prevent passage of flames through the slab. The 
standard specifies that the slab has a fire resistance rating for integrity if the requirements 
for both insulation and stability are met. 
Stability 
The code specifies a minimum concrete cover to the reinforcing steel in order to achieve 
a particular fire resistance rating. 
The standard also provides different fire resistances for slabs with different support 
conditions, with reductions in thicknesses and concrete cover for slabs which are continuous 
or designed as two-way slabs. 
2.3.4. Eurocode 
Eurocode 2 (EC2, 1995) has similar fire resistance criteria to those in the New Zealand 
Concrete Structures Standard (NZS, 1995). Eurocode 2 also differentiates between one-way 
slabs and two-way slabs, and specifies different amounts of concrete cover for different aspect 
ratios in two-way slabs. It also gives several provisions and guidelines for continuous slabs. 
Eurocode 2 provides guidelines for simple calculation methods for evaluating the strengths of 
fire exposed members based on the temperatures in the members. The strength of the 
members is calculated based on a reduced cross-section consisting of the cooler sections. It 
also requires proper detailing of the structural members to reduce the likelihood of spalling 
and other failure modes apart from bending, shear and axial loads. The Eurocode requires 
complex structures such as frames to be analysed with a suitable computer program. 
Eurocode 2 provides details on the thermal and mechanical properties of concrete and 
reinforcing steel when they are SUbjected to elevated temperatures. Eurocode 3 (EC3, 1995) 
describes the behaviour of structural steel at elevated temperatures. The properties of steel and 
concrete at elevated temperatures based on the Eurocode (EC2, 1995; EC3, 1995) will be used 
in the analyses in this research project and will be explained in detail in sections 2.5 to 2.8. 
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2.3.5. ASTM E119 and Underwriters Laboratories 
The ASTM E119 (ASTM, 1999) and the Fire Resistance Directory (UL, 1988) provides fire 
resistance ratings for various proprietary floor systems and also differentiates the ratings for 
restrained and unrestrained support conditions. ASTM E119 (ASTM, 1999) states that a 
restrained system is one in which expansion of the heated member is resisted by the external 
forces and an unrestrained system is one which is free to expand and rotate at its supports. 
ASTM E119 (ASTM, 1999) states that adequate restraint can occur in interior bays and 
exterior bays of framed buildings when: 
"The space between the ends of precast units and the vertical faces of the supports, 
or between the ends of solid or hollow-core slab units does not exceed 0.25 percent 
of the length for nonnal weight concrete members or 0.1 percent of the length for 
structural lightweight concrete members. " 
The above definition is schematically illustrated in Figure 2-4. 
--ir- °1 Hollow-Corn Slabs or Doobls Tl'!es -··a"-C2 
f~~~~--------~~~~t 
~ 'I 
To be ~onsic!ered as restrained: 
c1 + (12" 0,00251 for normal weight concrete 
';:1 + 02" 0.00101 for lightweight concrel~ 
I 
Example: Determine maxlmom valull of Of + (;2 for normal wllignt hollow-ooro slabs with a clear $pan of 30 ft. 
Solution: c1 '" c2 = 0.0025(30 x 12) = 0.90 In. 
Figure 2·4: Definition of restraint by ASTM E119 (1999) for precast systems (Gustaferro et al., 1989). 
The definitions of restraint in both ASTM E119 and the Underwriters Laboratories directory 
are confusing because they have mixed flexural continuity and axial restraint in the 
definitions and have not considered the effects of axial restraint and the stiffness of the 
supporting structure (Buchanan, 2001). A method for calculating the required stiffness of the 
supporting structure to provide axial restraint is presented in section 2.4.2. 
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2.4. Review of design methods 
2.4.1. Simplified calculation methods 
There are several hand methods available for the design of concrete slabs for fire exposure, 
depending on the type of slab and their support conditions. These different design methods 
are summarised by CRSI (1980), Purkiss (1996), Buchanan (2001) and Fleischmann et al. 
(2002) and will also be briefly presented in the following section. 
The design of slabs under fire conditions is normally in the strength domain which requires 
the design resistance under fire conditions, R" fire, to be greater than the design action U,. fire, at 
a particular duration of fire exposure. For simply supported slabs, only the strength reduction 
of the reinforcing steel needs to be considered to assess the strength of the slab. The strength 
of the concrete at elevated temperatures only needs to be considered in continuous slabs or 
where the heated concrete is in compression. Eurocode 2 (1995) recommends the calculation 
to be done with a reduced cross section for the fire damaged concrete and ignores the concrete 
in the zone above a limiting temperature. Buchanan (2001) has recommended using a limiting 
temperature of 500aC for large members. 
The temperatures of the reinforcing steel in a fire exposed concrete member are assumed to be 
equal to the temperatures of the concrete at a particular distance from the fire exposed surface. 
From the temperatures of the heated reinforcing steel, its reduced strength can be determined 
from strength reduction factors such as those published in Eurocode 2. The temperatures in 
the concrete can be calculated with simple formulae such as those proposed by Wickstrom 
(1986), or by using published generic temperature contours for structural elements such as 
those by FIP (1978), Wade (1992) and the Eurocode (EC2, 1995). The applicability of these 
simple methods is limited to the standard fire. For fire conditions other than standard fires, the 
temperatures should be determined with computer programs such as T ASEF (Wickstrom, 
1979) or SAFIR (Franssen, 2002a). 
2.4.2. Restrained one-way slabs 
The simplified design method in section 2.4.1 does not take into account the effects of 
restraint. The effect of restraint is generally accepted as beneficial for the performance of 
flexural elements under fire conditions. However, quantifying this beneficial effect is not 
simple. The only available simple hand method was proposed by the Prestressed Concrete 
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Institute (Gustaferro et al., 1989). This method was developed based on numerous tests at the 
Portland Cement Association (PCA) furnace. It is a step-by-step method which incorporates 
design nomograms, shown in Figure 2-5. This method calculates the amount of thrust 
required to prevent collapse of a floor system, and the required stiffness of the surrounding 
structure to provide that amount of restraint. 
600li.1Q-6'r-" ----~~~--.."Ol 





Figure 2-5: Nomograms developed by the PCI for calculating restraint of concrete floor systems 
(Gustaferro et al., 1989). 
The Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute (CRSI, 1980) has provided a step-by-step procedure 
for analysing structures exposed to fires. This procedure is directed to beams, slabs and joist 
systems and uses the PCI method or the "thick walled" cylinder analysis, if the floor system 
forms part of an interior bay. CRSI (1980) also provides generic recommendations for 
evaluating the position of the line of thrust at the slab supports. However, Harmathy (1993) 
has questioned the general applicability of these nomograms, formulas and tables. 
2.4.3. Two way slabs 
The ultimate load of two-way slabs at ambient conditions can be determined by yield-line 
theory (Park et al., 2000). Yield line theory can also be applied to slabs at elevated 
temperatures based on the strength reduction of the reinforcing steel due to the temperatures. 
However, yield-line theory does not take account of the membrane effects in the slab which 
has been shown by experimental tests (Bailey et aI, 2000; Lim et aI, 2002) to significantly 
increase the fire resistance of two-ways slabs. Bailey (2001) has recently developed a design 
method to determine the ultimate load capacity of two-way slabs at elevated temperatures, 
taking account of tensile membrane enhancement. Further details of the design method will be 
described in section 3.8.3. 
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2.4.4. Computer programs 
This section describes some of the previous research on structures in fire using computer 
programs. Numerous computer programs have been developed for the analysis of steel and 
concrete structures under fire conditions, most of which are based on the finite element 
method. The existing computer programs relevant to this research project will be briefly 
described. 
Sullivan et al. (1994) performed a review of the available computer programs for thermal and 
structural analysis of structures exposed to fire conditions. Among some of the earlier 
programs developed for 3D analysis of fire-exposed steel structures is FASBUS II (Jeanes, 
1985, 1986). FASBUS II is based on the finite element method and was designed specifically 
to analyse the fire resistance of floor slabs in steel frames. The program uses beam elements 
and triangular plate bending elements to represent the frame and slab, respectively. The 
program uses an incremental-iterative approach to determine the displacements required to 
bring the structure to a point of equilibrium under the conditions imposed at each temperature. 
The temperature distributions in the structural members were determined with another 
program, FIRES-T3 (Iding et aL, 1977). 
Terro (1998) has developed the programs, TEMP and SlRUCT, for 3D analysis of concrete 
structures in fire. The TEMP program is used for the thermal analysis of the structural 
members. The temperature distributions are then fed into the program STRUCT, to perform 
the structural analysis. STRUCT was developed under the shell of LUSAS (London 
University Structural Analysis System). 
The VULCAN program has been developed at the University of Sheffield over recent years to 
model the 3D behaviour of composite buildings in fire (Huang et al., 1999a, 2000a). The 
program has been successfully verified with several experimental results of the Cardington 
full scale fire tests (Huang et aL, 1999, 2000, 200la). Some of the results of the VULCAN 
modelling will be briefly discussed in section 3.8.4. 
SAFIR (Franssen, 2002a) is a non-linear finite element program which was developed at the 
University of Liege, Belgium, and is based on an earlier program, CEFICOSS. It consists of 
thermal and structural analysis components integrated into a single program. The thermal 
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analysis component is used to determine the temperature distributions of the structural 
members which are used in the structural analysis. SAFIR's structural analysis capabilities 
include 2D and 3D analysis of steel, concrete and composite members and can account for 
geometrical and material non-linearity. The SAFIR program will be used for the analyses of 
this research and will be described in further detail in chapter 4. 
Other programs have also been developed by Wang. (1994) and Jiang (2001) to perform 3D 
modelling of concrete slabs under fIre conditions. Commercial general-purpose fInite element 
packages, such as ABAQUS have also been used to model structures in fire (O'Callaghan et 
aI., 2000; Lamont et aI., 2001; Gillie et al., 2002; Moss et aI., 2002). However, users have 
reported severe convergence problems using such commercial programs due to the non-linear 
nature of the analysis which includes the non-linear material properties and geometric non-
linearity associated with large deflections (Gillie et al., 2001). Gillie et al. (2001) have 
developed a program, FEAST, which integrates with ABAQUS to analyse slabs at high 
temperatures with shell finite elements. The program uses a different analysis approach from 
other programs such as VULCAN and SAFIR. It uses the stress-resultant method in order to 
avoid the convergence problems associated with the non-linear material models (Gillie et aI., 
2001). Eighazouli et al. (2001) have developed a program ADAPTIC to model 3D steel 
frames using the grillage method. 
Most of these programs are not user-friendly enough to be used as design tools and are 
typically used for research purposes. Graphical user interfaces have been developed in some 
programs, such as Supertemp-Calc (Anderberg, 1991), to simplify their use. Nevertheless, 
these programs require proper user knowledge and understanding of the structural behaviour 
in order to interpret the results correctly. 
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2.5. Thermal properties of concrete 
2.5.1. Thermal conductivity 
Thennal conductivity is the ability of a material to conduct heat and is defined as the ratio of 
heat flux to the temperature gradient. It represents the unifonn flow of heat through concrete 
of unit thickness over a unit area subjected to a unit temperature difference between the two 
opposite faces (Bazant et al., 1996). Harmathy (1970) has calculated the thennal 
conductivities of four concretes in oven-dry conditions and the results of the calculations are 
shown in Figure 2-6. The four different concretes are referred to as Concretes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
which were assumed to contain quartz, anorthosite and two lightweight shales, respectively. 
The thennal conductivity of nonnal weight concrete with siliceous and calcareous aggregates 
has been shown to lie between the theoretical lines of Concrete 1 and 2 in the above figure 
(Hannathy et al., 1973). For lightweight concrete, the results lie in between the lines of 
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Figure 2-6: Thermal conductivities of various concretes (Harmathy, 1970). 
The thennal conductivity of siliceous aggregate concrete based on the Eurocode (EC2, 1995) 
is shown in Figure 2-7 and is defined as: 
A = 2 - 0.24 T/120 + 0.012 (T/120)2 (W/mK) 
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Figure 2·7: Thermal conductivity of siliceous aggregate concrete according to Ee2 (1995). 
2.5.2. Thermal diffusivity 
Thermal diffusivity represents the rate of temperature change in a material and is used to 
calculate temperature distributions under transient conditions. Thermal diffusivity is 
expressed as kI(pcp), where k is the thermal conductivity, p is the material density and cp is 
the specific heat of the materiaL The thermal diffusivity of normal and lightweight concrete is 
shown in Figure 2-8. The graph shows that the thermal diffusivity of the normal-weight 
concrete reduced by approximately 50 percent when the temperatures increased from ambient 
to 650°C. The reduction is approximately 25 percent for lightweight concrete. The thermal 
diffusivity of siliceous concrete, ac, according to EC2 (1995) is considered to be independent 
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Figure 2-8: Thermal diffnsivity of coucrete (Harmathy et at, 1973). 
2.5.3. Specific heat 
The specific heat of a material is the amount of heat per unit mass which is required to change 
the temperature of the material by one degree. It is defined as (Hannathyet aL, 1973): 
c = (aH) 
p aT p 
where H= enthalpy, temperature and P=pressure. The specific heat of concrete is not very 
sensitive to either the aggregate type or the mix proportions but is very dependent on the 
moisture content. The effects of temperature on experimentally determined specific heats of 
various concretes are shown in Figure 2-9. 
Cj) t6l-1tt-/"-f--t--t---iI--+--+-+--+---i 
( kJlkg1<J 
Figure 2-9: Effect of temperature on specific heats of different concretes (Schneider, 1985) 
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The specific heat of concrete with siliceous aggregates as a function of temperature according 
to EC2 (Figure 2-10) follows the equation below: 
cp = 900 + 80 T/120 - 4(T1120f (J/kgK) 
1400 
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Figure 2·10: Specific heat of siliceous aggregate concrete according to Ee2 (1995), 
2.5.4. Thermal expansion of concrete 
Concrete is an isotropic material and exhibits thermal expansion when it is subjected to a 
temperature change. Since it is an isotropic material, the thermal strain is the same in all 
directions. Stresses develop in concrete structures due to the non-uniform thermal expansion, 
which in tum leads to cracking and large scale spalling (Bazant et al., 1996). 
i) Thermal expansion of aggregates 
The thermal expansion of aggregates has a very important effect on the changes in the volume 
of concrete as they normally occupy between 65 percent and 80 percent of the total volume 
(BaZant and Kaplan, 1996), The main factor affecting the coefficient of thermal expansion of 
the aggregates is the percentage of silica present in them. Rocks with high contents of silica, 
such as quartzite and sandstone, have high coefficients of thermal expansion, ranging between 
9xlO-6 and lOxlO-6 oC-1 (Browne, 1972). The mineral composition of the rocks also plays an 
important part in their thermal expansion. 
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ii) Thennal expansion of hardened cement paste 
At temperatures up to about 300°C, thennal shrinkage of the paste competes with thennal 
expansion to give a net expansion. At temperatures greater than 300°C, the thennal shrinkage 
exceeds the expansion and gives a net shrinkage. This competition of expansion and 
contraction affects the microstructure of the paste and its physical and mechanical properties 
(Bazant et aL, 1996). The shrinkage at elevated temperatures has been attributed to the loss of 
moisture from the cement paste. When the cement paste is heated, the free pore water is 
driven out and if the temperatures are severe enough, the solid paste matrix will be dehydrated 
(Cruz et aL, 1980). 
iii) Thennal expansion of concrete 
There is almost a linear relationship between the thennal expansion of the aggregates and the 
concretes made from them (Cruz et aI., 1980; Bazant et aI., 1996). 
Figure 2-11 shows the thennal expansion for different types of concrete (Harmathy, 1993). 
Their data labels as shown in the diagram below are summarised in Table 2-1. Generally, 
expansion increases with temperature at temperatures greater than about 1S0°C to 300°C. 








Figure 2·11 : Dilatometric curves for three normal weight concretes and three lightweight concretes 
(Harmathy, 1993). 
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SI Siliceous rock 
AD Andesite 
SG Expanded slag 
CL Expanded clay 
PU Pumice 
Table Data labels for Figure 2·11 for concrete with different agg regates. 
Khouryet al. (1985a, 1985b and 1986) have showed that there is considerable contraction for 
concrete under load compared with the free thennal strains (FrS). These contractions are 
referred to as "load-induced thennal strain" (LITS). The total thennal strain under load, 
expressed as a function of temperature (T) and stress (0') is the difference between the FrS 
and the LITS. 
i.e.: Total thennal strain= FrS(T,O) - LITS(T,O') 
The FrS of concrete is a non-linear function of temperature dominated by the aggregate type 
and content. The main contributor to LITS is the interaction with transient phenomena in 
drying creep. The equation above is valid only at low temperatures. At higher temperatures, 
there is a rapid increase in the rate of thennal expansion. This is due to the transfonnation of 
the aggregates and the failure of the bond between aggregate and cement paste (Blundell et 
aI., 1976). 
Concrete made of siliceous aggregates expand progressively up to about 700°C. There is a 
matked rate of expansion at about 570°C due to the conversion of a-quartz to ~-quartz 
(Hannathy et aI., 1973). This will cause micro-cracking with failure of the bond between the 
cement and the aggregate. At temperatures greater than 700°C, the concrete starts to contract. 
This contraction is due to the contraction of hardened cement paste and the dehydration and 
decomposition of the calcium silicate hydrates in the cement paste. 
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The coefficient of thermal elongation of concrete with siliceous aggregates according to EC2 
(1995) is expressed as: 
~ULc = (-1.8 x 10-4) + (9 x 1O-6T) + (2.3 X 10-11 T3) 
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Figure 2-12: Thermal elongation of siliceous aggregate concrete according to EC2 (1995). 
2.5.5. Spalling 
Spalling is the separation of concrete from the surface in concrete structures when they are 
exposed to high temperatures. This phenomenon can seriously affect the fire resistance and 
stability of the structure and has been categorised into three categories (Institution of 
Structural Engineers, 1975): 
• General or destructive spalling: This form of spalling is violent which usually occurs 
during the early stages of heating. It can result in extensive damage or complete 
destruction of the concrete element. 
• Local spalling: This consists of surface pitting, aggregate splitting or corner break-off. 
• Sloughing off: This is a progressive form of breakdown of the concrete elements after 
prolonged heating. Surface layers of concrete are separated from the main body of the 
member by long irregular cracks and cavities. 
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The factors that influence the occurrence of spalling are (Malhotra, 1984): 
• The moisture content of the concrete. 
• The number of faces exposed to heating. 
• The level of stress in the concrete. High compressive stresses increase the probability of 
spalling and promote explosive spalling. 
It The quantity of reinforcement in the member and the thickness of the member. 
It The rate of heating of the structure. Rapid heating encourages spalling more than slow 
rates of heating. 
.. Cracking due to aggregate expansion, internal cracks or reinforcement expansion can also 
cause spalling. 
Spalling can be prevented by: 
It Reducing the moisture content. 
It Reducing the compressive stresses. 
.. Constructing with lightweight concrete. 
It Providing additional reinforcement. 
It Incorporating polypropylene fibres into the concrete. 
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2.6. Thermal properties of steel 
2.6.1. Thermal conductivity 
The thennal conductivity of steel depends mainly on the amount of alloying elements and on 
the heat treatment. The thennal conductivity of steel Aa for EC3 (1995) is determined from the 
following equations: 
Aa = 54 - 3.33 x 1O-2 T (W/mK) 
Aa = 27.3(W/mK) 
For 20°C ~T < 800°C 
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Figure 2·13: Thermal conductivity of steel as a function of temperature according to EC3 (1995). 
2.6.2. Specific heat 
The Eurocode (EC3, 1995) expresses the specific heat of steel cp according to the following 
equations and is shown graphically in Figure 2-14. 
cp = 425 + 7.73 x 1O-1T - 1.69 x 1O-3T2 + 2.22x1O-6 T3 (J/kgK) 
cp = 666 + 13002/(738-T) x 9 (J/kgK) 
cp = 545 + 17820(T-731) x 10 (J/kgK) 
cp = 650 (J/kgK) 
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For 20°C $ T < 600°C 
For 600°C ~ T < 735°C 
For 735°C $ T < 900°C 
For 900°C ~ T < 1200°C 
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Figure 2·14: Specific heat of steel according to EC3 (1995). 
2.6.3. Thermal expansion 
The coefficient of thennal expansion of steel at room temperatures is about 11.4 x 1O-6m-1C-1 
(Hannathy, 1993). The thennal expansion of various carbon and low- alloy steels depends on 
the carbon content and the heat treatment. The thennal elongation of structural and 
reinforcing steel according to BC3 (1995) is taken as: 
AULs = (-2.416 x 10-4) + (1.2 x 1O-5T) + (0.4 x 10-8 T2) 
AULs = 11 X 10-3 
AULs = (-6.2 x 10-4) + (2 x 1O-5T ) 
0.020 
For 20°C < T .:::; 750°C 
For 750°C < T .:::; 860°C 
ForT> 860°C 
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Figure 2·15: Thermal elongation of structural and reinforcing steel according to EC3 (1995). 
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2.7. Mechanical properties of concrete 
2.7.1. Constitutive Law 
Anderberg et aL (1976) proposed the constitutive law for concrete under transient high 
temperature conditions. The following equations in this section have been extracted from 
Anderberg et al. (1976), unless stated otherwise. 
The constitutive law for concrete under high temperatures may be expressed as follows: 
where eT = Total strain 
eth = Thermal strain 
e = u Instantaneous, stress-related strain 
ecr = Creep strain 
etr = Transient strain 
T= Temperature 
0'= Stress 
a= Stress history 
t= Time 
2.7.2. Total strain, eT 
The total strains of concrete in compression and under heating are illustrated in Figure 2-16. It 
shows the strains of specimens being stressed at different levels and heated to failure at a 
constant rate of 5°C/min. The thermal expansion is significantly reduced under stress and for 
a stress equal to about 40 percent of the ambient temperature strength, the thermal expansion 
is fully compensated by the stress induced deformation. As the temperature approaches a 




Figure 2-16: Deformation upon hea,tiug (SoC.min,l) for different levels of compressive stress (percent of 
strength at ambient conditions) (Anderberg et aI., 1978). 
2.7.3. Thermal strain,eth 
The thermal strain is the unrestrained thermal expansion of concrete. This component of the 
total strain has been explained in 2.5.4. 
2.7.4. Instantaneous, stress-related strain, e cr 
The stress-related strain is based on the concept that at every state, a specified stress-strain 
relation is valid for the material. The stress-strain behaviour is affected by two main factors: 
the current temperature and the prehistory of the stress. Anderberg et al. (1976) and Schneider 
(1985) have investigated the stress-strain relationships of concrete under elevated 
temperatures. The influence of temperature on the stress-strain curve is shown in Figure 2-17. 
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Figure 2-17: Stress-strain relations at different temperatures (Anderberg et al., 1976). 
The high-temperature stress-strain relationship will be considerably different if the concrete is 
subjected to stress during the period of heating. Its deformability will be smaller and a slight 
increase in strength is observed. The general description of the stress-strain relation is shown 
in Figure 2-18. 
+ 
Figure 2-18: Stress strain relation of concrete (Anderberg et ai., 1976). 
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The three parameters used to describe the envelope in Figure 2-18 are: 
Be = slope of rising branch 
au = compressive strength at the current state 
Cu = strain corresponding to maximum stress 
B* = slope of descending branch 
The Burocode (EC2, 1995) specifies· the strength of uniaxial stressed concrete by a set of 
stress-strain relationships with a shape specified in Figure 2-19. 
Range I of the model is expressed as 
{JO) ) and Ed(iJ) to be chosen according to table A,1 of EC2(1995) Ie 20°C ' 
Range II: For numerical purposes a descending branch should be adopted. Linear and non-








Figure 2-19: Model for compression stress-strain relationships for siliceous and calcareous concrete at 
elevated temperatures (Ee2, 1995). 
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Figure 2·20: Stress strain relationships of siliceous aggregate concrete under elevated temperatures 
according to Ee2 (1995). 
2.7.5. Creep Strain, ccr 
Figure 2-21 shows the variation of creep strain with time. It shows that when the temperature 
and stress vary with time, the evaluation of the creep strain is based on the strain hardening 
principle. The creep strain is not explicitly defined in the Eurocode and is implicitly included 
,in the stress-strain relationships of the concrete. 
L;,..,.....,,;,.----,--f---'-------~TI ME 
Figure 2·21: The principle of strain hardening for creep (Anderberg et aI., 1976). 
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2.7.6. Transient strain, sIr 
Anderberg et aL (1976) discovered that transient effects were important when they performed 
tests under constant stress and varying temperature and measured the resultant strain. 
Transient strain develops under stress when the temperature is increased. This strain has been 
shown to be irrecoverable and occurs only on the first heating of concrete. 
Khoury et aL (1985a, 1985b and 1986) have explained the phenomenon of transient strain 
more clearly. Transient creep originates in the cement paste and is restrained by the 
aggregates. It provides the concrete some thermal stability by accommodating the 
considerable thermal incompatibility that develops between the aggregate and the cement 
paste during first heating. Transient creep causes a significant relaxation and redistribution of 
thermal stresses. Transient strain cannot be measured and must be determined from the 
remaining four strain components (Anderberg et aL, 1976). Anderberg et al. (1976) have 
found that for siliceous aggregate concrete, the transient strain is of opposite sign to the 
thermal strain at temperatures below 500ae (which is the temperature at which the quartz 
phase change occurs). 
Figure 2-22 shows the relative order of magnitude for the different components of strain, and 
shows that transient strain is a very important component. 
Figure 2·22: Relation between different strain components (Anderberg et al., 1976). 
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2.7.7. Modulus of Elasticity 
The reduction of modulus of elasticity with temperature for various types of aggregates is 
shown in the figure below. The reduction of the modulus of elasticity is due to the breakage of 
bonds in the microstructure of the cement paste when the temperatures increase. Another 
cause of the reduction of the elastic modulus is the increase of rapid short-time creep. 
Figure 2-23: Reduction of modulus of elasticity for various types of aggregates with temperature (Bazant 
et aI., 1996). 
The type of aggregate used in the concrete has a strong influence on the reduction of the 
elastic modulus (Schneider, 1985). Although the data obtained from various investigators 
vary significantly, generally it is found that aggregates that are more compatible and 
chemically stable such as limestone exhibit a lower reduction (refer to Figure 2-23). Siliceous 
aggregates show a significant drop in the elastic modulus at temperatures above 500°C. 
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2.7.8. Compressive strength 
The compressive strength of concrete is a function of temperature. The effects of the type of 
aggregate on the compressive strength of specimens that were unstressed during heating are 
shown in Figure 2-24. Figure 2-24 shows that from 450°C, the concrete with siliceous 
aggregates exhibited the greatest amount of strength reduction compared with that of 
calcareous or lightweight aggregates (Schneider, 1985). This trend was also observed when 
the concrete was stressed to O.4cre and tested hot and to unstressed residual strengths. 
Figure 2·24: Variation of concrete compressive stress for different aggregates (Schneider, 1985). 
The concrete compressive strength is also very dependent on the stress level (Schneider, 
1985). The definitions of unstressed, stressed and unstressed residual shown in Figure 2-25 
are explained below and have been directly extracted from Bazant et aL (1996). 
1. Unstressed: The loaded specimen was heated to the required temperature and then loaded 
to failure while hot. 
2. Stressed: The specimen was loaded in compression and heated to the required 
temperature. The load was then increased until failure occurred. 
3. Unstressed residual: The unloaded speciment was heated to the required temperature and 
then allowed to cool slowly to room temperature. After seven days, the specimen was 
loaded to failure in compression. 
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The "stressed strength" of concrete is evidently higher than the "unstressed strength", as 
shown in Figure 2-25. The stress level itself has little effect on the ultimate strength as long as 
a > 0.20, where a is the ratio of the applied stress to the uniaxial compressive strength at 
ambient conditions. It becomes significant once a < 0.20. 
Figure 2·25: Stressed and unstressed calcareous concrete during heating (Schneider, 1985). 
The Eurocode (EC2, 1995) expresses the reduction of the characteristic compressive strength 
of concrete by the coefficient kc(T). 
The strength reduction coefficient kc(T) for siliceous aggregate concrete as obtained from 
Ee2 is shown in Figure 2-26 and follows the equations: 
kc(T) = 1.0 
kc(T) = (1600-T)/1500 
kc(T) = (900-T)/625 
kc(T) = 0 
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for 200 e :::; T :::; lOOoe 
for 1000 e < T :::; 4000 e 
for 4000 e < T :::; 9000 e 
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Figure 2·26: Coefficient k,;,(T) accounting for the decrease of compressive strength (fc) for siliceous 
aggregate concrete at elevated temperatures according to EC2 (1995). 
2.7.9. Biaxial properties of concrete at elevated temperatures 
The compressive strength of concrete under biaxial stress at elevated temperatures is greater 
than its uniaxial strength. Figure 2-27 shows the typical failure envelope of concrete under 
biaxial stress from tests conducted by Ehm et al. (1985). The tests showed brittle, explosive 
failures of the concrete at ambient conditions and at 300°C. At 150°C and at temperatures 
above 450°C, the concrete failed in a more ductile and gradual manner. The tests showed that 
the mechanical properties of the concrete were very sensitive to the loads applied in the 
second axis whereby the ultimate strength of the concrete increased even under very low load 
levels in the second axis. The stress ratio, defined as the ratio between the principal stresses 
(51/(52, which gives the highest biaxial strength, increases to higher values with increasing 
temperature. The failure envelope changes from an elliptical shape at low temperatures to an 








Figure 2-27: Biaxial strength envelopes of normal weight concrete at high temperatures (Ehm et ai, 1985). 
Figure 2-28 and Figure 2-29 show the concrete stress-strain relationships at high temperatures 
with biaxial stress ratios of zero (cr1:cr2 = 1:0) and unity (cr1:cr2 = 1:1), respectively. The graphs 
show that the principal strain, 82, at failure changes from positive under uniaxial loading to 
compression under equal biaxial loading. The strains, 81 and 82, which correspond to the 
ultimate strength, increase considerably with increasing temperature. Khennane et aI. (1992a 
and 1992b) have developed a plasticity model for the behaviour of concrete at high 
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Figure 2-28: Concrete stress-strain relationships at high temperatures with biaxial stress ratios of zero. 
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Figure 2-29: Concrete stress-strain relationships at high temperatures with biaxial stress ratios of unity. 
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2.8. Mechanical properties of steel 
For steel sections, the thickness is such that their temperatures across the section may be 
considered unifonn. Therefore, the problem encountered with concrete on heating rates is not 
as important. 
2.8.1. Components of strain 
The defonnation of steel at elevated temperatures is given by the total strain as shown below. 
The transient strain component does not exist for steel. 
E1' = Eth (T)+ Ea(if,a,T) + Ecr(a,T,t) 
where Eth = Thennal strain 
E a = Instantaneous, stress-related strain 
E cr = Creep strain 
T = Temperature 
(J' = Stress 
if = Stress history 
t = Time 
2.8.2. Thermal strain, Eth 
The thennal strain of steel is the thennal expansion of steel when it is heated up. Its behaviour 
under elevated temperatures is explained in section 2.6.3. 
2.8.3. Stress-related strain, E(j 
Typical stress-strain curves for structural steel elements at elevated temperatures at various 
temperatures as obtained by Harmathy et al. (1970) are shown in Figure 2-30. The graph 
shows that the yield plateau becomes less noticeable with temperature rise and disappears at 
about 300°C. After a slight decline at moderately elevated temperatures, the ultimate strength 
of the steel increases in the temperature range of 180°C to 370°C. Upon further temperature 
increase, the yield strength of the steel declines steadily. 
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Figure 2-30: Stress strain curves at various temperatures for structural steel (Harmathy el ai, 1970). 
The stress-strain curve of steel according to EC3 (1995) at a given temperature is defined by 
three parameters. 
i) The slope of the linear elastic range Es(T), 
ii) The proportional limit aspr(T), and 
iii) The maximum stress level fy(T). 
Figure 2-31 describes the stress-strain relationships of hot-rolled structural and reinforcing 
steels at elevated temperatures. 
t1 .. ltn 
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Figure 2·31: Stress strain relationships of hot rolled steel at elevated temperatures according to EC2 
(1995). 
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2.8.4. Creep strain, B cr 
Creep strain in structural steel elements only become significant at temperatures over 400-
sooaC. Kirby et al. (1988) have shown that the creep is highly dependant on the temperature 
and stress level of the steel. If a steel member of a particular stress level reaches a certain 
temperature, the member becomes plastic and runaway failure occurs (Figure 2-32). 
HIi~ln9mt~ 
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Figure 2·32: Creep of steel in tension (Kirby et aI., 1988). 
2.8.5. Modulus of Elasticity 
The reduction of the modulus of elasticity with temperature for various types of steel is shown 
in Figure 2-33 below. Its reduction trend is similar to that of the yield strength. Hannathy 
(1993) has made a comparison by various researchers on the effect of temperature on various 
types of steel. 
o 200 400 
Figure 2·33: Variation of modulus of elasticity of steel with temperature 1) Structural steel, 2} 
Prestressing steel, 3) Reinforcing steel. (Harmathy, 1993). 
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2.8.6. Ultimate and yield strengths 
Most normal construction steels have a well-defined yield strength at normal temperatures. 
However, this yield point disappears at elevated temperatures (Buchanan, 2001). The 
reduction of the ultimate and yield strengths of steel is shown in Figure 2-34 below. There is a 
significant amount of scatter shown with various curves recommended by various researchers. 
The vertically hatched and the horizontally hatched area represent the ultimate strength and 
yield strength of the steel. Curve a is the curve recommended by The Institution of Structural 
Engineers (1975) for both yield strength and ultimate strength. 
Figure 2-34: Ultimate and yield strengths of hot-rolled steel (Harmathy, 1993). 
The variation of the elastic modulus, proportional limit and yield strength of hot-rolled steel 
and cold-drawn steel according to EC2 (1995) is shown in Figure 2-35 and Figure 2-36, 
respectively. The stress strain relationships may be applied to the steel in both tension and in 
compression. The stress-strain relationships account for, in an approximate manner, the effect 
of high temperature creep. The material model is applicable only for heating rates similar to 
those appearing under standard fire conditions. 
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Figure 2-35: Parameters of stress-strain relationships of hot-rolled steels at elevated temperatures 
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Figure 2-36: Parameters of stress-strain relationships of cold-worked steels at elevated temperatures 
according to EC2 (1995). 
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3. THE BEHAVIOUR OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 
SLABS lJNDER FIRE CONDITIONS 
3.1. Introduction 
The behaviour of a slab exposed to high temperatures is highly dependent on its support 
conditions and the surrounding structure. This chapter discusses the effects of flexural 
continuity and tensile and compressive membrane action on the structural fire resistance of 
reinforced concrete slabs. This chapter also summarises the previous research by other 
researchers. 
A few real fires in the past decades will be highlighted in section 3.2 to show the fire 
behaviour of slabs in mu1ti~storey buildings. Section 3.3 will discuss the behaviour of slabs at 
ambient conditions due to the effects of compressive axial restraint and tensile membrane 
action. Section 3.4 briefly describes the behaviour of an unrestrained one-way slab exposed to 
fire while section 3.5 explains the fire behaviour of slabs subjected to compressive axial 
restraint. Sections 3.6 and 3.7 discuss the effects of flexural continuity and catenary action in 
slabs, respectively. Finally, the effect of tensile membrane enhancement on slabs subjected to 
fire exposure is presented in section 3.8. 
3.2. Fires in multi-storey buildings 
3.2.1. Introduction 
This section presents several key incidents of fires in multi~storey buildings which emphasises 
the fire behaviour of slabs in multi-storey buildings. 
3.2.2. Kimberley-Clark building 
Vecchio et aL (1990a) have described a fire which occurred in the Kimberley-Clark building 
in 1978. The building was a four-storey concrete building used for paper manufacturing. The 
third storey of the building was used to store drums of nickel pellets and had been loaded up 
to 43kPa prior to collapse even though the floor was designed for a live load of 6kPa. At the 
time of the collapse, an explosion and a major fire occurred in the lower stories of the 
structure. It was not clear as to whether the collapse was caused by the fire and explosion or 
that the collapse triggered the explosion. The structural system consisted of a reinforced 
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concrete flat slab system with six bays in each direction. The floor slabs were 200mm thick. 
The third floor collapsed down to the basement level. The fire which occurred after the 
collapse of the third floor, raged for 48 hours due to the high fuel loads in the floors below the 
collapsed floor. 
Vecchio et aL (1990a) have performed 2D analyses of the structure under fire conditions. The 
analyses were conducted with a program, TEMPEST, which can account for geometric and 
material non-linearity and material degradation at elevated temperatures and membrane forces 
in the slabs. Their analyses showed that the collapse could have been due to a fire in the floors 
below which weakened the overloaded floor. Their analyses also showed that the increased 
load carrying capacity of the slabs was attributed to the compressive membrane forces in the 
slab. The slabs would collapse only if they were allowed to elongate considerably. The 
elongation was resisted by the surrounding structure which resulted in high compression 
forces in the slab. 
3.2.3. Kellogg Factory 
The Institution of Structural Engineers and the Concrete Society (1975) and Cembureau and 
PIP (1979) have repOlted a fire which occurred in 1967 in the Kellogg factory in Manchester, 
U.K. The fire occurred on the ground floor of the five storey reinforced concrete factory. The 
fire burned for eight hours before it was brought under controL The fuel load was 1600 tonnes 
of paper and wax. The beams and slabs had 40mm and 20mm cover, respectively. The floors 
above the fire compartment which were supported on the concrete beams suffered very large 
vertical deflections and deformed as a two-way slab as shown in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2. 
Proper anchorage of the slab reinforcing to the surrounding structure and the adjacent beams 
enabled the slab to sustain large deflections. The slabs possibly developed tensile membrane 
action while they were supported on the beams which hung in a catenary. 
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Figure 3-1: View of the floor above the fi re (Institution of Structural Engineers and the Concrete Societ)', 
1975). 
Figure 3-2: View of noor over fire (Cembureau and FlP, 1979). 
3.2.4. Broadgate 
In 1990, a fire occurred in a 14-storey office building on the Broadgate development in the 
U. K. (Newman et al., 2000). The office building was partly completed, with the active and 
passive fi re protection features to the s teelwork incomplete. The tloor system was constructed 
with compos ite trusses and beams s ppOIting a composi te floor sbb. The fire temperatures 
were estimated to have reached in excess of lOOOoe. 
The unprotected beams were distortEd \vith permanent deflections as large as 270mm with 
local buckling of the bottom flanges and webs near their supports. The steel truss which 
spanned j 3.5m, suffered defiections as large as 552mm and the supported composite floor 
4] 
suffered deflections as large as 600mm. In various places, the reinforcement had failed and 
the steel decking de bonded from the concrete. This is thought to be due to steam release of the 
concrete and restraint against thermal expansion. The catenary action of the deformed beams 
allowed membrane action to develop in the slabs. 
Some of the unprotected steel columns deformed and shortened by lOOmm, but the structure 
did not exhibit signs of collapse as the loads were redistributed to the stronger and cooler 
parts of the structure. Most of the connections did not fail despite suffering large 
deformations. 
3.2.5. One Meridian Plaza 
In 199 1, a very severe fi re occurred in the One Meridian Plaza in Philadelphia (Routley et at. 
1991). The building was a 38 storey high rise office building built with a steel frame and a 
composite steel-concrete floor system. The structural steel was protected with spray-on 
fireproofing material. The columns had a 3 ~hour fire rating while the beams and fl oor system 
had a 2-hour rating. The fire occurred on the twenty-second storey and burned for 19 hours. 
The beams and floor systems suffered very large deflections but did not collapse, as shown in 
Figure 3-3. The fire demonstrated the beneficial effects of high levels of redundancy on the 
fi re resistance of steel frame structures. 
Figu re 3-3: Large vertical deflections of the steel beams and floor systcm after thc fire in thc One 
Meridian Plaza (Routley ('t aI., 1991). 
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Figure 3-4: Load detlection curve of a two-way reinforced concrete slab (Park, 1964c). 
The behaviour of one-way and two-way concrete slabs at ambient temperature has long been 
studied by many researchers. The behaviour of a two-way slab at ambient conditions, with 
laterally restrained edges can be divided into a few phases, described by Figure 3-4. As the 
loads on the slab are increased from A to B, the slab deflects downwards and due to 
compressi ve membrane action, reaches its ultimate enhanced load at B. The slab behaves 
elastically during the initial stages, followed by inelastic behaviour as the loads approach B. 
Compressive membrane action develops at small deflections, after cracking of the ·slab. The 
compressive forces fonn in the slab due to jamming of the slab segments into the boundaries, 
causing the slab strips to arch from boundary to boundary, which enhance the flexural 
strength of the slab sections. 
As the load is increased beyond point B, the load carried by the slab decreases very rapidly 
due to the reduction of the compressive membrane force. For a two-way slab, it can still carry 
loads beyond point B when the membrane forces in the central region change from 
compression to tension between point Band C. This transition from compressive membrane 
action to tensile membrane action can result in violent snap-through of the slab, due to the 
sudden drop of axial forces. In a one-way slab, the snap-through would lead to catenary mode 
with axial tensile forces generated in the slab. If the tensile forces cannot be resisted at the 
supports, the slab would collapse. For a two-way slab, the load is resisted beyond point C by 
the reinforcement acting as a plastic tensile membrane with full-depth cracking of the 
concrete over the central region due to the large stretch of the slab surface. Tensile membrane 
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action does not alter the collapse mechanism of the slab and the slab can carry further load 
with an increase in deflection until D, when the reinforcement fractures. The limiting point 
when fracture occurs at D depends on the ductility of the steel. 
3.3.1. Compressive membrane action 
The application of compressive membrane action in normal civil engineering design has not 
matured even though it has been known for more than three decades (Wood, 1961; Park et al., 
2000). However, if compressive membrane forces exist in floor systems, they can be used to 
provide a 'silent' safety factor (Woodson et al., 1999). Tests of compressive membrane action 
in slabs have been described by Park (1964a, 1964b), Guice et al. (1989) and Vecchio et al. 
(1990b). Park (1964a, 1964b) has used plastic theory to determine the load-deflection 
behaviour at and after the ultimate load for a slab with compressive membrane forces. The 
capacity of the slabs is associated with the midspan deflection to thickness (8/h) ratio. The 
peak capacity of a slab with a slenderness ratio of 20 occurs when 8th is 0.5 (Park et al., 
2000). Stockier slabs will reach their peak capacities at lower values of 8th. Park et al. (2000) 
have shown that compressive membrane action can be mobilised when the support stiffness is 
at least S ::: 2BJ(Uh), where Be is the modulus of elasticity of the concrete and Llh is the span 
to depth ratio. 
3.3.2. Tensile membrane action 
Park (1964c) has proposed a theory to determine the load carried at large deflections by 
tensile membrane action. The theory was derived based on tests of concrete slabs with full 
horizontal restraint by Park (1964c). Significant tensile membrane action in slabs can occur 
only if there is stiff edge restraint to prevent movement of the edges (Park et al., 2000). Park 
(1964c) has recommended a safe value of O.ILx (Short span/l0) for the maximum central 
deflection after tensile membrane has developed. 
Tests by Wood (1961), Sawczuk et al. (1965), Taylor (1965) and Hayes (1968) have shown 
that some tensile membrane behaviour can form in unrestrained two-way slabs. The 
membrane forces form in the slab as a result of the geometry of deformations as the slab 
deflects. Figure 3-5 shows a laterally unrestrained uniformly loaded square slab under large 
vertical deflections with a yield line pattern in the slab. Membrane forces form in the slab 
when the slab regions at the edges tend to move inwards but are prevented by the adj acent 
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outer edges. The segments of the slabs act as shells, with the lower central region of the slab 
in tension, and the upper outer region in compression (Taylor, 1965). Considering equilibrium 
of a segment (segment A in Figure 3-5), the total tension forces of the reinforcement are equal 
to the compression forces in the concrete. The forces are not in balance, when considering 
specific lengths of the yield line, as is normally assumed in yield line theory. However, the 
forces are in balance when considering the yield line overall (Taylor, 1965). 
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Figure 3·5: Teusile membrane action in an unrestrained, uniformly loaded slab (Taylor, 1965). 
Increasing deflections occur in the slab due to rotations between the segments of the slab at 
the yield lines, which have formed earlier. The effect of the change in geometry, due to the 
increasing vertical deflections, increases the effective lever arm of the internal forces (Taylor, 
1965). This increases the tensile membrane enhancement and the load carrying capacity of the 
slab. In two-way slabs, the ultimate capacity of the slabs can be increased from 1.5 to 2 times 
above the yield line capacity (Woodson et aL, 1999). 
Sawczuk et al. (1965) and Hayes (1968) have developed analytical methods for considering 
membrane action in unrestrained slabs. Their design methods assumed that the critical mode 
of failure was by cracks forming across the short span of the slabs, intersecting the yield lines 
as shown in Figure 3-6. The method by Sawczuk et al. (1965) was based on an energy method 
while Hayes (1968) developed an eqUilibrium method based on the failure mode proposed by 
Sawczuk et al. (1965). The Building Research Establishment (BRE) has recently tested a 
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trapezoidal profiled slab to investigate the effects of tensile membrane action in slabs (Bailey 
et aI., 2000). This will be described in further detail in section 3.8.2. 
Figure 3·6: Critical mode of failure in the slabs assumed by Sawczuk et al (1965) and Hayes (1968). 
Unlike compressive membrane action, tensile membrane action does not depend on the 
surrounding members in a structure and can develop in a slab with simply supported 
conditions. Tensile membrane behaviour can be an important factor to limit catastrophic 
collapse under fire conditions. This will be discussed further in section 3.8. The reserve 
capacity due to tensile membrane action is also an important consideration in the design of 
blast-resistance structures where large deflections are indicative of very large energy 
absorbin'g capabilities (Woodson et aI., 1999). 
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3.4. Simply supported one-way slabs under fire conditions 
Fire 
Figure 3·7: A simply supported slab exposed to a fire from below. 
When a simply supported one-way concrete slab is exposed to a fire from below as shown in 
Figure 3-7, a non-linear temperature gradient will form across the depth of the slab. The 
temperature gradient will cause the concrete slab to expand outwards and deflect downwards. 
The vertical deflection is mainly due to thermal bowing of the slab which is a result of the 
non-linear thermal expansion across the depth of the slab. The high temperatures at the 
bottom surface will cause the bottom reinforcing steel to lose its flexural strength and 
stiffness, resulting in additional deflections of the slab. When the flexural strength at a section 
of the slab falls below the level of the applied bending moment, a plastic hinge will form and 
the slab will fail. 
3.5. Axial restraint of fire exposed one-way concrete floor systems 
Uniformly distributed load. w 
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Figure 3-8: A restrained simply supported one-way slab exposed to a fire from below. 
Figure 3-8 shows a simply supported one .. way slab exposed to a fire from below. If the 
horizontal movement from the thermal expansion is restrained by a rigid surrounding 
structure (Figure 3-7), compressive axial forces will develop in the slab. 
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Figure 3-9: Free body diagram of a restrained simply supported slab. 
Figure 3-9 shows the free body diagram of half of a restrained reinforced concrete slab 
exposed to a fire on the underside. The equilibrium of the forces require the compression 
stress block to have a force, C, equal to the sum of the tensile forces in the reinforcing steel, 
S, and the external thrust force, T, i.e.: C = S + T. The equilibrium between the applied and 
resisting moments at midspan at failure is: 
Equation 3-1 
Where R+ftre = Positive flexural capacity of the slab at elevated temperatures 
Zo = Distance between the position of thrust force and the centroidal axis of slab 
at the supports 
/). = Midspan vertical deflection 
w = Uniformly distributed load 
L = Clear span of the slab 
Equation 3-1 is based on the derivation presented by Harmathy (1993). The pcr (Gustaferro 
et aI., 1989) and Buchanan (2001) have presented a similar equation expressed by Equation 
3-2. The only difference is the term 'e' which is defined as the distance between the line of 












Figure 3·10: Definition of 'e' in the free body diagram of a restrained slab (Buchanan, 2001). 
The following discussion on axial restraint will be based on Figure 3-9 and Equation 3-1 as it 
has been shown to be more consistent with the analyses presented in section 5.8, rather than 
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Figure 3·11: Components of moments in a restrained slab with its line of thrust at the slab soffit. 
The effectiveness of the restraint is dependent on the distance of the thrust force to the 
centroidal axis of the slab at the end supports, Zo (refer to Figure 3-9). Figure 3-11 shows the 
moments that act on a restrained slab when the line of thrust is located close to the soffit of 
the slab. Figure 3-11a shows the bending moment diagram due to the gravity loads. Figure 
3-11b shows the moments due to the downward deflection of the slab, coupled with the 
restraint force, T, and Figure 3-11c shows a uniform negative moment due to the restraint 
force, T, acting at a distance, zo, below the centroidal axis at the supports of the slab. The 
combined bending moment diagram due to the external thrust and the gravity load is shown in 
Figure 3-11d. The moment due to the gravity loads, M+grnvity, remains constant during the fire 
but the moments due to MA and T.zo can change during the course of the fire, which will also 
change the shape of the combined bending moment diagram. The equation of the midspan 






Figure 3·12: Applied and resisting moments of a restrained slab. 
fire 
Figure 3-12 shows the same bending moment diagram from Figure 3-11d, with typical 
positive (R+cold) and negative flexural capacities (Kcold) added. As the temperatures increase 
during the fire, the flexural capacities will steadily reduce, shown by the lines marked R+fire 
and Kfire. The shape of the bending moment diagram can only change within the limits of the 
reduced positive and negative flexural capacities. If the reduced positive flexural capacity, 
R+ fire, falls below the applied bending moment, M+ fire,Red, a plastic hinge will form at a section 
of the slab and the slab will collapse. However, the negative moment, M-fire, which is due to 
the thrust force acting below the centroidal axis can reduce the applied positive moments, 
~ fire,Red, which will require the positive flexural capacity to be further reduced before it is 
exceeded by the positive moments, thus allowing the slab to be exposed to the fire for a 
longer time. If the negative moment is sufficiently large, it can reduce the positive moments at 
midspan to zero. In this case, the positive flexural capacity can drop to zero without collapse 
of the slab. However, the negative moments at the slab supports can increase only up to the 
limit of the negative flexural capacity, K fire , which depends on the compressive strength of 
the bottom reinforcing bars at the end span. The negative moments cannot be further 
increased if the bottom reinforcing bars yield in compression. 
Even with the reduction of the positive moments by the T.zo moment, a plastic hinge can still 
form at midspan, causing failure, if the applied positive moment, M\l'e, Red, increases 
sufficiently and exceeds the slab's positive flexural resistance, R+fire·. This increase of the 
positive moment during the fire is attributed to the M6. moment, which is the product of the 
deflections and the thrust force. If the slab deflects downwards excessively until the midspan 
deflections, L1, equal zo, the terms T.L1 and T.zo in Equation 3-1 will cancel out and become 
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zero. Thus, the flexural enhancement due to restraint will be lost and only the flexural 
capacity of the slab can be relied on to resist any additional positive moments. Compressive 
axial restraint can be detrimental if the deflections, Ll, are larger than zo, as the compressive 
restraint force, T, coupled with the large deflections will increase the applied midspan 
moment and reduce the time to the formation of a plastic hinge. 
The thrust force from the rigid supports can increase the flexural stiffness of the slab, to 
prevent large downward deflections. Paradoxically, the rigid supports will form large 
compressive forces in the slab, which will also increase the MA moments, even for small 
deflections. Therefore, the flexural resistance at midspan can also be exceeded for a rigidly 
restrained slab with small vertical deflections. This will result in a sudden collapse when a 
plastic hinge suddenly forms at midspan. 
3.5.1. Effect of line of thrust at different support conditions 
The effectiveness of restraint of a fire exposed slab is sensitive to the position of the line of 
thrust and the amount of restraint provided by the surrounding structure. The compressive 
forces in the slab will form a shallow arch in the slab to resist the applied loads. For the 
compressive forces to enhance the flexural resistance of the slab, the line of thrust has to 
remain below the centroid axis of the slab. Greater flexural enhancement can be mobilised if 
its line of thrust at the supports is located further below the centroidal axis (Figure 3-13a). 
(a) Line of thrust close to soffit of slab 
-£..-- T 
(b) Line of thrust far from soffit of slab 
Figure 3-13: Compressive membrane action for different positions of line of thrust 
When the position of line of thrust at the supports is located close to or above the centroidal 
axis (Figure 3-13b), the compressive forces cannot sufficiently enhance the flexural resistance 
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of the slab and can be detrimental to the slab. An example of such an application would be in 
double-tee slabs which have their webs cut out (refer to Figure 3-14a). In this case, the line of 
thrust will be too close to the centroidal axis to produce any enhancement. If the thrust force 
acts above the centroida1 axis of the slab, it can produce a sagging moment, which will 
accelerate the development of the applied positive moments, and reduce the time to forming a 
plastic hinge, and failure. 
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Figure 3-14: Location of point of action for different support conditions (Carlson et al., 1965). 
The height of the line of thrust can only be located accurately for specific support conditions 
where the line of thrust is well defined due to the method of construction. An example of such 
an application would be in precast construction where metal shims are placed between the 
vertical faces of the ends of slabs and the restraining structure (Figure 3-14a, band c). 
For cast in-situ or continuous slabs (Figure 3-14d), the height of the line of thrust at the 
supports changes during the course of the fire. Fire tests of restrained floor slabs at the PCA 
furnace (Issen et al., 1970 and Lin et al., 1983) have shown that for highly restrained slabs, 
the line of thrust moves from below the depth of the slab towards the centroidal axis during 
the fire. For normal weight concrete, the line of thrust will reach the centroidal axis in less 
than 2 hours. For lightly restrained slabs, the Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute (CRSI, 
1980) has provided recommendations shown in Table 3-1 for determining the line of thrust 
for solid slabs. 
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Fire exposure (hours) Location of line of thrust at supports 
2 25mm (1 in.) 
3 32mm (11/.1 in.) 
4 38mm (1'12 in.) 
Table 3·1: Position of line of thrust in cast-in-sitn slabs recommended by CRSI (1980). 
3.5.2. Experimental and theoretical analyses of restrained fire exposed floor systems. 
The investigation of the effects of restraint on fire exposed concrete floor systems was 
pioneered by the Portland Cement Association (PCA) (Selvaggio et al., 1963). The tested 
specimens consisted mainly of double-tee floor systems. The specimens were fire tested with 
different amounts of allowable expansion and were subjected to the ASTM E119 standard 
fire. The slabs in the PCA tests were allowed a certain amount of free elongation AL, 
followed by complete restraint. Anderberg et aL (1982) have questioned whether this sort of 
support condition occurs in real construction and have recommended simulating different 
degrees of restraint by different axial stiffnesses. The PCA tests showed that almost any 
amount of restraint greatly enhanced the fire resistance of the slabs as they were able to 
support their loads considerably longer than for the simply supported condition (Issen et al., 
1970). Based on these results, a step-by-step method incorporating several nomograms was 
developed by the Prestressed Concrete Institute, PCI (Gustafeno et aL, 1989) which was 
described in section 2.4.2. 
Lin et al. (1983) have also conducted a large number of fire tests on restrained concrete floor 
slabs exposed to the ASTM El19 fire. Their test results showed that the perfonnance of the 
floor slabs was not greatly affected by the degree of restraint, except near the 0% and 100% 
restraint conditions. Under zero restraint, the slab will behave as a simply supported member 
and will result in a lower fire resistance. At full restraint (100%), the high restraining forces 
could result in a compressive failure. 
Anderberg et al. (1982) have used a non-linear finite element program, CONFIRE, to 
investigate the structural behaviour and fire resistance of concrete members exposed to fire. 
Their analysis was on simply supported concrete slabs with different amounts of allowable 
horizontal expansion of the slabs. Their analyses showed that the fire resistance of the floor 
slabs did not increase with increasing axial restraint and that the PCI method cannot be 
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universally applied to all types of floor systems. They also argued that the maximum thrust 
that fonned in the slabs analysed cannot be used to detennine its fire resistance based on the 
PCI method and concluded that the PCI method over-predicts the thennal strains, particularly 
at strains in excess of 0.15%. 
Cooke (1993) has conducted a series of fire tests on restrained concrete flat slabs. The tests 
showed that when the line of thrust at the supports is located at the exposed face of the slab, 
the fire resistance of the slabs is significantly better than slabs with their line of thrust located 
at mid-depth. The tests also showed that an axial load applied at mid-depth of the slab end 
supports produced significantly shorter times to failure than a slab with no axial restraint. 
3.6. Effect of continuity on the fire resistance of one-way and two-way slabs 
Slabs which are continuous over several supports are subjected to some level of horizontal 
restraint when exposed to fires and are only unrestrained on rare occasions (Harmathy, 1993). 
For this reason, the effect of horizontal restraint on slabs with rotational restraint at the 
supports, such as continuous slabs will be discussed. Continuous slabs have better structural 
fire resistance than pin-supported slabs due to their higher level of redundancy against failure 
(CRSI, 1980; Gustaferro et el., 1989; Harmathy, 1993; Buchanan, 2001; Fleischmann et al., 
2002). Their better perfonnance in fires is attributed to moment redistribution which allows 
the loads to be resisted by altemati ve means after the first plastic hinge fonns. However, FJP 
(1986) have presented a different view about the fire resistance of continuous structures, that 
precast slabs with limited flexural continuity have better perfonnance under fire conditions 
than continuous slabs. 
Anderberg (1978) has perfonned analytical studies of the behaviour of continuous concrete 
slabs under fire conditions. The numerical analyses were based on experimental fire tests 
(Anderberg, 1973) and were perfonned with a finite element computer program which was a 
modified version of "FIRES-RC" (Becker et al., 1974). In the experimental tests, the rotations 
of the slabs were fixed but the end supports were free to move horizontally. The slabs were 
subjected to various heating conditions to simulate realistic fire conditions. Their numerical 
analyses showed good agreement with the test results and demonstrated the effects of moment 
redistribution at the end supports. Their numerical analysis was extended to investigate 
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continuous slabs with axial restraint which showed that large positive moments formed at the 
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Figure 3-15: Components of moments in a restrained continuous slab. 
Figure 3-15 shows the bending moments of an interior span of a continuous slab, subjected to 
a fire from the underside. The heated span is assumed to be uniformly loaded and horizontally 
restrained. The bending moment diagram due to the gravity loads is shown in Figure 3-15a. 
The vertical deflections and thermal thrust also produce a moment, Mil (Figure 3-15b). A 
uniform hogging moment, Mth, (Figure 3-15c) along the length of slab is formed, due to the 
rotational restraint against the curvature induced by the thermal gradient. This hogging 
moment increases the negative moments at the supports and reduces the positive moments 
along the span. The combined bending moment diagram due to the gravity loads and the 
thermal effects is shown in Figure 3-15d. The shape of the bending moment diagram will 
change during the fire, due to the Mth and Mil moments, but only within the limits of the 
reduced positive and negative flexural capacities. Unlike the pin-supported slab, the 
continuous slab will not fail until the flexural capacity is exceeded at three plastic hinge 
locations. 
In a continuous slab, the position of the line of thmst at the supports can be determined from 
the bending moments at the supports. Figure 3-15 shows that M-fire consists of the moments 
imposed due to the gravity loads, wL2/12, and the moments due to restraint against thermal 
curvature, Mth. By definition, the bending moment at the supports is defined as the couple of 
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the axial force in the slab, T, and the eccentricity, Zo (refer to Equation 3-3). This eccentricity 
is the position where the axial force is acting across the depth of the slab at the supports, 
relative to the centroidal axis of the slab. 
Equation 3-3 
where T ::: Axial force in the slab 
Zo ::: Position of line of thrust relative to the centroidal axis 
Therefore, the eccentricity of the axial force relative to the centroidal axis of the slab is: 
Equation 3·4 
3.7. Catenary action in one-way slabs 
Large deflections can occur in one-way slabs after significant periods of fire exposure. For 
simply supported slabs, rapidly increasing deflection indicates the onset of failure. If the slabs 
have the capacity for horizontal tensile restraint at the supports, the large deflections can 
result in the loads being carried by catenary action, with tensile forces in the slabs. This 
requires the supports to have sufficient anchorage and tensile capacity to resist these forces. 
The magnitude of the tensile forces at the end supports, T, when the slab deforms into a 
catenary with a midspan deflection, 1'1, is shown by Equation 3-5. 
Equation 3·5 
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3.8. Tensile membrane behaviour in fire exposed two-way slabs 
The Broadgate building fire showed that the composite floor slabs of a steel framed building 
played an important load bearing role when the unprotected secondary steel beams lost 
significant strength and stiffness. At ambient temperatures, compositeslabs with steel decking 
are designed and assumed to behave as one-way systems, resisting the loads through bending 
and shear. Under fire conditions, the unprotected composite slabs undergo very large vertical 
deflections due to thermal bowing and loss of strength of the steel deck and the supporting 
beams. The slabs behave as a two-way membrane and are supported by the colder perimeter 
beams and columns. As the beams weaken in the fire, the load resistance progressively 
transfers to the slabs, resisting the loads by tensile membrane action. The compression ring 
forms at the edges of the heated slab in addition to a tension field in the middle of the heated 
slab. The tensile stresses are resisted by the mesh in the slab. This mechanism will enable the 
slab to resist the loads provided· the vertical supports at the edges can be maintained and 
provided the steel in the tension zone does not fracture. 
3.8.1. Cardington fire tests 
Following the Broadgate building fire, a series of full-scale fire tests was conducted in the 8 
storey steel framed test building at the Cardington Large Building Test Facility in 199511996 
(Figure 3-16). The tests showed that unprotected reinforced concrete floor slabs on steel 
decking do not collapse after a compartment burnout, in spite of very high measured steel 
temperatures and suffering considerable deformations (Bailey et aI., 1999). The fire tests were 
conducted by British Steel and the Building Research Establishment (BRE) , involving 
different compartment sizes and test configurations at different locations in the building. In 
the tests, the soffit of the trapezoidal composite deck and all the steel beams were 
unprotected. The columns were fully protected up to the soffit of the .slabs. The maximum fire 
temperatures in the tests exceeded lOOO°C. The composite floors suffered large deflections 
(-U20) but there was no structural collapse (Figure 3-17). The beams showed signs of local 
buckling and the connections showed signs of being subjected to high tensile forces which 
resulted in plate and web fractures. 
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Figure 3-16: Fire tests at the Cardington steel 
building (Newman et aI., 2000). 
3.8.2. BRE ambient temperature test 
Figure 3-17: Large deflections of the composite 
slabs following the fire tests a t the Cardington steel 
building (Newman et aI., 2000). 
A test was conducted at the BRE to investigate tensile membrane action in slabs exposed to 
fire conditions. The test was conducted at ambient conditions on a slab which measured 9.5m 
x 6.5m. Although the test was conducted at ambient conditions, the test was intended to 
simuiate tensile membrane behaviour in a slab that would be exposed to fire conditions. The 
slab was simply supported at the peri meter on beams and columns but it was horizontally 
unrestrained. The slab was subjected to an increasing load with a series of point loads to 
represent a unifonnly distributed load over the slab. The slab was built on a trapezoidal-
shaped composite steel deck which was later removed from beneath after the concrete was 
cast, leaving the concrete slab rei nforced only with the A142 mesh. The absence of the steel 
decking represented the minimal contribut,ion of str ngth and stiffness to the slab during a real 
fi re. 
Failure of the slab occurred under a uniformly distributed load of 4.81kPa, which was more 
than double the load carryi ng capacity determined from classical yield line analysis (2.3kPa). 
The slab failed when a large full Jepth crack formed in the middle of the Sh011 span of the 
lab, fo llowed by a full depth crac k forming across the diagonal of the s[ab. The test showed 
that a composite slab simply supp rted on four edges could CaJTY loads considerably ,in excess 
of those predicted by conventional yield line design principles (Bailey et at., 2000). 
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3.8.3. Design methods incorporating tensile membrane action 
Following the tests conducted at the BRE, Bailey et al. (2000a, 2000b) and Bailey (2001) 
have developed a method for determining the ultimate load carrying capacity of two-way 
slabs incorporating the effects of tensile membrane enhancement under elevated temperatures. 
The design method estimates the load capacity of a two-way slab at a given displacement, 
based on the membrane forces in the slab. The design method calculates an enhancement 
factor, due to effects of the membrane forces on the flexural strength, for the yield line load 
capacity. The method considers the failure mode shown in Figure 3-18 and differs from the 
failure mode (refer to Figure 3-6) presented by earlier researchers (Sawczuk et al, 1965; 
Hayes, 1968). This method has shown agreement with published data of the fire tests at the 
Cardington Large Building Test Facility (Bailey et al, 2000). The design method also includes 
a check on the ultimate failure of the system based on the maximum permissible deflections 
due to the mechanical strains of the reinforcement and the thermal bowing deflections. 
Figure 3·18: Assumed failure mode of the slab by Bailey (2001). 
The postulated membrane behaviour is not yet fully understood, especially at elevated 
temperatures. Newman et al. (2000) have applied this procedure to a limited range of 
conditions involving low to moderate fire severity, in which the influence of elevated 
temperatures on the components is expected to be minor. 
Clifton et aL (2003) have extended this design method for application in New Zealand. This 
method considers higher fire severities compared to those specified for the UK application 
given by Newman et al. (2000). This design method takes account of the effects of elevated 
temperatures on the load resisting components and the strength contributions of the secondary 
beams to the slabs. This design method also checks the shear capacity of the slab at elevated 
temperatures and provides detailing provisions for the slab reinforcement. Clifton et al. (2003) 
have recommended the use of steel with high ductility, equivalent to hot-rolled reinforcing, at 
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the regions with negative moments such as the supports where the steel may be required to 
accommodate high tensile strains without fracture. 
Comparison of the simple design method with the VULCAN finite element program has 
shown that the simple design method may predict higher tensile membrane enhancement, 
hence greater fire resistances, than predicted with finite element analysis (Huang et al., 2002). 
The differences of the results were particularly significant for highly reinforced square slabs, 
where the simple method predicted much greater enhancement due to tensile membrane 
action. 
3.8.4. Numerical analysis by other researchers 
The fire at the Broadgate building and the tests at the Cardington building led to intensive 3D 
computer modelling with sophisticated computer programs to understand the behaviour of 
steel framed structures in fire and tensile membrane action in composite slabs. Huang et al. 
(1999b, 2000b, 2001a) have modelled the fire tests at the Cardington building (Figure 3-19) 
with the VULCAN program and have shown good agreement with the test results. Their 
analyses supported the theory and experimental observations that the floor slabs resisted the 
loads by tensile membrane action and formed a tensile zone in the middle of the fire exposed 
slab, surrounded by a compression ring (Figure 3-20). Their analyses showed that membrane 
action played a very important role in supporting the loads on the slabs and highlighted the 
importance of the ability of the fire exposed slab to deform into double curvature and behave 
as a two-way slab. Slabs with high aspect ratios would tend to deform into a catenary which 
may lead to runaway failure, rather than deVelop tensile membrane action (Huang et al., 
2002). 
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Figure 3·19: Deflected shape of the BRE large compartment fire test analysed with VULCAN (Huang et 
al.,2000b). 
Figure 3-20: Distribution of the principal membrane tractions obtained from VULCAN analyses for the 
British Steel Corner Fire Test (Huang et aI., 2000b). 
Gillie et al. (2001) have also successfully modelled the Cardington fire tests with the 
ABAQUS program, combined with the FEAST package. Gillie et al. (2002) have suggested 
placing larger amounts of reinforcing mesh lower in the slabs than in normal design practice. 
, 
Although the mesh would have less cover and be exposed to higher temperatures, it would 
gain more ductility due to the high temperature effects. The greater steel content would 
compensate for the lower strength of the steel and provide greater crack control to prevent 
integrity failure. The higher ductility of the mesh would enable it to continue to resist the 
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tensile strains in the middle of the slab under large deflections. Conversely, if the steel had 
greater cover, it would remain cooler and might rupture due to the lower ductility at lower 
temperatures. 
O'Callaghan et al. (2000) have also used ABAQUS to model the Cardington building. Three 
different models were used, which were a grillage model, a beam/shell model and a full shell 
model. Their analyses found that the grillage model underestimated the experimental 
deflections but showed good agreement with the magnitude of the forces in the beam/shell 
model. However, the grillage model cannot account for the effects of in-plane and transverse 
shear forces. The beam/shell model and the full shell models can be used to accurately predict 
the true structural behaviour. The full shell model can be used to capture the local buckling 
effects in the beams. However, capturing this phenomenon was not important as its global 
response was similar to the beam/shell model (O'Callaghan et al., 2000). 
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4. THE SAFIR FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM 
4.1. General 
This chapter describes the SAPIR computer program which is used for the numerical analysis 
of this research. SAPIR is a special purpose, non-linear finite element program for analysing 
steel and composite structures exposed to fire. It was developed by I.M. Franssen at the 
University of Liege, Belgium. SAFIR is based on an earlier program called CEFICOSS 
CQomputer gngineering of the FIre resistance of COmposite and ~teel ~tructures) which was 
developed in the 1980's. 
This chapter describes some of the characteristics of SAFIR and are based on the contents of 
the User's Manual for SAFIR200lfree (Franssen et aL, 2002a). The full details of the program 
can be found in the User's Manual and Elements of Theory for Safir 2001 Free (Franssen et 
al.,2002b). 
4.2. Capabilities of SAFIR 
SAPIR was developed for 2D and 3D thennal and structural analysis of structures exposed to 
fires. Its analysis can account for geometrical non-linearity due to large displacements and 
material non-linearity in the thennal and mechanical properties. It utilises various types of 
elements, calculation procedures and incorporates various types of material models for 
thennal and structural analysis. Although it was developed specifically for analysing 
structures under fire conditions, SAFIR can also perfonn structural analysis at ambient 
temperatures. 
4.3. Analysis procedure 
SAFIR consists of two analysis components, which are the thennal analysis and structural 
analysis. The behaviour of the structure is simulated as a function of time using the 
temperature distributions in the structural elements evaluated from the thennal analysis. 
Torsional analysis of 3D beam elements can also be perfonned, whereby a beam section may 
be subjected to warping. 
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Step 1: Thermal analysis 
The thennal analysis is perfonned independently of the structural analysis and needs to be 
carried out before the structural analysis of fire exposed structures. 2D sections and 3D 
elements can be analysed with the thennal analysis program. 
To perfonn the thennal analysis, the geometry of the cross-section and its material properties 
are first defined. This is done with a pre-processor, Wizard XP, written by D.l. Pintea and J-
M. Franssen (Figure 4-1). Alternatively, a text editor can be used to manually discretise the 
cross section. Plane sections are discretized by triangular or 4-noded isoparametric elements. 
For 3D analysis, the members are discretised by six or eight noded solid elements (prismatic 
or non-prismatic). The materials in the section can vary from element to element and their 
properties are temperature dependent. The materials such as steel, reinforced concrete and 
composite steel-concrete sections can be utilised to define the section. 
Figure 4·1: SAFIR Pre·Processor WizardXP iuterface. 
The two-dimensional solid elements are used to define the cross section of beam, shell or 
truss elements in the thennal analysis. These solid elements are also referred to as 'fibres' in 
the beam cross section. The output of the thennal calculations perfonned on 3D solid 
elements cannot be utilised to perfonn three-dimensional structural analysis. 
Having discretised the cross section, it is then subjected to a time-temperature profile and 
analysed with SAFIR to determine the thennal distribution across the cross section. The time-
temperature profile applied to the thennal analysis can utilise either fire curves built into the 
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program or user-defined fire curves defined with data points. The results of the thermal 
analysis are stored in a data file and can be viewed with a post-processor, Diamond XP, 
written by D.l Pintea and J-M. Franssen. 
In the thermal analysis, heat transfer in the plane section or solid is by conduction. The 
evaporation of moisture in the material can be modelled by modifying the thermal properties 
of the materials. Radiation in internal cavities of the section can also be considered in the 
thermal analysis such as in hollow core concrete members (Figure 4-2). 
Figure 4-2: Thermal aualysis of a hollow core concrete slab with an internal cavity, viewed with the 
DiamondXP Post-processor. 
Step 2: Structural analysis 
The structural analysis can be performed in the 2D or 3D domain for structures in ambient 
and fire conditions. The structural analysis in fire conditions is performed after the 
temperature histories in the elements have been defined. The analysis is performed as a 
function of time in the 'fire using the temperature distributions in the elements which were 
obtained from the thermal analysis output. For 3D analysis with beam elements, torsional 
analysis of the beams must be performed prior to the structural analysis to determine the 
torsional stiffness of the beam elements. Truss, beam and shell elements are available for 
discretising the structure. Some of these elements will be further described in section 4.4. 
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SAFIR uses an incremental-iterative solver for the structural analysis. An iterative technique 
is used to find the equilibrium between the external load and the internal stress at every time 
step. For each iteration, the tangent stiffness matrix is evaluated and the system of equations 
is solved using the Newton-Raphson method (Figure 4-3). 
Force 
TO 




where: NE Norm of the Energy, calculated at each iteration 
NET Norm of the Total Energy, calculated as the summation of all the previous NE 
Figure 4-3: Convergence iterations for the SAFIR structural analysis (Franssen et aI., 2002b) 
The iterations are repeated for every time step until convergence is achieved. When 
convergence is achieved, the following data are computed: 
i) Displacements of the structure at each node; 
ii) Axial and bending moments at each integration point in each element; 
iii) Stresses, strains and the tangent modulus of each element in each fibre and each 
longitudinal integration point of the beam element; 
iv) Stresses, strains, bending and membrane stiffnesses of the shell elements. 
The procedure repeats successive time steps and halts when the specified final time is reached 
or when the structure fails. Local failure of a structural member does not lead to overall 
structural failure. This is dealt with by the arclength technique. The arclength technique in 
SAFIR is similar to the method described by Crisfield (1981) and can be used to 
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accommodate failure of a single column in a redundant framed structure and snap-through 
behaviour of slabs. Automatic adaptation of the time step increment is possible and the 
structural calculation continues until failure. This means that the failure point is not affected 
by any deflection criterion. 
In the analysis, large displacements, thermal strain effects and temperature dependant non-
linear materials are taken into account. SAFIR uses a total corrotational method to solve for 
the large displacements. The unloading of the stresses in a material, such as during the decay 
phase of a fire, is parallel to the elastic-loading branch (Franssen, 1990). The program also 
allows imposed displacements and residual stresses by means of initial strains. 
4.4. Structural elements 
This section describes the beam and shell elements that will be used in the analysis of this 
research project. 
4.4.1. The SAFIR Beam Element 
The 2D beam element is defined by three nodes (Figure 4-4). Nl and N2 represent the end 
nodes and define the position of the beam in space. A third node, N3, lies between the two 
end nodes and supports the non-linear component of the longitudinal displacement. The 
longitudinal displacement of the node line is a second order power function of the 
longitudinal co-ordinate, while the transverse displacement of the node line is described by a 
third order power function of the longitudinal co-ordinate. The end nodes of the 2D beam 
element, Nl and N2, have three degrees of freedom comprising two displacements and one 
rotation. 
The 3D beam element has an additional node, N4, to define the position of the local y-axis of 
the beam. The end nodes of the 3D beam have seven degrees of freedom, three displacements, 
three rotations and a warping degree of freedom. 
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Figure 4-4: Beam element (a) Local axes (b) Degrees of freedom at nodes (c) Cross section (Franssen et al, 
l002b). 
The cross-section of the beam element is discretized by the fibre model, consisting of 
quadrilateral and/or triangular shaped elements. The integration along the length of the beam 
is performed with Gauss integration. The number of Gauss integration points along the length 
of each beam varies from one to three. Typically, two integration points are used. At every 
longitudinal point of integration, all the variables such as temperature, strain and stress are 
uniform in each fibre. Each fibre in the beam can have its own material, allowing composite 
sections to be made and analysed. 
There are several assumptions made in the beam element that were incorporated in the 
program: 
1. Plane sections remain plane under bending. 
2. Shear energy is not considere4 as per Bernoulli's hypothesis. 
3. In the case of strain unloading, the material behaviour is elastic with the elastic modulus 
equal to the Young's modulus at the origin of the stress-strain curve. 
4. The plastic strain is not affected by the increase in temperature. 
5. Plastifications are only considered in the longitudinal direction of the member; Le.: 
uniaxial constitutive models. 
6. The non-linear portion of the strain is averaged on the length of the elements to avoid 
locking. 
7. Non-uniform torsion is considered in the beam element. 
8. Local buckling of steel fibres in the beam element cannot be accounted for. 
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4.4.2. The SAFIR shell element 
Shell geometry 
The SAFIR shell element is a 4 node quadrilateral element. The shell element (Figure 4-5) is 
defined by four corner nodes in the order of nodes 1,2,3 and 4, and has a constant thickness, 
h. The middle points of the edges of the elements are a, b, c and d while the centre of the local 
system of coordinates lies at the intersection, 0, between a-c and b-d. The z axis is 
perpendicular to the d-b and a-c plane. 
There are 4 Gauss integration points on the surface of the shell element. There are also 
integration points distributed across the depth of the shell at the positions of the surface 
integration points. The number of Gauss integration points across the thickness is defined by 
the user, ranging from 2 to 10 . 
Shell formulation 
• Integration points 
• Nodes 
h~~ ________ -= __ ~~ ____ -r 
a 
Shell centreline 
Figure 4-5: Geometry of the shell element (Franssen, 2002b) 
The shell element combines the membrane properties of a membrane element and flexural 
properties of a plate element. Talamona et aL (2000) has presented more details of the shell 
element formulation and has successfully used the shell element to model steel members. The 
properties of the plate element are based on the Discrete Kirchhoff Quadrilateral (DKQ) 
which was originally formulated by Batoz et aL (1982). Some of the properties of the DKQ 
plate element are: 
• The out-of-plane displacements and rotations are parabolic along each side. 
• The contribution of the shear strain energy is neglected. 
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.. The transverse shear strain is zero at a finite number of points in the element, rather than 
at every point as in classical thin plate theory. The shear strains at the Gauss points are set 
to zero. 
.. The rotations along the edges vary linearly. 
Some of the membrane properties of the shell element are: 
., The element has a cubic membrane displacement field. 
e The shear strains over the element are assumed to be constant. 
Reinforcing bars 
The steel of the reinforcing bars in the shell element is modelled based on a smeared model 
(i.e.: The unit area of the reinforcing steel is assumed as a thin sheet of steel in each shell 
element.) The reinforcing layers in the shell elements lie parallel to the local x-y plane. Each 
layer is defined by its local vertical coordinate in the shell and the orientation of the 
reinforcing relative to the local x axis. Multiple layers of reinforcing bars can be defined in the 
shell element. Several assumptions of the reinforcing steel are: 
.. The cross section of the rebar is not subtracted from the plane section of the element. This 
means that, in a reinforced concrete slab, steel and concrete are simultaneously present at 
the location of the bars. 
e The bars resist actions parallel to the directions of the reinforcement. The reinforcing bars 
cannot directly resist shear forces. 
4.5. Material properties 
Numerous material models are available in the SAPIR program subroutines for analysis at 
elevated and ambient temperatures. The strength of SAPIR lies in its ability to perform 2D 
and 3D thermal and structural analysis of fire exposed members with various thermal and 
mechanical material models. 
The available models for thermal analysis of concrete include calcareous and siliceous 
concrete based on EC2 (1995). Reinforcing, prestressing and structural steel models based on 
EC3 (1995) are available to model various types of steel. The Eurocode material properties 
for concrete and steel have been defined in sections 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. Insulation 
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materials such as gypsum and user defined material properties can also be specified for the 
thermal analysis. 
Several different uniaxial and plane stress analysis models are available for structural analysis 
at elevated temperatures. These material models are available for different types of steel and 
concrete. Their mechanical properties are based on the Eurocodes (Refer to sections 2.7 and 
2.8). The steel and concrete mechanical models can also be used for analysis at ambient 
conditions. The stress-strain relations for steel are linear-elliptic models, while the relations 
are non-linear for concrete. In structures exposed to fire loads, the materials are subjected to 
initial strains (ci), thermal strains (cth) and stress related strains (ccr). The difference between 
the total strain (Ctotal) (obtained from nodal displacements and the initial and thermal strains) 
yield the stresses. 
Some of the assumptions of the material models in SAPIR include: 
1. Cracking and crushing of concrete can be included in the structural analysis. 
2. SAFIR assumes perfect bond between two materials and cannot account for slippage 
between concrete and the steeL 
3. SAFIR cannot account for spalling of concrete or ablation of materials such as gypsum. 
4. Shear failure of the beam elements and the shell elements slab cannot be considered in the 
analysis. 
4.6. Common features in all analyses 
There are a few common features in the computations of the different analyses. 
1. The matrix bandwidth is optimised to reduce the computer storage and calculation time. 
This is done by using an internal re-numbering of the system equations, which is 
transparent to the user. 
2. Mater-slave relations can be used to impose the same temperature or displacement at two 
different nodes. 
3. Graphical post-processing capabilities can be done by the post processor, DIAMONDXP. 
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4.7. Sign conventions 
4.7.1. Global and local axes 
The Cartesian co-ordinate system is used to define the global axes for the structural analysis. 
For 2D problems, the global axes are labelled as G 1 and G2, while the local axes are labelled 
L1 and L2 (Refer to Figure 4-6). The applied force and displacements are positive in the 
direction of G1 and G2. The applied moments and rotations are positive in the counter-
clockwise direction, based on the 'right-hand rule' . 
For three-dimensional problems, the global axes are labelled G1, G2 and G3 and the local 
axes are labelled L1, L2 and L3. The movement is dextrosum; the applied force and moments, 
displacements and rotations are all positive in the G 1, G2 and G3 directions. 
Global and local coordinate system Global and local coordinate system 






Foroe and moment 
sign conventions 
/'\ ,. + 
-:l-
+ 
Foroe and moment 
+ 
Gs 
Figure 4-6: Global and local co-ordinate axes and positive sign conventions used in SAFIR. 
4.7.2. Stresses 
The stresses are positive in tension. The axial forces are obtained as a summation of all the 
stresses, which are also positive in tension. The bending moments in the beam elements are 
obtained as the summation of Yicrb with Yi measured on the local axis, Ll. The moments are 
positive when the fibres in tension have a positive local co-ordinate. 
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5. COMPRESSIVE MEMBRANE ACTION IN ONE-WAY 
SLABS UNDER FIRE EXPOSURE 
5.1. Introduction 
This chapter describes the numerical analysis of restrained one-way reinforced concrete flat 
slabs exposed to fire. The purpose of the analysis is to investigate the influence of 
compressive axial restraint in fire-exposed reinforced concrete slabs. The analysis will be 
performed as a 2D analysis using SAFIR and will cover various types of end support 
conditions with different amounts of axial and rotational restraint. For pin-supported slabs, the 
effect of different positions of line of thrust will be analysed to model various types of slab 
construction. Previous analytical work on restrained pin-supported slabs under fire conditions 
by Anderberg et al. (1982) did not consider the effect of the position of line of thrust and 
assumed it remained at mid-depth. 
5.2. Analysis 
5.2.1. Scope of analysis 
The different analyses are summarised in Table 5-1. The scope of the analysis covers different 
support conditions, different fire exposures, positions of line of thrust and restraint stiffnesses. 
The details of the different parameters are explained in the following sections. All analyses 
are run for four hours of exposure to the ISO fire (or until failure if less than four hours). 
Section Support condition Position of line of thrust Restraint stiffness~ k I 
5.3 Pin supports Fixed, -25mm~ xo~125mm Full restraint I 
5.4 Pin supports Fixed, Xo = 50mm 0.::; k ~ full restraint I 
5.5 Pin supports (ISO fire Fixed, Xo = 50mm ! 
with decay phase) o .::; k ~ full restraint 
5.6 Rotationally restrained Moveable o ~ k ~ full restraint 
5.7 Rotationally restrained Moveable o ~ k ~ full restraint (CUltailed top steel) 
5.8 Pin supports Moveable O~k~ 1000% 
5.9 Pin supports (Effect of Moveable 1 %, 10%, 100% 
I top steel at supports) 
Table 5·1: Cases analysed in this chapter. 
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Support conditions 
The support conditions shown in Table 5-1 consists of three basic types: 
1. Pin supports: Free to rotate at the supports and fixed position of line of thrust. 
2. Rotationally restrained: The rotations at the supports are fully restrained, as in continuous 
slabs. 
3, Pin supports with moveable line of thrust: Rotational restraint depends on the axial 
restraint stiffness and the line of thrust at the supports may move, as in cast-in-situ slabs. 
The support conditions are shown in further detail in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. 
1) Pin supports 
a) Unrestrained against horizontal 
movement (pin-roller) 
b) Fully restrained against 
horizontal movement (pin-pill) 




Figure 5-1: SAFIR models of pin-supported slabs. 
2) Rotationally restrained 
a) Unrestrained against horizontal 
movement (fix-slide) 
b) Fully fixed on both supports 
(fix-fix) 
c) Rotationally and vertically 
fixed on both supports, 








Figure 5-2: SAFIR models of rotationally restrained slabs. 
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3) Pin supports with moveable line of thrust 
Horizontally restrained by a 




Figure 5-3: SAFIR model of pin-supported slab with moveable line of thrust. 
In both Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2, cases (a) represent slabs with no horizontal restraint and 
are free to move horizontally. Cases (b) represent the opposite extreme of case (a) with full 
horizontal restraint and cases (c) represent slabs with some horizontal restraint, restrained by 
an axial spring. The stiffness of the spring varies, depending on the stiffness of the support 
conditions, from being very low similar to cases (a), to full horizontal restraint, as in cases (b). 
Position of line of thrust 
For pin supported slabs shown in Figure 5-1, the line of thrust can be defined in the program 
by incorporating vertical rigid elements at the ends of the slab to introduce the eccentricity 
relative to the centroidal axis of the slab. This line of thrust is assumed to be fixed throughout 
the course of the fire. For the purposes of discussion, the position of the line of the thrust is 
measured as a distance, xo, from the fire-exposed face (soffit) of the slab, as shown in Figure 
5-4. For the analysis of the pin-supported slab, the position of the line of thrust at the supports 
will be varied from -25mm (25mm below the soffit of the slab) to 125mm above the soffit of 
the slab (refer to Figure 5-4). The purpose of analysing the different fixed positions of line of 
thrust is to model the behaviour of slabs with different support conditions and lines of thrust, 
as seen in Figure 3-14. 
For the slab with full rotational restraint (Figure 5-2) and the pin supported slab with its line 
of thrust not fixed (Figure 5-3), the position of line of thrust is not fixed and moves across the 















_Ce ntroidal axis 
d-depth) (Mi 
Figure 5-4: Range of different positions of line of thrust considered for pin-supported slahs. 
Restraint stiffness 
The slabs are modelled with different axial spring stiffnesses. The axial stiffnesses of the 
springs range from zero to fully restrained. The axial stiffness, k, is measured relative to the 
axial stiffness of the slab, such that 100% stiffness is equivalent to an identical additional slab 
at one end support (Equation 5-1), 
A . I .. 'ffn k Axial stiffness of supporting structure lOOn! Xla restramtsti ess, = . " X -10 
. AXlalstlffness of slab Equation 5-1 
5.2.2. Properties of the slab 
The slabs that are analysed in this chapter span 5 metres and have a depth of 200mm. The 
cross section of the slab that will be analysed is shown in Figure 5-5. For the purposes of 
discussion, a metre width of the slab is considered but in the computer analyses, only a 
125mm wide strip with a single reinforcing bar at the top and bottom is modelled. This is to 
reduce the computational effort of the analysis, 






H WIdth ana.lYSed 125 i'ntn s'" 125 nirn 
Figure 5-5: Cross sectiou of the slab modelled with SAFIR. 
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Compressive strength (ambient temperature) Pc: 30 MPa 
Elastic modulus (ambient temperature), Ec,o: 18 GPa 
Tensile strength, P t : Zero 
Concrete model (thermal and mechanical): Siliceous aggregate (EC2, 1995) 
Concrete cover, Cc: 25mm 
Reinforcing steel properties 
Yield strength (ambient temperature), fy,o: 
Elastic modulus (ambient temperature), Es,o: 
Steel model (thermal and mechanical): 
Bar diameter, db: 
Bar spacing, s: 
Bar lengths 
Loads 
Self weight + Superimposed dead load, G 
Live load, Q 
Ultimate load, 1.20 + 1.6Q 
Fire load, LOG + OAQ 





Hot-rolled steel (EC2, 1995) 
12mm 
125mm (top and bottom) 






ISO 834 standard fire (4 hour duration) 
5.2.3. Method of analysis 
The analysis of the floor slabs was perfonned with SAFIR. The thennal analysis of the cross 
section is first perfonned to detennine the temperatures across the slab. The variation of the 
temperature distributions in the slab with time are then used for the structural analysis. 
Thermal analysis 
Figure 5-6 (a) shows the finite element discretisation of the cross section of the slab. It shows 
a 125mm wide section of the slab. The thennal gradient of the slab, when exposed to the ISO 
standard fire from below, is shown in Figure 5-6 (b). Figure 5-7 shows the variation of the 
temperatures at the exposed surface, mid-depth and unexposed surface when the bottom 
surface was exposed to the ISO fire. The temperatures on the exposed face increase very 
rapidly during the initial stages but temperatures on the unheated surface do not rise until after 
the first hour. As the fire progresses, the rate of temperature rise on the heated surface 





Figure 5-6: Thermal analysis of a 125mm wide strip: (a) SAFIR discretisation of the slab, (b) 
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Figure 5-7: Temperature variation at the exposed face, mid.depth and unexposed face of the slab. 
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Figure 5·8: Temperatures across the 200mm thick slab during the 4 hour ISO fire exposure. 
Figure 5-8 shows the temperatures across the 200mm thick slab during the 4 hour ISO fire. 
The graph shows very steep temperature gradients across the slab during the first 30 minutes 
of the fire. At 30 minutes, the temperature on the heated surface is 670°C but the unheated 
side still remains at ambient temperature. After 4 hours, the temperature gradient across the 
slab remained relatively steep even though the temperatures in the central region had already 
started to rise. 
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Structural model 
The structural model used to analyse the slabs with the different configurations will be 
described in detail in each of the sub-sections. In all the analyses, the vertical deflections of 
the slabs are measured at the centroid of the slab section. 
5.2.4. Assumptions 
In addition to the assumptions described in sections 4.4.1 and 4.5, the following assumptions 
are also made during the analyses of the one-way slabs: 
• The slabs behave purely as one-way slabs. Two-way action in the slabs is not considered. 
• The fire exposure along the length of the slab is uniform. 
• The centroidal axis of the slab remains constant and does not move during the fire. 
(I Localised shear failure of the slab is not considered in the analysis. 
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5.3. Pin-supported with full horizontal restraint 
The behaviour of pin-supported slabs with full axial restraint is discussed here. The purpose 
of this analysis is to model precast slabs with fixed positions of line of thrnst at the supports 
such as those seen in Figure 3-14. The analysis in this section serves to investigate the effect 
of different positions of line of thrnst even though full axial restraint may not exist in real 
construction. Separate analyses will be conducted for different positions of line of thrust at the 
end supports, ranging from -25mm (25mm below the exposed face) to 125nim into the depth 
of the slab (refer to Figure 5-4). The position of the line ofthrnst is fixed for each analysis and 
does not change during the fire. The Concrete Structures Standard (SNZ, 1995) recommends a 
fire resistance rating for stability of 105 minutes for a simply supported one-way slab with 
25mmcover. 
5.3.1. Structural model 
The slab is analysed with 2D analysis and is modelled as a beam, using 20 2D beam finite 
elements (Figure 5-9). The cross section of the slab is shown in Figure 5-6 and the slab is 
loaded with a uniformly distributed load. The different positions of line of thrust at the 
supports are modelled by imposing an eccentricity, Zo, relative to the centroidal axis of the 
slab elements, with vertical rigid elements (Figure 5-10). The slab is horizontally and 
vertically restrained at the end of the rigid element, as shown in Figure 5-10. Figure 5-10 also 
shows that only the bottom reinforcement was anchored into the end supports. The axial 





Figure 5-9: Discretisation of the slab with SAFIR for the structural analysis. 
Beam elements (Slab) 
Reinforcing bars 
Figure 5-10: Detail of the end support for a pin-supported slab. 
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Figure 5-12: Axial force in the slabs versus time. 
Figure 11 shows the variation of the midspan deflections of the slabs during the exposure to 
the ISO fire. Note that the slab deflections in the analyses are measured at the centroidal axis 
of the slab. Negative deflection is downward deflection and positive is upward. Figure 5-12 
shows the variation of the axial forces in the slabs. Negative axial forces are compression 
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forces and positive are tension forces. The behaviour of the slab will be discussed in different 
sections. 
Pin-roller slab 
Figure 5-11 shows that an unrestrained simply supported slab on pin-roller supports gradually 
deflected downwards during the initial stages of the fire. At approximately 120 minutes, the 
deflection rate increased, leading to runaway failure. The initial deflection of the slab is due to 
the steep temperature gradient across the slab (refer to Figure 5-8). The steep temperature 
gradient produced non-uniform thermal expansion of the concrete across the depth of the slab, 
which resulted in the thermal bowing deflection. The large deflections at runaway failure 
were associated with the loss of strength and stiffuess of the reinforcing steel at midspan, 
resulting in plastic hinge formation. There were no axial forces in the pin-roller slab because 
there is no horizontal end reaction. 
Position of line of thrust, -25mm ~ xo~ 50mm 
When Xo is located between -25mm (outside the depth of the slab) and +50mm, the slab 
showed very small sagging deflections during the initial stages of the fire. As the fire 
progressed, the sagging deflection of the slab changed to a hogging deflection shown by the 
upward deflection at midspan (Figure 5-11). These slabs remain in a hogging deflected shape 
(Figure 5-13), similar to an arch, until the end of the fire without collapse. 
Figure 5-13: Final hogging deflected shape superimposed over the initial shape of the slab (xo = Omm). 
Position of line of thrust, 75mm ~xo~ 125mm 
When Xo is located close to the centroidal axis, between 75mm and 125mm, the slabs behaved 
differently to the other slabs discussed previously. Figure 5-11 shows that these slabs sagged 
downwards and formed large vertical deflections. The analysis of a slab with Xo at 75mm 
stopped prematurely at 32 minutes. This is due to the program failing to converge to a 
solution when the slab snapped-through, immediately after a plastic hinge had formed at 
midspan. 
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When Xo is at 100mm (mid-depth) and 125mm, the behaviour of the slabs during the initial 
stages resembled the simply supported slab and deflected downwards at a much higher rate 
than the other slabs. Unlike the pin-roller slab, these two slabs did not exhibit a runaway 
failure and survived the fire for the entire duration of four hours. The slab with Xo at 100mm 
showed a sudden increase in the deflection rate after 28 minutes due to snap-through of the 
slab. The snap-through was accompanied by a sudden drop of the axial forces (see Figure 
12) which resulted in the compression forces changing to tension. If the slab supports could 
not resist these tensile forces, the slabs would collapse and fail earlier than the pin-supported 
slabs after they had snapped through. Had the supports been unable to resist the tension 
forces, the slabs with Xo at lOOmm and 125mm would have failed at 11 0 minutes and 80 
minutes, respectively. However, the analyses assumed that the bottom reinforcing steel was 
anchored into the supports and the slabs could resist the tension forces. The poorer 
performance of the slab with the line of thrust acting at mid-depth (xo =lOOmm) compared 
with the pin-roller slab is consistent with observations in the fire tests by Cooke (1993) (See 
section 3.5.2). 
When the line of thrust at the supports is located just below the centroidal axis, the small 
eccentricity from the centroidal axis could not increase the flexural strength and stiffness of 
the slabs. When the line ofthrust is located 25mm below the centroidal axis 75mm), the 
behaviour of the slab lies in a bifurcation region where it could either pop-up and form a 
hogging deflected shape, or snap-through and form large sagging deflections. The graph 
shows substantially higher compression forces in this slab than the other slabs at the time the 
analysis stopped. 
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Figure 5-14: Midspan bending moments versus time. 
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Figure 5·15: Support bending moments versus time, 
Position of line of thrust, -2Smm :5 xo:5 SOmm 
Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15 show the variation of the bending moments at midspan and the 
supports, respectively, The hogging moments are negative and the sagging moments are 
positive. When Xo lies between -25mm and +50mm, the hogging moments at the supports and 
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midspan increased very rapidly during the initial stages and reached a peak after 
approximately 40 minutes. The hogging moments decreased gradually until the end of the 
fire. The moments in the slabs are internal moments which are caused by the axial forces 
acting about the eccentricity relative to the centroidal axis. 
The hogging moments reached their peak when the bottom steel at the supports yielded in 
compression, thus preventing further increase of the hogging moments. The bottom steel at 
the supports yielded in compression rather than the top steel yielding in tension, due to the 
high temperatures at the bottom surface which decreased the compressive strength of the 
steeL The top steel remained cool and did not suffer significant strength degradation. After the 
hogging moments had reached their peaks, the moments started to decrease because of the 
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Figure 5·16: Bending moment diagram at different times (Line of thrust, xo=Omm and full horizontal 
restraint). . 
Figure 5-16 shows the bending moment diagram of the slab during the fire with the line of 
thrust located at the soffit of the slab, i.e.: Xo = O. During the initial stages (1 minute), negative 
moments have formed near the end supports. The negative moments, which were due to the 
thrust force T acting at a distance Zo below the centroidal axis, reduced the positive moments 
which were imposed by the gravity loads. As the fire progressed, the shape of the bending 
moment diagram changed very rapidly. By 30 minutes, the moments along the slab had 
become negative hogging moments. Between 40 minutes and 1 hour, the negative moments at 
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midspan had progressively decreased as a result of the slab deflecting into the shape of an 
arch. After two hours, larger negative moments formed at midspan than at the support due to 
the MA moments, caused by the hogging deflection of the slab coupled with the external thrust 
force. The moments along the entire length of the slab remained negative until the end of the 
fire with positive flexural strength unutilised to resist the gravity loads. 
Position of line of thrust, 75mm:5 xo:5 125mm 
When Xo is located at lOOmm (mid-depth), Figure 5-14 shows that the positive moments at 
midspan increased very rapidly during the initial stages until it reached a peak at 25 minutes. 
After reaching the peak, the positive moments decreased very suddenly and gradually reduced 
to zero at the advanced stages of the fire. The peak corresponded to a positive plastic hinge 
forming at midspan. When the plastic hinge formed, the deflections increased very suddenly 
and the slab sagged into a catenary. The loads were then resisted by tensile action, rather than 
by bending action. Although the theoretical flexural strength at ambient conditions was 
60kNmlm, the calculated peak moment at midspan when the plastic hinge formed was in 
excess of lOOkNm 1m. The increase of the positive flexural strength of the slab was due to the 
strength enhancement by the compressive restraint forces. 
When Xo is at 75mm, a positive plastic hinge formed at midspan due to the large positive 
moments at midspan. The positive plastic hinge formed in spite of the presence of substantial 
negative moments at the supports (Figure 5-15) which would have reduced the positive 
moments. However, large positive moments due to the compressive forces (T) coupled with 
the deflections (6.) exceeded the flexural capacity at midspan, resulting in a plastic hinge 
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Figure 5·17: Bending moment diagram at different times (Line of thrust, xo=100mm and full horizontal 
restraint), 
Figure 5-17 shows the variation of the bending moment diagram for the slab with Xo at 
100mm (mid-depth). The bending moment increased very rapidly and reached its peak at 30 
minutes. After that, it gradually diminished as the slab deformed into a catenary. The shape of 
the bending moment diagram remained positive throughout the fire because the line of thrust 
of this slab coincided with the centroidal axis of the slab. Thus, there was no eccentricity 
which formed negative moments in the slab. 
When Xo is at 125mm, the positive moment reached a maximum of 60kNmlm when a plastic 
hinge formed. This is equal to its theoretical unrestrained flexural strength. In this case, the 




The analyses of the pin-pin slabs with full horizontal restraint have shown that: 
• The behaviour of the slabs is very sensitive to the position of line of thrust relative to the 
centroidal axis of the slab. 
• Compressive axial restraint is beneficial to the slab if the line of thrust is located well 
below the centroidal axis. Compressive restraint in these slabs will result in small and 
upward deflections during the fire exposure. 
III Compressive axial restraint is not beneficial to the fire resistance of the slab if the line of 
thrust is located close to the centroidal axis. This will produce large sagging deflections 
(U20) during the fire exposure, with axial tensile forces generated late in the fire. Under 
large vertical deflections, the high compressive restraint will increase the deflections of 
the slab and decrease the time to plastic hinge formation. 
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5.4. Pin-supported with varying axial restraint 
This section investigates the behaviour of a pin-supported slab with different levels of 
horizontal restraint. The position of the line of thrust at the supports, Xo, is held constant, at 
50mm above the exposed face of the slab. The stiffness of the spring is varied from 1 % to full 
horizontal restraint. A pin-roller slab is plotted for comparison. The structural model is based 
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Figure 5-19: Axial force versus time, pin-supported xo=50mm. 
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Figure 5-18 shows the behaviour of the pin-supported slab with different levels of spring 
stiffness. The behaviour of the slabs with different levels of restraint can be classified into two 
groups: k ~ 25% and k > 25%. 
5.4.1. Spring stiffness, 1 % .s; k.s; 25% 
Figure 5-18 shows that with 1% spring stiffness (k), the slab behaved very similarly to the 
pin-roller slab during the initial stages. Just after 90 minutes, the deflections increased very 
suddenly due to a minor snap through of the slab. Figure 5-19 shows that the axial force of the 
slab increased very slowly and dropped off when the deflection rate increased at 90 minutes. 
When the spring stiffness ranges from 5% to 25%, the drop of the midspan deflections due to 
snap through became increasingly more violent. The rate of rise of the compressive axial 
forces increased proportionately with spring stiffness, resulting in large compressive axial 
forces in the slabs. When snap-through occurred, the large deflections relieved the 
compressive restraint forces shown by the marked decrease of the compressive forces in 
Figure 5-19. The slabs subsequently deformed into a catenary whiCh led to tensile forces 
forming in the slabs. The slabs will collapse if the supports are unable to resist the tensile 
forces. 
5.4.2. Spring stiffness, 50% .s; k.s; fully restrained 
When the stiffness of the spring is increased above 50%, the slabs exhibit a different nature. 
They showed an initial downward deflection during the first hour. After this, the sagging 
deflections decreased and the slab eventually deflected upwards, forming a shape of an arch. 
None of these slabs collapsed and remained in hogging deflection until the end of the 
simulation. A bifurcation region lies between 25% and 50% representing a transition of 
behaviour where the slab would form large vertical deflections when the stiffness is less than 
25% or upward hogging deflections when the stiffness is greater than 50%. 
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5.4.3. Discussion 
Under small deflections, compressive forces have a significant role of increasing the flexural 
stiffness and strength of the slab. If the slab continues to deflect, as a result of thermal bowing 
and loss of stiffness, a sudden 'snap-through' of the slab may occur. The snap-through causes 
the compressive forces to drop very significantly into tension and changes the load resistance 
of the slab from bending action to catenary action. fu some cases, SAPIR terminated its 
analysis as it was unable to accommodate the sudden drop of the axial forces. 
Snap-through of a fire-exposed slab occurs only if the slab is sufficiently rigidly restrained. It 
also depends on the position of the line of thrust. If the slab is highly restrained and the line of 
thrust is close to the exposed face of the slab, it will pop-upwards. If its line of thrust at the 
supports is close to the centre of gravity, the high axial forces will cause a violent downward 
snap-through. If the slab is lightly restrained, the axial forces in the slab may not be sufficient 
to cause snap-through, so the slab will deflect in a gradual trend, as a pin-roller slab. 
5.4.4. Conclusions 
The analyses of the pin-supported slabs with its line of thrust located 50mm from the bottom 
exposed face have shown that: 
• The axial restraint force generated during the fire is dependent on the axial stiffness of the 
support system. High axial stiffness produces high axial forces. 
• For pin-supported slabs with their line of thrust fixed and located close to the soffit (less 
than 50mm above the soffit), high axial restraint (k;:;:: 50%) produces good behaviour and 
high fire resistance. 
• With intermediate or low axial restraint stiffness (k :::; 25%), the slab will deform into a 
catenary resulting in axial tensile forces being generated. If the slab does not have 
sufficient axial tensile capacity at the supports to resist the tensile forces, it will collapse. 
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5.5. Pin-supported with varying axial restraint and decaying fire 
This section investigates the behaviour of a restrained pin-supported slab sUbjected to the ISO 
fire with a decay phase. The slab is subjected to varying restraint stiffnesses and the line of 
thrust at the supports is fixed at 50mm above the soffit. The decay phase occurred 60 minutes 
after the initial growth phase and is defined as a linear reduction of the fire temperature. The 
rate. of the temperature reduction is shown by Equation 5-2 (Feasey et aL, 2002): 
10.04 
Equation 5·2 
The reference decay rate, (dT/dt)ref, is based on the Eurocode and is equal to 625°Clhour for 
fires less than 30 minutes, and decreases linearly to 250°Clhour for fires burning greater than 
2 hours. The variables Fv and b are the ventilation factor and square root of the thennal inertia 
of the compartment linings, respectively. Assuming that the ventilation factor Fv is 0.04 and b 
is 1900 Ws°.5/m2K for a concrete compartment lining, Equation 5-2 would give a decay rate 
equal to the reference decay rate, shown in Equation 5-3. Fora 60 minute fire exposure, the 
decay rate would be 500°C/hour. 
dT =(dT) =5000 C 
dt dt ref 
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Figure 5·20: Temperatures in the slab exposed to the ISO fire with a decay phase. 
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Figure 5·21: Temperature distribution in the slab under the decaying fire. 
Figure 5-20 shows the temperatures of the ISO fire with a decay phase occurring 60 minutes 
after the burning phase and the temperatures at various locations in the 200mm concrete slab. 
The graph shows that the temperature at the exposed face increased in a similar trend to the 
fire temperatures while the temperatures further from the exposed face lagged behind. Beyond 
2 hours, the temperatures across the entire depth of the slab were higher than the fire 
temperatures, even though the fire had already decayed. Figure 5-21 shows the distribution of 
the temperatures in the slab during the decaying fire. The figure shows that during the decay 
phase, the temperatures at the exposed face dropped off while the temperatures further from 
the exposed face still showed a slight increase. After 4 hours, the temperature distribution in 
the slab was almost constant. 
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Figure 5·22: Vertical deflection of pin-supported slabs after exposure to the ISO fire with a decay phase. 
Figure 5-22 shows the midspan vertical deflections of slabs subjected to the decaying fire. 
The graph shows that the fully restrained slab (pin-pin) briefly deflected downwards during 
the initial stages of the fire. After 30 minutes it gradually deflected upwards and fonned a 
hogging deflected shape. The slab reached its peak hogging deflection of +30mm at 150 
minutes. After that, it deflected downwards again in a linear trend as the slab started to cool. 
The reduction of the hogging deflections was due to the reduction of the thennal strains in the 
slab and the thennal thrust force at the supports. 
This similar behaviour was also observed in the slabs with restraint stiffnesses as low as 50%. 
At 50% axial stiffness, the slab deflected downwards at a faster rate during the initial stages, 
forming larger deflections than the fully restrained slab. This trend is similar to the slabs 
analysed without the decay phase (See section 5.4). This slab continued to deflect downwards 
even when the fire had already decayed after 60 minutes. It eventually deflected upwards after 
approximately 90 minutes and formed a hogging shape after 165 minutes. 
When the restraint stiffness was reduced to 25% and 10%, the deflection trend of the slabs 
started to diverge, and resulted in snap-through before the decay phase started. This behaviour 
is identical to that seen in section 5.4 since snap-through occurs before the fire started to 
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decay. The slabs formed large vertical deflections as they deformed into catenary mode. The 
downward deflection continued after snap through until approximately 85 minutes. The slab 
started to deflect upwards slightly, reducing the sagging deflections, due to the decreasing 
temperatures. 
With 1 % spring stiffness, the slab behaved in an identical manner to the pin-roller slab. The 
differences between the two slabs cannot be seen on the plot. During the initial stages, both 
slabs deflected linearly at a faster rate than the other slabs. Due to the lower axial restraint 
stiffness, the two slabs were able to deflect more freely resulting in higher rates of vertical 
deflection. After approximately 80 minutes, the slabs started to deflect upwards due to the 
decreasing temperatures and thermal strains in the slab. After 4 hours, the cooling of the slab 
had reduced the midspan deflections to 40mm. 
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Figure 5·23: Axial forces iu slab after exposure to the ISO fire with a decay phase. 
Figure 5-23 shows the axial forces in the slabs exposed to the ISO fire with the decay phase. 
The graph shows that the axial forces in the slabs with high levels of restraint (Pin-pin, 100% 
and 50%) increased linearly during the initial stages of the fire and approached a plateau in a 
non-linear trend. The peaks of the axial forces corresponded to compressive yielding of the 
bottom steel and due to the slabs deflecting upwards. In the pin-pin slab, the axial forces 
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decreased very gradually between 30 minutes and 90 minutes due to the slab deflecting 
upwards into hogging deflection. After 90 minutes, the axial forces decreased at a higher rate 
in a similar trend to the slabs with 50% and 100% restraint stiffness. The higher decreasing 
rate was caused by contraction of the slabs at the supports when the temperatures decreased. 
The compressive axial forces in the slabs with 25% and 10% restraint stiffness increased 
rapidly as the slabs deflect downwards during the initial stages of the fire. When snap through 
occurs, the compressive forces decreased very suddenly as the slabs deformed into a catenary. 
Even after the slabs had deformed into a catenary, low compressive forces were still present 
in the slab rather than tension forces as seen in section 5.4. 
5.5.4. Conclusions 
The analyses in this section have shown that the behaviour of the pin-supported slab in a real 
fire is no worse than in a long ISO fire. In many cases, better slab behaviour was observed in 
the decaying fire compared with the long ISO fire. 
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5.6. Rotationally restrained slabs with varying axial restraint 
The behaviour of a single span slab with full rotational restraint at both end supports and 
various amounts of horizontal restraint is discussed in this section. The purpose of this is to 
simulate continuous slabs with various amounts of axial restraint. The axial restraint 
stiffnesses range from zero horizontal restraint (fix-slide, see Figure 5-2a) to full horizontal 
restraint ([lX-fix, see Figure 5-2b). A slab with rotational restraint at both end supports and 
25mm concrete cover has a fire resistance rating of 180 minutes, based on the Concrete 
Structures Standard (SNZ, 1995). The top and bottom reinforcing bars are assumed to be 
continuous in the slab and are connected to the end supports. The effect of curtailment of the 
top reinforcing bars will be discussed in section 5.7. Previous analytical work on fire exposed 
continuous slabs has been reported by Anderberg (1978). 





Figure 5-24: SAFIR structural model of the slab with full rotational restraint at both end supports. 
Figure 5-24 shows the structural model of the slab with full rotational restraint at both end 
supports. The model is similar to that of the pin-supported slabs, utilising beam elements to 
represent the slab and an axial spring to model the axial restraint of the supporting structure. 
Unlike the pin-supported slabs, the rotations at the end supports of this slab are fixed and the 
node-line of the axial spring coincides with the node-line of the beam elements, as shown in 
Figure 5-25. To model flexural continuity of the slab, the reinforcing bars are assumed to be 









Figure 5-25: Detail of end support for the slab with rotationally fixed supports. 
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5.6.2. Midspan vertical deflections 
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Figure 5-26: Midspan vertical deflection versus time. 
Figure 5-26 shows the midspan vertical deflections of the slabs with full rotational restraint at 
the supports with various amounts of horizontal restraint. Also plotted on the same graph is 
the vertical deflection of a pin-roller slab. The graph shows that slabs with rotational restraint 
at the end supports have much better performance under fire conditions compared with the 
pin-roller slab. This behaviour is consistent with those reported by other researchers (eRSI, 
1980; Gustaferro et el., 1989; Buchanan, 2001; Fleischmann et al., 2002) but is different to 
that presented by FIP (1986). 
Spring stiffness, 0% (fix-slide) 5 ko5 5% 
Figure 5-26 shows that slabs with low axial restraint (fix slide, 1% and 5%) initially showed 
very small midspan deflections until about 30 minutes when the deflection rate showed a 
sudden increase. The increase of the deflection rate in the 5% slab was not as obvious as the 
fix-slide and 1 % slabs: After this, the slabs continued to deflect at a gradual and llnear rate 
until the end of the fire and did not suffer collapse. The final deflections of the slabs were 
below 100mm. 
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Spring stiffness, 10%:5 k:5 full horizontal restraint (fix-fix) 
When the spring stiffnesses ranged from 10% to full horizontal restraint, the slabs showed 
very small deflections during the early stages of the fire until 165 minutes, when the 
deflection rates of the slabs started to increase. When the spring stiffness ranged from 10% to 
50%, the slabs lasted the entire 4 hour fire exposure without collapse. However, when the 
spring stiffness was increased beyond 50%, structural failure of the slabs occurred at the 
advanced stages. The time to collapse of the slab decreased with increasing spring stiffness. 
The discussion of the failure mechanism will be presented in section 5.6.5. 
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Figure 5·27: Axial force in slabs versus time. 
Figure 5-27 shows the variation of the axial forces in the slabs. All the slabs remained in 
compression throughout the entire duration of the fire. The compressive axial forces in all the 
slabs showed a bilinear increase with time. The slabs with spring stiffnesses above 50% 
showed a decrease at the later stage of the fire, but still remained in the compression region. 
The decrease of the axial forces in the slabs with spring stiffness higher than 50% was due to 
the increase of the deflections at the advanced stages, prior to failure. 
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Figure 5·29: Midspan bending moments versus time. 
Figure 5-28 and Figure 5-29 show the variation of the bending moments at the supports and 
midspan of the slab, respectively. 
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Spring stiffness, k = 0% (fix-slide) and 1% 
The graphs showed that during the initial stages of the fire, the bending moments at the 
supports and midspan increased very rapidly in a linear trend until they reached a plateau. 
After that, the moments levelled off and slowly decreased. The peak of the negative moments 
was due to a negative plastic hinge forming at the supports. The positive moments were fully 
redistributed which prevented a plastic hinge forming at midspan and subsequent collapse due 
to a mechanism in the slab. 
Spring stiffness, 5% ~ k ~ full horizontal restraint (fix-fix) 
With spring stiffness ranging from 5% to full restraint, the negative moments at the supports 
and midspan initially increased rapidly until they reached a peak and then dropped off. The 
peak was due to- compressive yielding of the bottom steel at the supports, which prevented 
further increase of the negative moments. The support moments of the slabs with stiffnesses 
greater than 50% increased again at the later stage of the fire (after 150 minutes) while the 
midspan moments continued to decrease. The increase of the negative moments at the 
supports at the final stages was due to moment redistribution initiated by a plastic hinge 
forming at midspan. This caused the slab to behave as two slabs which cantilevered from the 
end supports. The increase of the deflections, coupled with the compressive axial forces, 
increased the MA moments and caused the positive moments to increase. 
5.6.5. Reinforcing steel stresses 
This section describes the variation of the reinforcing steel stresses in the rotationally 
restrained slabs. The discussion will be focussed on the slabs horizontally restrained with 1 % 
spring stiffness and the fully fixed slab. In the graphs, the tension stresses are positive and 
compression stresses are negative. The stresses of the top (unexposed face) and bottom 
(exposed face) reinforcing steel at the supports and midspan of the slab are plotted, along with 
their respective proportional (fp) and yield (fy) limits. These limits change with time and 
temperature according to the material properties of the Eurocode (Ee2, 1995). The limits for 
the top and bottom steel are plotted separately because they decrease at different rates during 
the fire due to the faster heating of the steel strength at the exposed face. 
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Figure 5-30: Stresses of reinforcing bars at supports of the slab with spring stiffness, k=1 %. 
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Figure 5-31: Stresses of reinforcing bars at midspan of the slab with spring stiffness, k=1 %. 
Figure 5-30 and Figure 5-31 show the variation of the steel stresses in the slab with 1 % spring 
stiffness. During the initial stage of the fire, the top steel stresses at the supports and midspan 
increased rapidly in a linear trend until the steel at the supports yielded in tension (Point a of 
Figure 5-30), At the same time, the compressive stresses at the bottom of the slab also started 
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to increase. The increase of the tensile stresses of the top steel and the compressive stres'ses of 
the bottom steel was due to the negative moments induced by restraint against thermal 
bowing. The yielding of the top steel at the supports resulted in plastic hinges forming at the 
supports and caused the slab to lose its rotational restraint. This enabled the slabs to bow 
freely, indicated by the sudden increase in the deflection trend at 30 minutes (Figure 5-26). 
The bottom steel at the supports and midspan reached their compression proportional limits at 
50 (Point b of Figure 5-30) and 80 minutes (Point c of Figure 5-31), respectively, but this did 
not have any effect on the behaviour of the slab as it continued to deflect in a linear trend until 
the end of the fire. 
Full horizontal restraint 
Figure 5-32 and Figure 5-33 show the variation of the stresses in the reinforcing steel for the 
slabs that were fully fixed at both end supports. The compressive stresses of the bottom steel 
at both the supports and midspan increased very rapidly during the initial stages of the fire, 
reaching their compressive proportional limits at 27 minutes and 30 minutes, respectively. 
This caused the negative moments in the slabs to reach a peak, as shown in Figure 5-28 and 
Figure 5-29. In contrast to the lightly restrained slab (k=l %), the top steel stresses of this slab 
remained relatively low during the initial stages of the fire, with the top steel at midspan being 
in compression and the steel at the supports being in tension. The reason for the relatively low 
tensile stresses throughout most of the fire was due to the high compressive forces imposed 
by the rigid horizontal restraint. 
At failure, the steel stresses at midspan started to change from compression to tension. At this 
stage, the positive flexural strength of the slab had been severely depleted. This resulted in a 
rapid redistribution of the moments to the supports, shown by increase of the negative 
moments at the supports (Figure 5-28) along with the tensile stresses of the top steel at the 
supports (Figure 5-32). Final failure occurred when the tensile stresses of the top steel at the 
supports reached their yield limit and caused a plastic hinge to form at each support. This 
produced a mechanism in the slab and resulted in collapse. 
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Figure 5-32: Stresses of reinforcing bars at supports of the slab with full horizontal restraint. 
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Figure 5-33: Stresses of reinforcing bars at midspan of the slab with full horizontal restraint, 
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5.6.6. Position of line of thrust at the supports 
This section will determine the variation of the height of the line of thrust across the depth of 
the slab at the supports of the rotationally restrained slabs during the fire exposure fire. 
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0.00 of slab i-----t=:::;;;;miim.~~i~;;J1Mid-dePth 
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Figure 5-34: Variation of the position of the line of thrust at end supports. 
Figure 5-34 shows the variation of the position of the line of thrust at the supports. The 
position of the line of thrust, which is an eccentricity, zo, measured relative to the centroidal 
axis of the slab, is calculated from Equation 3-4. Figure 5-34 shows that at the start of the fire, 
the line of thrust of most of the slabs lies outside the depth of the slab. During the initial stage 
of the fire, the position of the thrust force rapidly moved upwards followed by a more gradual 
and linear rise into the depth of the slab. At the advanced stages of the fire, the line of thrust 
dropped off slightly in some cases. The movement of the line of thrust into the depth of the 
slab was attributed to the depletion of the concrete and reinforcing strength from the soffit 
towards the unheated side. 
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5.6.7. Conclusions 
The analyses of the slabs with rotationally restrained supports have shown that: 
• Slabs with flexural continuity have excellent behaviour under fire conditions. 
• Slabs with rotationally fixed supports had better fire resistance than simply supported 
slabs (pin-roller) and had smaller deflections than,the equivalent pin-:supported slabs. 
• The calculated height of the axial restraint force at the supports moves upwards from the. 
heated face to the centroidal axis during the fire exposure. 
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5.7. Rotationally restrained slabs with curtailed top reinforcement 
The slabs with full rotational restraint in the previous section (section 5.6) were analysed with 
continuous top and bottom reinforcement in the slab. In this section, the rotationally 
restrained slabs are analysed with its top steel at the supports curtailed to as this is done in 
typical construction for economy of the reinforcing. The slabs are analysed with different 
axial restraint stiffnesses. 
5.7.1. Structural model 
The structural model of the slab that is used in the following analyses is identical to that 
shown in section 5.6.1. Figure 5-35 shows the reinforcing steel layout for a metre width of the 
slab, curtailed according to the Concrete Structures Standard (SNZ, 1995). Only the top steel 
was curtailed while the bottom steel content was not altered and was assumed to span 
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Figure 5·35: Layout of the curtailed reinforcement in the slab with rotationally restrained supports. 
The curtailed top reinforcement according to the code, shown in Figure 5-35, includes the 
development lengths, Ld, which is the length of the reinforcing bar required for it to reach its 
full strength. The development length for the reinforcement is calculated with Equation 5-4 
which is obtained from NZS 3101 (SNZ, 1995). 
0.5u a fy Ld ;::; r;;- db = 471mm:::::: 500mm 
'\Ire 
Where db :.:: 12mm 
ua = 1.0 
fy = 430 MPa 
f'e:':: 30 MPa 
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Equation 5-4 
In SAPIR, the reinforcing bars can reach their full strength at the point where the bars are 
tenninated. Therefore, the SAPIR analysis is perlonned using the reinforcing layout shown in 
Figure 5-35 but without the development length as it would give the slab additional negative 
flexural capacity than in the actual curtailed slab. The lengths of the reinforcement, without 
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Figure 5-36: Layout of the curtailed reinforcement used in the SAFIR analysis. 
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Figure 5-37: Midspan vertical deflections of the slabs with rotational restraint and with curtailed top steel. 
Figure 5-37 shows the variation of the midspan vertical deflections of the slabs with curtailed 
top reinforcement at the supports. The graph shows that the behaviour of the slabs was very 
similar to the slabs analysed in section 5.6 which had continuous top steel in the slab. Figure 
5-37 shows that the fix-slide slab and the slab with 1% axial restraint stiffness showed similar 
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deflection trends during the initial stages, but they started to diverge after 70 minutes when 
the deflection rate of the fix-slide slab increased. 
The slabs with axial restraint stiffness of 5% and 10% initially deflected at a lower rate than 
the 1 % and fix-slide slabs. At the advanced stages of the fire, the deflection rates of the 5% 
and 10% slabs increased suddenly and levelled off again. The 10% slab failed at 226 minutes 
but the 5% slab lasted the entire fire duration. The slabs with axial restraint stiffness equal or 
greater than 25%, the slabs failed earlier as the axial restraint stiffness increased. This trend is 
similar to the slabs which had continuous top steel (See section 5.6); although the curtailed 
slabs failed slightly earlier than the slabs which were not curtailed for the same stiffness. 
Figure 5-38 shows the typical deflected shape of the fix-slide and 1 % slabs during the 
advanced stages of the fire. Even though the slab deflected downwards at midspan, the slab 
had deflected upwards at 1.0m inwards from each end. This deflected shape was caused by 
thermal bowing and two plastic hinges forming at the sections of the slab where the top steel 
was terminated (designated P.H.). The two plastic hinges formed when the negative moments 
exceeded the negative flexural strength at the regions where the top steel was terminated. The 
sections of the slab at the supports behaved as two short cantilevers and supported the central 
span which hung between the two cantilevers. 
P.H. P.H. 
Figure 5-38: Deflected shape of the slab with 1 % axial restraint after 2 hours exposure to the fire 
(Deflections magnified two times). 
5.7.3. Conclusions 
The analyses of the slabs in this section have shown that rotationally restrained slabs with top 
steel curtailed according to code recommendations (SNZ, 1995) showed excellent behaviour, 
similar to those with continuous top steel. 
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5.8. Pin-supported slabs with moveable line of thrust 
5.8.1. Introduction 
This section investigates the behaviour of pin-supported slabs with, moveable line of thrust at 
the end supports. The purpose of this analysis is to simulate cast-in-situ slabs without flexural 
continuity or precast slabs with infill between the vertical faces at the ends of the slab and the 
supporting structure (Figure 5-39). For these slabs, the line of thrust is moveable during the 
fire and its position depends on the axial restraint stiffness and the stiffness of the slab during 
the fire. These slabs are assumed to have no flexural continuity and will be modelled without 
top or bottom reinforcing bars anchored to the supports. The effect of top reinforcing bars at 
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Figure 5-39: Precast slab with in·fill between the slab and the supports. 
5.8.2. Structural model 
In a similar fashion to the slabs in the previous sections, the slab is modelled as a one-way 
slab using plane frame analysis. The geometric properties, material properties and loading 
conditions of the slab are similar to those described in section 5.2.2. The only difference in 
this case is that the top steel of the slabs will not be modelled, as shown in Figure 5-41. 
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Figure 5-41: Physical representation of the structural model. 
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Figure 5·42: Cracking of the in·fill due to deflection of the slab. 
Centroidal 
axis 
Figure 5-40 shows the SAPIR structural discretisation of the slab and its support conditions 
and Figure 5-41 shows the physical representation of the structural model. Due to the 
symmetric support and loading conditions, only half of the slab was modelled. The slab is 
represented by beam finite elements which are connected to a series of vertical rigid elements, 
at the end supports at A. These rigid elements represent the vertical face of the end of the slab 
as shown in Figure 5-41, and enforce plane sections at the end supports. The height of the 
vertical rigid elements is equivalent to the thickness of the slab. The slab is vertically 
supported at the bottom of the rigid elements and is free to rotate at the supports. 
The rigid elements at A are connected to another series of vertical rigid elements at B by 
contact elements with concrete properties. These contact elements represent the concrete infill 
between the slab and the supporting structure. They can resist compression forces but do not 
have tension resistance. Under tension strain, the elements will crack and will not be able to 
support any tensile stress. For instance, when the slab deflects and rotates at the supports, as 
shown in Figure 5-42, the elements at the top will crack. 
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The second set of rigid elements at B is connected to a spring. This second set of rigid 
elements is free to move horizontally but is rotationally and vertically restrained, as shown in 
Figure 5-40. The main spring represents the axial stiffness (ksupt) of the surrounding structure. 
The hOlizontal and vertical degrees of freedom at the end of the axial spring are fixed at C. 
The concrete contact elements enable the slab and its supporting system to choose the position 
of the line of thrust during the fire, unlike the pin-supported slabs in the previous sections 
which had their line of thrust fixed throughout the entire fire duration. 
The analyses of the previous cases have assumed that the reinforcing bars were anchored to 
the supports. In this case, the reinforcing bars at the ends of the slabs are terminated at the 
ends of the slabs and are not connected to the support. Therefore, the supports cannot resist 
any tensile forces when the slabs deform into a catenary. 
The analysis of the slab is conducted with different values of stiffness of the supporting 
structure. The stiffness of the supporting structure is changed by varying the stiffness of the 
main axial spring. The axial stiffness of the supporting structure range from 1% of the slab's 
axial stiffness to 1000% (i.e.: 10 times greater than the slab's axial stiffness). 
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Figure 5-43: Variation of the midspan vertical deflections of the slab for different axial restraint 
stiffnesses during the ISO fire. 
Figure 5-43 shows the variation of the midspan vertical deflections of the slab with various 
axial restraint stiffnesses. The graph shows the code recommended fire resistance (NZS, 
1995) of 105 minutes for the slab, based on the concrete cover. The code recommended value 
is used to define the limits when compressive restraint has a beneficial effect on the slab 
behaviour. The graph shows that slabs with axial restraint stiffnesses greater than 40% and 
less than 1% had better fire resistances than the code recommendations. Slabs with axial 
restraint stiffnesses between 2.5% and 25% had lower fire resistances than the code 
recommendations. 
The graph shows that the slab with the lowest deflections was the slab with 1000% spring 
stiffness and the slab with the largest deflections was the pin-roller slab. The slab with 1000% 
restraint stiffness failed at very small deflections at 160 minutes. Despite the relatively small 
deflection at the point of failure (-30mm), the program could not further iterate to obtain a 
solution. The reason for the failure will be explained in the follow~ng sections. 
The pin-roller slab suffered very large deflections during the fire and failed with very large 
deflections due a plastic hinge fomling at midspan. The graph shows that when the spring 
stiffness was increased from the unrestrained condition (pin-roller) to 10% stiffness, the fire 
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resistance of the slab decreased. At 10% stiffness, collapse occurred at 74 minutes, which is 
half the failure time of the pin-roller condition. As the spring stiffness was further increased 
from 10% to 100%, the fire resistance of the slab increased very markedly. However, 
increasing the spring stiffness ten times from 100% to 1000% showed only a slight increase in 
fire resistance. 
The slabs with spring stiffnesses between 0.1 % and 2.5% failed due to runaway failure. 
Between 2.5% and 20%, the slabs failed at large deflections due to snap-through. For slabs 
with spring stiffnesses greater than 20%, the reason for the "failure" was not obvious because 
the deflections at failure were small and did not suggest a runaway failure. 
5.8.4. Horizontal deflections and axial forces 
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Figure 5-44: Variation of horizontal deflections at supports. 
Figure 5-44 shows the variation of the horizontal deflections at the supports. The horizontal 
deflections of the bottom corner of the slab, where the slab is vertically supported on the 
roller, are plotted. Negative displacement is outward expansion while positive displacement 
represents inward contraction. The graph shows that slabs with low axial restraint produced 
large horizontal deflections while slabs with high axial restraint have small horizontal 
deflections. Not all the slabs that were shown in Figure 5-43 are presented here. 
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With 0.1% axial stiffness, the slab deflected outward in a non-linear trend with a higher 
expansion rate followed by a lower rate. When runaway occurred, the supports pulled inwards 
at the final stages. With 10% spring stiffness, a similar deflection trend was observed but with 
smaller horizontal deflections. At failure, the horizontal deflections dropped very markedly 
when the end supports of the slabs suddenly pulled inwards due to snap-through. The graph 
shows that the maximum horizontal deflections of the slabs at each end support ranged from 
O.2mm at 1000%, to 18.5mm at 0.1 %. 
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Figure 5·45: Variation of axial forces in the slabs with moveable lines of thrust. 
Figure 5-45 shows the variation of the axial forces in the slab with different amounts of axial 
restraint. The graph shows that high axial restraint produced high compressive forces in the 
slab and that the axial forces were inversely proportional to the amount of permitted 
expansion. All the slabs with different amounts of axial restraint showed a similar bilinear 
increase of axial force. The decrease of the rate of rise of the axial forces was due to 
compressive yielding of the bottom reinforcing steel. 
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Figure 5-46: Variation of stresses in the bottom reinforcing steel for k=100%. 
Figure 5-46 shows the variation of the stresses in the bottom reinforcing steel for the slab with 
100% spring stiffness. During the initial stages, the compressive stresses increased linearly 
due to the high axial restraint forces. The compressive stresses at midspan were slightly lower 
than those at the support due to the higher tensile bending stresses imposed by the gravity 
loads at midspan. The support steel reached its linear-elastic proportional limit at 28 minutes 
followed by the midspan steel at 33 minutes. When the bottom steel at the supports reached 
the proportional limit and spread to the midspan region, the axial stiffness dropped very 
significantly and caused the rate of rise of the axial forces to decrease, as shown in Figure 
5-45. 
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Figure 5·47: V~riation of the bending moments at the supports. 
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Figure 5-48: Variation of the midspan bending moments. 
Figure 5-47 and Figure 5-48 show the variation of the bending moments at the supports and 
midspan, respectively. The graphs show a very significant variation of the moments at the 
supports and midspan during the fire. The negative moments at the supports, produced by the 
compressive axial force acting below the centroidal axis of the slab, redistributed the midspan 
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moments, causing the positive moments at midspan to change to negative moments (Figure 
5-48). High restraint stiffnesses produced higher rates of redistribution and higher maximum 
moments. The difference between the negative and positive moments was due to the moments 
induced by the gravity loads and the MA moments. 
With 1% spring stiffness, the graph shows that the positive moments at midspan increased 
only slightly at the end of the analysis, due to the small MA moments at midspan. The slab 
with 0.1 % spring stiffness showed almost constant bending moments at midspan and at the 
supports. 
5.8.7. Variation of the line of thrust at the supports 
This section presents the variation of the line of thrust at the supports during the fire. 
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Figure 5·49: Variation of the line of thrust at the supports for spring stiffness between 25 % and 1000 %. 
Figure 5-49 shows the variation of the line of thrust of the slabs with spring stiffnesses 
ranging from 25% to 1000%. The midspan deflections of the slabs are also plotted on the 
same graph. The position of the line of thrust, which is the eccentricity measured relative to 
the centroidal axis of the slab, zo, is calculated from Equation 3-4. 
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Where M fire = Moment at the supports 
T = Axial force in the slab 
Zo = Eccentricity of the line of thrust relative to the centroidal axis 
Figure 5-49 shows that during the initial stages of the fire, the thrust force at the slab supports 
lies just above the soffit of the slab. As the fire developed, the line of thrust moved upwards 
towards the centreline of the slab. This observation is consistent with that seen in the tests on 
slabs with high restraint conducted at the peA furnace (Iss en et al., 1970). The graph shows 
that the rate of rise of the thrust force increased with increasing restraint stiffness. The graph 
also shows that the slabs failed when the midspan deflections, which are measured at the 
centroidal axis of the slab, dropped below the position of line of thrust at the supports. 
Figure 5-50 shows the slab when the line of thrust is close to the soffit and the deflections are 
small enough so that the centroidal axis at midspan lies above the line of thrust. At this stage, 
the compressive force, T, due to the external restraint has a beneficial effect on increasing the 
stiffness of the slab. When the midspan centroidal axis drops below the line of thrust, due to 
the line of thrust moving upwards and the slab deflecting downwards (Figure 5-51), the 
external thrust force ceases to provide flexural enhancement to the slab. At this point, any 
external thrust would produce a detrimental effect on the slab as it increases the deflections 
and midspan moments, leading to snap-through and failure . 
....................................................................... y. .. f, .......... ~ ........................................................ . 
Figure 5-50: Midspan centroidal axis above line of thrust. 
t Line of thrust t 
Figure 5-51: Midspan centroidal axis below line of thrust. 
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Figure 5·52: Variation of the line ofthrust at the supports for restraint stiffness between 0.1 % and 20%. 
Figure 5-52 shows the results of the slab with restraint stiffnesses ranging from 0.1 % to 20%. 
For the slabs with restraint stiffnesses of 10% and 20%, the graph shows that the position of 
line of thrust was located at the bottom of the slab during the start of the fire and moved 
upwards towards the centre of the slab. For the slabs with 0.1 % and 1 % restraint, the position 
of the line of thrust remained almost constant and within the bottom 25mm of the slab 
throughout the entire fire. This observation is consistent with the experimental results of the 
PCA fire tests (Issen et aL, 1970) and the recommendations made by CRSI (1980) which 
showed that the line of thrust acts near the bottom of slabs when the thrust force is low (See 
section 3.5.1). 
The slab with 20% restraint stiffness showed similar behaviour to the slabs of the previous 
figure; which failed when the centroidal axis deflection dropped below the line of thrust. 
Figure 5-52 shows that the slabs with 0.1 %, 1% and 10% restraint did not collapse even when 
the centroidal axis at midspan dropped below the line of thrust at the supports. The graph 
shows that the slabs with low axial restraint were not sensitive to the centroidal axis dropping 
below the position of line of thrust. 
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Figure 5-53: Thrust parameter versus straiu parameter. 
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Figure 5-53 compares the maximum thrust force and expansion of the slabs analysed using 
SAFIR with the tests conducted at the peA furnace (Issen et al., 1970). The maximum thrust 
force and their corresponding axial expansion are plotted for the slabs analysed with different 
spring stiffnesses. The results for the pin-supported slabs with fixed lines of thrust (xo) 
(Section 5.4) and moveable (Section 5.8) lines of thrust are plotted, along with the rotationally 
restrained slabs (Section 5.7). 
The thrust parameter (TlEeA) consists of the maximum axial force in the slab, T, calculated 
with SAFIR, the elastic modulus of the concrete at ambient conditions, Ee, and the cross 
sectional area of the slab, A. The strain parameter (~IJL) is the expansion of the slab, ~L, at 
the maximum axial force, relative to the initial length of the slab, L. The dimensionless 
parameters from the SAFIR analyses are compared with the results of the fire tests of 
restrained double-tee specimens conducted at the peA furnace (Issen et aI., 1970). The peA 
double-tee specimens were constructed with normal-weight calcareous aggregate concrete and 
reinforced with reinforcing bars. A best fit curve for the slabs with moveable line of thrust 
(pin supports and rotationally restrained supports) (Line 5) is plotted. The best fit curves for 
the pin-supported slabs with fixed line of thrust (Line 6) and the peA tests (Line 7) are also 
shown. 
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The analyses of the slabs with moveable line of thrust analysed with SAFIR showed good 
overall agreement with the PCA tests as they both showed exponential decrease of axial force 
with increasing strain. Curve 5 shows that SAFlR predicted higher axial forces than the PCA 
tests for strain levels below 0.0055. At strain levels above 0.0055, the thrust force obtained 
from the SAFIR analyses and the PCA tests showed good agreement. 
For the pin-supported slabs with fixed line of thrust, SAFIR shows a linear decrease of the 
axial force with increasing strain. For strains less than 0.0028, SAFIR predicted higher axial 
forces than the PCA tests. However, for strains greater than 0.0028, the axial forces predicted 
. using SAFIR were lower than the PCA tests and the SAFIR slabs with moveable line of 
thrust. This linear variation of axial force is similar to the results predicted by earlier 
researchers. 
Finite element analyses by Anderberg et aL (1982) on restrained pin-supported slabs with 
fixed position of line of thrust also showed that the maximum axial force decreased linearly 
with increasing strain. Their analyses showed significantly lower axial forces for strains larger 
than 0.0015, compared with the PCA tests. The analyses with SAFIR and by Anderberg et al. 
(1982) have shown that if the position of line of thrust is fixed, the maximum axial force 
decreases linearly with strain. If the slabs have a moveable line of thrust, the SAFIR analyses 
and the PCA tests show that the maximum axial force decreases exponentially. 
The higher forces predicted by the SAFIR analyses at strains below 0.0055, compared with 
the PCA tests, can be attributed to the type of concrete used in the analyses. The SAFIR 
analyses were performed with siliceous aggregate concrete which has a higher coefficient of 
thermal expansion than the calcareous aggregate concrete used in the PCA tests. This would 
produce higher thermal expansion which would lead to higher maximum compressive 
restraint forces. 
5.8.9. Comparison of the SAFIR analyses with the PCI hand method for flat slabs 
This section compares the PCl hand method with the findings of the SAFIR analyses for 
axially restrained pin-supported slabs. The comparison is summarised in Table 5-2 and is 
based on the SAFIR analyses of pin supported flat slabs in this section (section 5.8) with 
moveable line of thrust, and with fixed line of thrust (Section 5.3). The full details of the PCl 
recommendations are reported by Gustaferro et aL (1989). 
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Axial restraint Findings of SAFIR analyses of PCI hand method 
stiffness pin-supported slabs 
Low 
• Applies to slabs with maximum • Defined as slabs with "minimal 
expansion of hIlL > 0.0055 and restraint" . 
k~ 1% (e.g.:28mmJ5000mm) • This method is not applicable for 
III Large deflections occur early in the slabs with low axial restraint 
fire, followed by runaway failure. because it requires the 
• FRR decreases, from the deflections to be small enough 
unrestrained condition (pin-roller), so that the concrete compressive 
as the axial restraint increases. block at midspan is above the 
• For slabs with moveable line of line of thrust at the supports, 
thrust, the line of thrust is located whereas SAFIR analyses 
near the bottom of the slab. showed large deflections in slabs 
with low restraint. 
Intermediate 
• 0.001 < dIlL < 0.0055 and • Defined by the PCI method as 
1% <k<40% slabs with "greater than 
• Failure occurs much earlier than the minimal" axial restraint. 
unrestrained condition (pin-roller), • The method may be used if the 
• For slabs with moveable line of line of tluust at the supports is 
thrust, the line of thrust moves known (e.g.: precast 
upwards towards the centroidal axis. construction, see Figure 3-14). 
High 
• L.llJL ~ 0.001 and k 2:: 40% (e.g.: • For cast-in-situ construction, the 
5mmJ5000mm) method is difficult to use 
• Small vertical deflections. because the position line of 
• FRR increases with increasing thrust moves and its exact 
restraint. position is not known. 
• Beneficial effects of compressive 
axial restraint are lost when the 
centroidal axis drops below the line 
of thrust, resulting in failure. 
t1L Amount of horizontal expansion of the slab; L == Clear span of the slab; FRR= Fire resistance rating 
Table 5-2: Comparison of the PCI hand method with the SAFIR analyses for axially restrained flat slabs 
without flexural continuity (i.e.: Pin-supported slabs). 
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SAFIR analyses 
The analyses with SAFIR in section 5.8 showed that flat slabs with low restraint have a 
permissible horizontal expansion, ilL, gr~ater than or equal to 0.0055L (i.e.: ilUL ,;:::0,0055) 
and axial restraint stiffness less than 1%, SAPIR analyses showed that these slabs behaved 
similarly to the pin-roller slab, with large deflections during the fire followed by runaway 
deflections at failure. 
The SAPIR analyses showed that slabs which have maximum expansion between O.OOIL and 
0,0055L and axial restraint stiffness between 1 % and 40% performed poorly. Early failure of 
the slabs was due to snap-through, causing the slabs to fail as early as 50% of the time to 
failure of the pin-roller slab. This poor behaviour occurs in pin-supported slabs with both 
fixed and moveable line of thrust. The analyses with SAPIR showed that the fire resistance of 
flat slabs with low and intermediate axial restraint progressively decreased from the pin-roller 
condition as the amount of axial restraint was increased, 
Compressive restraint has a beneficial effect on the fire resistance of slabs and produces 
higher fire resistance than the code recommendations when the maximum permissible 
expansion is less than O.OOlL and axial restraint stiffness greater than 40% (high restraint). 
With high axial restraint, the veltical deflections of the slabs are small and the line of thrust 
moves upwards towards the centroidal axis during the fire. When the centroidal axis drops 
below the line of thrust, the beneficial effects of compressive axial restraint are lost and the 
loads are resisted by the residual flexural strength of the slab. 
The analyses in this section showed that increasing axial restraint stiffness does not always 
increase the fire resistance of pin-supported slabs. 
PCI hand method 
The PCI method would be difficult to use for flat slabs because: 
• The method assumes that any level of restraint increases slab fire resistance whereas 
SAPIR shows that compressive restraint produces very poor behaviour for slabs with 
intermediate axial restraint stiffness. The SAPIR analyses showed that compressive 
restraint increased the fire resistances of slabs above the code recommendations only 
when &IL.::; 0.001 and k,;::: 40% (i.e.: High restraint). 
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41 For cast-in-situ slabs with high axial restraint, the line of thrust moves upwards during the 
fire, towards the centroidal axis and its position is not known. This makes the PCI method 
difficult to use for these slabs because the method requires knowledge of the position of 
line of thrust in the slab during the fire. 
41 To use the PCI method, it requires the user to distinguish between 'minimal restraint' and 
'greater than minimal' restraint. However, the method does not provide any guidelines or 
limits to define the different levels of restraint. 
III The tests at the PCA furnace, which the PCI method is based on, showed good results 
with high restraint because of the types of slabs that were tested and the way the slabs 
were supported. The tests were conducted mostly on double-tee precast slabs. The slabs 
were supported at the bottom of the webs of the slabs, far below the centroidal axis of the 
slab which is located near the top of the slab, in the flange of the slab. The line of thrust 
was initially located at the bottom of the slab and moved upwards during the fire. For flat 
slabs, the distance from the centroidal axis to the line of thrust is significantly less than in 
double-tees because the cenfroidal axis is located at mid-depth. Therefore, the increase of 
the fire resistance due to compressive restraint would be greater in double-tees than in flat 
slabs as it would take longer for the centroidal axis in the double-tee to drop below the 
line of thrust compared with the flat slabs. 
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5.8.10. Conclusions 
This section presents the analyses of pin-supported slabs with moveable line of thrust 
modelled to simulate cast-in-situ slabs without flexural continuity. The results of the analyses 
have shown that: 
• Compressive restraint increases the fire resistance of pin-supported slabs above the code 
recommended value when the axial restraint stiffness is high (~LIL.::; 0.001 and k 2. 40%). 
• For slabs with high axial restraint, compressive restraint is beneficial to the slab behaviour 
when the vertical deflections are small and the line of thrust at the end supports is located 
below the centroidal axis. The beneficial effects of compressive restraint are lost when the 
centroidal axis of the slab drops below the line of thrust. 
It For slabs with low and intermediate axial restraint (~LIL>O.OO1 and k<40%), compressive 
restraint produces worse behaviour than the pin-roller (unrestrained) condition. 
e Compared with the rotationally restrained slabs, the time to failure of the slabs can be very 
low if there is no top steel anchored into the supports. 
• The thrust-expansion results from the SAPIR analyses of slabs with moveable line of 
thrust showed a similar trend and good agreement with the results of the PCA tests. 
• The PCI hand method is not recommended for assessing the required stiffness to enhance 
the fire resistance of pin-supported slabs, because it is an over-simplification of slab 
behaviour in fire. 
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5.9. Pin-supported slabs with moveable line of thrust with different 
amounts of top steel at supports 
This section investigates the effect of different lengths of top steel at the supports of pin-
supported slabs with moveable line of thrust. The purpose of this is to simulate cast-in-situ 
slabs with some flexural continuity or precast slabs with infill at the ends of the slab and 
starter bars from the supports lapped into cast-in-situ concrete topping, as shown in Figure 
5-54. The latter description is a typical method of construction of simply supported precast 
slabs in New Zealand (NZCS-NZNSEE, 1999; Herlihy, 1999). The top steel provides some 
rotational restraint to the slab and also allows some redistribution of the bending moments in 
the slabs. The behaviour of the cast-in-situ slabs with top steel at the supports is compared 
with the pin-supported slabs with fixed position of line of thrust and the slabs with full 
rotational restraint. The comparison will be made for slabs with low (1 %), intermediate (10%) 




Figure 5-54: Typical support construction of simply supported precast slabs in New Zealand (NZCS-
NZNSEE, 1999) 
5.9.1. Structural model 
Steel L 







Figure 5-55: SAFIR model of cast-in-situ slab (pin-supported with moveable line of thrust) with top steel. 
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Figure 5-55 shows the SAFIR structural model of the cast-in-situ slab with some top steel at 
the supports. This model is similar to that shown in Figure 5-41 but it includes the top steel. A 
steel truss element was modelled between the vertical rigid elements, A and B, to represent the 
continuity of the top steel in the concrete infill from the slab to the support. A steel content of 
380mm2/m is used to model the top steel at the supports. This amount is based on typical 
starter bar configurations used in practice in New Zealand (Le.: HD12 bars spaced at 300mm 
centres) (Herlihy, 1999). The lengths (Lbar) of the top steel that are modelled range from Omm 
to 750mm. Note that Lbar is the length of the bar used in the SAFIR analysis and does not 
include the development length (Ld) required for the bars to reach full strength. 
5.9.2. Cases analysed 
The different cases that will be compared are shown in Table 5-3. Cases a), b), f) and g) have 
been analysed in the previous sections and are plotted for comparison. The different cases 
shown in Table 5-3 will be compared for 1 %, 10% and 100% axial restraint stiffness. 
Slab End support Top steel 
a) Pin-supported, fixed line of thrust Not anchored to 
(xo=50mm) supports 
b) Pin-supported, moveable line of thrust Lbar=Omm 
c) Pin-supported, moveable line of thrust Lbar = 250mm 
d) Pin-supported, moveable line of thrust Lbar= 500mm 
e) Pin-supported, moveable line of thrust Lbar= 750mm 
f) Rotationally restrained Continuous 
g) Rotationally restrained Curtailed l 
Table 5·3: Cases compared in this section. 
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Figure 5-56: Midspan vertical deflections of the slabs with 1 % axial restraint stiffness. 
Figure 5-56 compares the midspan deflections of the slabs with different types of end 
conditions with 1 % axial restraint stiffness. The graph shows that the slab with the largest 
deflections was the pin-supported slab with its line of thrust (xo) fixed at 50mm above the 
soffit (slab a). The slab deflected downwards linearly in a gradual manner until just after 90 
minutes when the deflection rate increased and. the slab defonned into catenary mode and 
hung in tension. 
The graph shows that the pin-supported slab with a moveable line of thrust but without top 
steel (slab b) had lower deflections and a higher fire resistance than slab a. As the length of 
the top steel in the pin-supported slabs increased (slabs c, d and e), the fire resistances of the 
slabs increased as they failed at later stages in the fire and their behaviour approached the 
slabs with full rotational restraint. Unlike slab b, SAFIR was unable to detect the deflections 
of the slab when runaway failure occurred in slabs c and d. With 0.75m top steel, the pin-
supported slab (slab e) had a similar deflection curve to the slab with full rotational restraint 
(slab f). As the lengths of the top steel increased, the amount of rotational restraint at the end 
supports increased and the slab behaviour started to approach the slabs with full rotational 
restraint. 
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For the rotationally restrained slabs, the slab with the curtailed topsteel (slab g) had lower 
midspan deflections than the slab with continuous steel (slab J). This was because the midspan 
region of slab g was raised by the ends of the slab at the supports which acted as two 
cantilevers (See Figure 5-38). 
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Figure 5·57: Midspan vertical deflections of the slabs with 10% axial restraint stiffness. 
Figure 5-57 shows the variation of the midspan deflections of the slabs with different end 
supports, with 10% axial restraint stiffness. The graph shows that the slabs with 10% axial 
restraint behaved similarly to the slab with 1% axial restraint. Figure 5-57 shows that for each 
type of support condition, the slabs with 10% axial restraint had poorer behaviour compared 
with those with 1 % axial restraint. The pin-supported slab with its line of thmst fixed (slab a) 
showed the largest deflections while the rotationally restrained slab with continuous top steel 
had the smallest deflections during the fire. 
Comparing the slabs with 1 % (Figure 5-56) and 10% restraint stiffness, mnaway deflection 
occurred significantly earlier in slabs a and b when restrained with 1 a% stiffness than with 
1 % stiffness. However, Figure 5-57 shows that the fire resistance of the slabs increased 
significantly to 111 minutes with a.25m top steel at the supports. The graph shows that the 
fire resistance of the slab increased to 169 minutes and 194 minutes with a.5m and a.75m top 
steel, respectively. 
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The graph shows that the effect of curtailment on the rotationally restrained slab was minimal. 
The slab with curtailed top steel (slab f) had slightly larger deflections at the advanced stages 
and a lower fire resistance of 225.5 minutes than the slab with continuous top steel. 
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Figure 5-58: Midspan vertical deflections of the slabs with 100% axial restraint stiffness. 
Figure 5-58 shows the variation of the midspan deflections of the slabs with 100% axial 
restraint stiffness with different types of supports. The graph shows that the pin-supported 
slab with its line of thrust (xo) fixed at 50mm above the soffit deflected downwards very 
rapidly during the initial stages. After 50 minutes, the sagging deflections reduced and the 
slab deflected upwards and fonned a hogging deflected shape until the end of the fire. The 
pin-supported slab with a fixed line of thrust had the highest fire resistance as the hogging 
deflected shape of the slab enabled it to resist the loads as a shallow arch. 
If the position of line of thrust could move (slab b) the analyses show that the pin-supported 
slab had much lower fire resistance (140 minutes) than if it had its position of line of thrust 
was fixed. The fire resistance of the slab increased substantially when 0.25m topsteel was 
provided at the end supports, increasing the failure time from 140 minutes in slab b to 170 
minutes in slab c. By increasing the length of the topsteel to 0.5m, the fire resistance of the 
slab increased only slightly to 180.5 minutes, but showed no increase when the length was 
-further increased to 0.75m, shown by the identical deflection curves. 
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If full rotational fixity is provided at the end supports, the fire resistance of the slabs would be 
increased to 204 minutes for the slabs with curtailed topsteel, and 225 minutes for the slab 
with continuous top steel. 
5.9.6. Conclusions 
This section presents the analyses of pin~supported slabs with moveable line of thrust 
modelled to simulate cast-in~situ reinforced concrete slabs. The results of the analyses have 
shown that: 
• The fire behaviour of cast-in-situ reinforced concrete slabs lies between the pin-supported 
slabs and rotationally restrained slabs. 
• The fire resistance of cast-in-situ reinforced concrete slabs increased from the pin-
supported condition to the rotationally restrained condition as the length of the top steel at 
the supports increased. 
• The time to failure of cast-in-situ slabs can be very low if there is no top steel anchored 
into the supports. 
• The fire behaviour of slabs with low (1%) and intermediate (10%) axial restraint 
stiffnesses was sensitive to the length of the top steel at the supports. The fire resistance of 
these slabs increased significantly as the length of the top steel increased. 
• The fire behaviour of slabs with high axial restraint (100%) was less sensitive to the 
lengths of the top steel at the supports. 
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5.10. Conclusions 
The main findings of the research on one-way slabs are follows: 
i) The behaviour of one-way slabs under fire conditions is very sensitive to their end 
support conditions and the axial restraint stiffness. 
ii) Slabs with rotational restraint at both end supports have much better behaviour and 
significantly higher fire resistance than pin-supported slabs. 
iii) The behaviour of a slab under compressive restraint is not easy to quantify and model, 
even with a sophisticated finite element program. Computer modelling of restrained 
reinforced concrete floor systems is difficult because of poor information about the 
actual boundary conditions in real construction, especially the likely height of the 
axial restraint force, which may change in location during fire exposure. 
5.10.1. Pin-supported slabs with fixed line of thrust 
The analyses of pin-supported slabs with fixed line of thrust have shown that: 
i) The behaviour of axially restrained pin-supported slabs under fire conditions is very 
sensitive to the position of the line of thrust at the supports and the stiffness of the axial 
restraint. 
ii) ffigh compressive axial restraint does not always increase the fire resistance of one-way 
pin-supported slabs. ffigh compressive restraint is beneficial only if the line of thrust at 
the supports is located well below the centroidal axis and when the centroidal axis of the 
slab remains above the line of thrust during the fire exposure. 
iii) High compressive axial restraint produces poor slab behaviour if the line of thrust at the 
supports is located close to the centroidal axis. In this case, high compressive restraint 
increases the vertical deflections of the slab and decreases the time to plastic hinge 
formation. 
IV) For pin-supported slabs with the line of thrust fixed and located close to the soffit (up to 
50mm above the soffit), high axial restraint (llLIL.$. 0.001 and k 2:: 40%) produces good 
behaviour and high fire resistance. With intermediate or low axial restraint stiffness 
(llLfL > 0.001 and k < 40%), the slab deforms into a catenary, resulting in axial tensile 
forces being generated. If the slab does not have sufficient axial tensile capacity at the 
supports to resist the tensile forces, it will collapse. 
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v) The behaviour of a pin-supported slab in a real fire is no worse than in a long duration 
ISO fire. In many cases, better slab behaviour was observed in the decaying fire 
compared with a long duration ISO fire. 
5.10.2. Rotationally restrained slabs 
The analyses of rotationally restrained slabs have shown that: 
i) Slabs with flexural continuity have excellent behaviour under fire conditions. 
ii) Rotationally restrained slabs with low axial restraint have better fire resistance than 
simply supported slabs and have smaller deflections than equivalent pin-supported 
slabs. 
iii) Rotationally restrained slabs with top steel curtailed according to code 
recommendations (SNZ, 1995) showed similar behaviour to those with top steel over 
the full length of the slab. 
5.10.3. Pin-supported slabs With moveable line of thrust 
Pin-supported slabs with moveable line of thrust refer to slabs modelled to simulate cast-in-
situ reinforced concrete slabs (See Section 5.8 and 5.9 for details). The analyses have shown 
that: 
i) Compressive restraint increases the fire resistance of pin-supported slabs with moveable 
line of thrust if the axial restraint stiffness is high (ilLIL .$ 0.001 and k 2:: 40%). For 
slabs with high axial restraint, compressive restraint is beneficial to the slab behaviour if 
the vertical deflections are small and if the line of thrust at the end supports is located 
below the centroidal axis. The beneficial effects of compressive restraint are lost if the 
centroidal axis of the slab drops below the line of thrust. 
ii) For slabs with low and intermediate axial restraint stiffness (ilLlL > 0.001 and k< 40%), 
compressive axial restraint produces worse behaviour than the pin-roller (unrestrained) 
condition. 
iii) Compared with the rotationally restrained slabs, the time to failure of these slabs can be 
very low if there is no top steel anchored into the supports. 
iv) The fire behaviour of these slabs with low and intermediate axial restraint stiffnesses is 
sensitive to the length of the top steel at the supports. The fire resistance of these slabs 
increases as the length of the top steel increase. Slabs with high axial restraint are less 
sensitive to the lengths of the top steel at the supports. 
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v) The thrust-expansion results from the SAFIR analyses of slabs with moveable line of 
thrust showed a similar trend to the results of the PCA tests. 
vi) The PCl hand calculation method is not recommended for assessing the required 
stiffness to enhance the fire resistance of pin-supported slabs, because it is an over-
simplification of slab behaviour in fire. 
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6. EXPERIMENTAL FIRE TESTS OF TWO-WAY SLABS 
6.1. Introduction 
The experimental fire tests of two-way concrete slabs at the BRANZ fire resistance furnace 
are presented in this chapter. The main objective of the fire tests is to investigate the 
behaviour of two-way concrete slabs in a controlled furnace environment. This chapter 
summarises the details of the fire tests and is based on the fire test report by Lim et aL (2002) 
where the full details and data can be obtained. The observations of the fire tests and some of 
the data recorded will be presented in this chapter. Comparison of the fire tests results with 
finite element modelling will be described in chapter 9. 
6.1.1. Impetus 
The impetus of the experimental fire tests comes from the full scaIe fire tests conducted at the 
Cardington Large Building Test Facility (Bailey et a1., 1999; Newman et aI., 2000) and 
another independent test conducted at the Building Research Establishment (BRE) (Bailey et 
aI., 2000) to simulate the behaviour of simply supported two-way slabs under fire conditions. 
Those tests demonstrated the significant effects of tensile membrane action on increasing the 
fire resistance of composite slabs. Numerical simulations of the Cardington building by 
previous researchers (Huang et al., 1999, 2000, 2001; Sanad et al., 1999; Elghazouli et aL, 
2001) have shown good agreement with the test results. However, there are no published fire 
tests of two-way slabs in a controlled furnace environment which could be easily used to 
verify existing computer models. The ambient test at the BRE did not account for the thermal 
effects on the slab behaviour which include thermal bowing and expansion of the slab, and 
strength degradation of the steel and concrete. The need to determine the slab performance 
under a representative severe fire condition and to obtain data of fire tests in a controlled 




The objectives of the fire tests were: 
• To investigate the behaviour of concrete and composite two-way floor slabs, in a 
controlled furnace test. 
• To investigate the influence of tensile membrane action on the structural fire resistance of 
two-way slabs. 
• To determine the amount of steel content required for crack control to prevent integrity 
failure and to assess the perfonnance of hard-drawn reinforcing mesh at elevated 
temperatures. 
III To verify the SAPIR finite element program (Franssen et al., 2002). 
• To verify the current analytical design methods proposed by Bailey (2001) and Clifton et 
al (2003) for slabs under severe fire conditions. 
6.1.3. Scope 
Six concrete slabs were tested using the BRANZ fire resistance furnace. The floor slabs 
consisted of three reinforced concrete flat slabs and three different proprietary composite 
steel-concrete slabs. The slabs measured 3.3m wide by 4.3m long and were simply supported 
on all four sides above the furnace which had an opening of 3.0m by 4.0m. The slabs were 
horizontally unrestrained and were loaded with a constant uniformly distributed load. The 
slabs were all heated on the underside with the ISO 834 standard fire curve for three hours. 
6.2. Organisation of the tests 
The slabs were constructed between July and November 2001, at the Civil Engineering 
Laboratory of the University of Canterbury, Christchurch. After the slabs were constructed, 
they were stored in a warehouse to cure and dry. The slabs were shipped to Wellington where 
they were stored at the BRANZ Fire Laboratory until the scheduled date of the tests. The fire 
tests were conducted from 21 st June 2002 to 5th July 2002. 
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6.3. Specimen Details 
6.3.1. Slab configurations 
Six slabs were tested at the BRANZ furnace. The slabs consisted of three flat slabs and three 
proprietary composite steel-concrete slabs. Each slab measured 303m wide by 4.3m long and 
the thicknesses ranged from 90mm to l30mm. The six configurations that were tested are 
shown in Table 6-1 and Table 6-2. The flat slabs were lOOmm thick and differed from each 
other by the amount of reinforcing steeL The flat slabs may be considered to represent 
composite slabs with steel decking that have lost significant flexural strength and stiffness due 
to the effects of the fire exposure. The different quantities of reinforcing in the flat slabs were 
intended to investigate its effect on crack control in the slabs to prevent integrity failure. 
The furnace represents a fire compartment with a two-way slab supported over it. The slabs 
are directly exposed to the fire, on the assumption that there is no fire protective ceiling in the 
compartment. The rigid vertical supports at the four edges of the slabs represent fire protected 
primary beams which do not deflect during the fire. The tests may be considered to simulate 
floor systems supported on unprot~cted secondary beams which do not retain any significant 
strength or stiffness during the fire. 
Concrete cover to 
Slab Slab thickness Reinforcing mesh 
bottom bar 
1. 661 flat slab lOOmm 661 mesh 25mm 
2. IID 12 flat slab 100mm IID12 bars 25mm 
3. D147 flat slab 100mm D147 mesh 25mm 
4. 130mm Hi -bond slab l30mm D147 mesh 20mm above steel ribs. 
5. 130mm Traydec slab 130mm D147 mesh 15mm above steel ribs. 
6. Speedfloor 90mm 661 mesh 25mm 









Table 6-2: Cross section of slabs that were tested 
6.3.2. Reinforcement 
Different types of reinforcing steel were used in the tests, which consisted of hard-drawn 
mesh and hot-rolled reinforcing bars (Table 6-3). The mechanical properties of the mesh and 
bars shown in Table 6-3 were determined from tensile tests on samples of the reinforcing steel 
at ambient conditions. Figure 6-1 shows the typical stress-strain curves of the three different 
types of mesh used in the slabs, determined from tensile tests of the samples. 
Table 6-3 and Figure 6-1 show that the cold drawn D147 and 661 mesh had much higher 
strength than the hot-rolled HD12 bars but they had lower strain limits. The strain limit is the 
maximum strain on the stress-strain curve for each type of steel and is the point where the 
steel ruptures (Figure 6-1). The 25mm clear concrete cover to the bottom reinforcement in the 
flat slabs provided a two-hour fire resistance stability rating in accordance with the New 
Zealand Concrete Structures Standard (NZS, 1995). The reinforcement configurations for 
slabs 4 and 5 of Table 6-1 provided a uniform moment capacity for the two composite steel-
concrete slabs, assuming the steel decking did not contribute to the bending strength during 
the fire. 
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The mesh in the slabs were arranged so that the bars that spanned the short direction were 
placed below the bars that spanned in the long direction. This increased the lever arm of the 
bars spanning in the short direction to allow larger moments to be carried across the short 
direction. The ribs of the Dimond Hi-bond and Tray-dec steel decking and the joists of the 
Speedfloor slab spanned in the long span of the furnace. The properties of the steel decking 
and joists are shown in Table 6-4 and were obtained from the manufacturer's listings. 
Reinforcing Description Bar Grid Yield Steel Strain 
steel diameter spacin~ stress * content limit* 
D147 mesh Cold drawn 8.7mm 300mm 565 :MFa 198mm:llm 2.3 % 
deformed mesh 
661 mesh Cold drawn 7.5mm 150mm 568 :MFa 295mm:llm 3.2% 
plain mesh 
1ID12 bars Hot rolled 12mm 200mm 468 :MFa 565mm:llm 21 % 
deformed bars 
* Average of three samples from tensile tests 
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Figure 6·1: Typical stress strain curves of the reinforcing steel at ambient conditions from tensile tests. 
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Steel decking! joists Steel deck/joist thickness Yield stress 
Dimond Hibond 0.75mm i 550 MPa l 
Traydec 0.75mm:l 550MPa2 
Speedfloor 3mm3 350 MPa3 
Table 6·4: Properties of the steel decking and joists of the composite slabs 
1= Hibond Design Manual (Dimond Industries, 1997) 
2= Traydec 300 Specification and Design Manual (Forgan Jones Structural Ltd, 1996) 
. 3= Speedfloor Holdings Ltd. 
6.3.3. Concrete 
Normal weight concrete was used for the slabs and the specified compressive strength was 
30MPa. The aggregates were 19mm greywacke (siliceous) aggregates. The compressive 
strengths of the concrete were detennined by cylinder crushing tests conducted 7 days and 28 
days after the concrete was cast. Crushing tests were also conducted a week after the fire tests 
to determine the strengths of the concrete during the fire tests. The results of the crushing tests 
are shown in Table 6-5. 
Slab 28 day strength 
Age of concrete Strength during 
during fire tests fire tests 
661 slab 32.8 MPa 287 days 36.6MPa 
HD12 slab 22.6 MPa 216 days 36.7 MPa 
D147 slab 32.8 MPa 293 days 36.6 MPa 
Ribond 30.2MPa 308 days 32.1 MPa 
Traydec 30.2 MPa 310 days 32.1 MPa 
Speedfloor 31.5 MPa 214 days 37.6 MPa 
Table 6-5: Compressive strengths of concrete. 
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6.3.4. Strain gauge and thermocouple layouts 
2150 mm--~0-,-*l-_-_-2£-1J m-m-----~ 
U-280mm 
Key: 
<~ Strain gauge 
Figure 6-2: Typical layout of straiu gauges iu the slabs. 
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Figure 6-3: Typical layout ofthermocouples in the slabs. 
Figure 6-2 shows the typical strain gauge layout in the slabs. This figure shows a slab with 8 
strain gauges, arranged to measure the strains of the reinforcing steel in the middle and the 
edges of the slab. Some of the slabs were more heavily instrumented to measure the strains at 
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other locations such as at the quarter spans of the slab or at the steel joists in the Speedfloor 
slab. The layouts of the strain gauges for each of the slabs can be found in the fire test report. 
The strains in the reinforcing bars of the slabs were measured with high-temperature resistant 
strain gauges. These strain gauges were only accurate up to 300°C and had a maximum strain 
limit of 1 % strain. The strain gauges were attached with high temperature resistant glue, 
water-proof coating and wires in order for the gauge to function up to its maximum 
operational temperature. 
Figure 6-3 shows the typical layout of thermocouples and thermocouple trees in a slab. The 
thermocouples were placed at mid-height of the reinforcing bars and are labelled as T1, T2, 
etc. The thermocouple trees are labelled as TTl and TT2. Five key thermocouples were also 
attached to the unheated surface of each slab. Type-K thermocouples were used to measure 
the temperatures of the reinforcing steel and across the thickness of the slabs. 
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6.4. Test configuration 
6.4.1. General 
This section describes the slab loading, support conditions and the instrumentation used to 
measure the deflections. 
6.4.2. Testing standard 
The fire tests were conducted on an oil-fired furnace. The ISO 834 standard fire curve (ISO, 
1975) was used to heat the slabs. 
6.4.3. Fire testing sequence 
The slabs were tested in the sequence shown in Table 6-1. The flat slabs with medium (661 
mesh) and high (HD12) levels of reinforcing were tested first to determine whether or not the 
level of loading was appropriate for the weaker flat slab and composite slabs, and to detect 
problems with the data logging equipment for the subsequent slabs which had more 
instrumentation. 
6.4.4. Support conditions 
Vertical supports 
Figure 6-4 shows the cross section of the slab and loading drums over the furnace. The slabs 
were simply supported on four edges and were unrestrained against horizontal movement. 
The slabs were supported over the furnace on a rectangular frame which was made of steel C-
channels and had a reinforced concrete beam lining the internal perimeter. 
The slabs were vertically supported at their four edges on cylindrical rollers on top of the 
concrete beam. The rollers were placed continuously around the perimeter of the supporting 
frame. The rollers represented simple support conditions which allowed the slab to freely 
rotate and roll horizontally at the supports. Due to the rough surface of the concrete beam, 
5mm thick steel plates were welded over the concrete beam to the steel frame to form a 
smooth rolling surface for the rollers (Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6), 
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_V"" ..... """ beam 
3000 mm 
Figure 6·4: Section across the short span of the furnace. 
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Figure 6·5: Detail At (Detail of slab support on the furnace) 
A 16mm square rod was welded to the edge of the steel plates to stop the rollers from rolling 
into the furnace (Figure 6-5). Mineral wool was glued to the vertical faces of the concrete 
beam (Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-7) to prevent the rollers from being directly exposed to the 
flames and to prevent the flames from coming out of the gap between the rollers and the slab. 
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Figure 6-6: Rectangular frame used to support the Figure 6-7: Steel rollers positioned on the frame with 
slab over the furnace. Note the 150mm wide plates the mineral wool lining the internal perimeter. 
welded to the steel frame, over the concrete beam. 
A 150mm wide steel flashing was p aced underneath each slab around the entire perimeter 
when they were constructed (Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9). The steel flashing served to 
minimise the friction between the bottom surface of the concrete slab and the rollers. The 
steel flashing also prevented local crushing of the concrete when the slab was supported on 
the rollers. The slab was positioned nto the steel frame and both the frame and slab were 
lifted simultaneously onto the furnace . 
Figure 6-8: Steel flashing placed around the Figure 6-9: Steel flashings at the bottom of the slab. 
per imeter prior to pouring of the concrete. 
Corner clamps 
The comers of the first two tests (661 and HD 12 flat slabs) were not clamped down and were 
free to lift. However, the <.tmount of curling of the corners during those two tests was very 
large and would not represent the behaviour of a slab under realistic support conditions found 
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in a typical building. Therefore , the comers were clamped down i the tests of the remaining 
four slabs. The comers were clamped down with steel angles placed diagonally across the 
com ers which were welded or bolted to the supporting steel frame (Figure 6-10). 
Figure 6·1 0: Steel angle bolted to the supporting steel frame to clamp down the corners. 
6.4.5. Slab loading 
In addition to the sel f weight of the slabs, a uniformly distli buted load was applied on the 
slabs to simulate li ve loads. Twenty 200-litre water drums were plac d on the slab to 
represent the unifonnly distributed load. The combined weight of the water and the steel 
drums was 200kg per drum, equivalent to a uni formly distri buted load of 3.0kPa. The drums 
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Figure 6-11: Position of the loading drums 
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The drums were lowered onto the sIal) by an overhead gantry crane (Figure 6-12). Each drum 
had a steel strap which allowed the d 'ums to be hung off a series of parallel cross beams. The 
crane picked up the cross beams which in turn picked up the drums. The cross beams 
supported the drums to prevent them from falling into the furnace in the event of catastrophic 
collapse. Each drum had three swi vel feet and each foot had a contact surface made of a 
lOOmm square particle board. The slab speci mens were loaded an least an hour before each 
test. 
Figure 6-12: Low~!ring of the water drums onto the slabs. 
I 
Self weight, Live 'load, a Total load, Load 
Wu (kPa) G (kPa) (kPa) G + a (kPa) ratio, rio ad 
Flat slab 661 mesh 21.9 
" 
2.31 3.0 5.31 0.24 
Flat slab HD12 mesh 30.8 2.51 3.0 5.51 0.18 
Flat slab D147 mesh 13.3 2.32 3.0 5.32 OAO 
Hibond slab 69.1 (9.1) 2.43 3.0 5.43 0.08 
Traydec slab 73.8 (9.1) 3.02 3.0 6.02 0.08 
Speedfloor slab 55.1 (16.8) 2.32 3.0 5.32 0.10 
Table 6-6: Applied loads on the slabs 
Table 6-6 shows the applied loads on the silabs. The level of loads that was applied relative to 
the strength of the slabs is exprcssed by the load ratio , TI ad. The load ratio is defined as thc 
ratio of thc applicd loads on the structure, U~ fjr~, to the loads that would cause collapsc at 
ambient temperature, RcolLi (Equation 6-1). The applied loads , U* fi re, consisted of the self-
weight of the slab (0) and the live loads from the water dru ms (Q). The slabs that were tested 
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had different levels of strength, ReDid, due to the different quantities of reinforcing and the 




(0 + Q) 
Wu 
Equation 6·1 
For the two-way slabs, the strengths of the slabs were determined by the ultimate load, wu, 
which is the lowest load level that will form yield line cracks in the slabs. The ultimate loads 
were calculated from yield line theory (Park et aI., 2000). 
For the calculation of the ultimate loads of the composite slabs and the Speedfloor slab, the 
contributions of both the composite steel decking/joists and the steel mesh were included in 
the flexural strengths spanning in the longitudinal direction. In the transverse direction, only 
the contribution of the mesh was considered and the strength contribution of the steel decking 
was ignored. The numbers in the brackets are the ultimate loads of the slabs based on the 
reinforcing steel in the slab only, not including the strength contributions of the composite 
steel decks and joists. 
6.4.6. Large differential vertical deflections 
When the slabs undergo large vertical deflections, there was concern that the water drums 
would tilt onto each other and could interfere with the potentiometers which measured the 
vertical deflections. To address this problem, a steel grille was built around the drums (refer 
to Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13) to prevent them from tilting and to ensure they remained 
vertical. The grille was made of cold-formed steel channels and was bolted to the legs of the 
frame which supported the cross beams above the drums. 
6.4.7. Deflection measurements 
The vertical deflections and horizontal movement of the slab edges were measured at the 
positions shown in Figure 6-13. The vertical deflections were 'measured across the centre of 
the slab in the long and short directions. The horizontal and vertical deflections were 
measured with rotary potentiometers. The rotary potentiometers were supported on steel 
purlins which were clamped onto the cross beams above the drums (Figure 6-14). 
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Figure 6-13: Plan view of the potentiometer layout and the steel grid. 
Figure 6-1 4: Potentiometers supporte on the cross beams for measuring the vertical deflections. 
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6.4.8. Furnace details 
Furnace temperatures 
The temperature in the furnace was measured with 12 chromel-alumel thermocouples 
distributed evenly on a horizontal plane approximately 400mm below the soffit of each 
specimen. 
Furnace pressure 
The pressure in the furnace was controlled to 18 Pa at 300 mm below the underside of the slab 
for all the tests. The test standard followed was AS 1530 Part 4 (Standards Australia, 1997). 
6.5. Construction and storage 
The slabs were constructed at the Civil Engineering Laboratory at the University of 
Canterbury. The slabs were built and cast in pairs, starting with the Traydec and Ribond slabs 
with the steel decking of the composite slabs acting as formwork. The subsequent slabs were 
cast on top of the first two slabs. Polyethylene sheets were stretched over the previously cast 
slabs to act as bond-breakers to prevent the concrete of the slab above from sticking to the 
concrete on the slab below. The formwork of the slabs was built by bolting hot-rolled steel 
angles together. Steel flashings were laid around the perimeter of each slab, under the slabs, 
and served as a bearing surface for the slab on the rollers. 
Figure 6-15 shows one of the four lifting anchors cast into each slab for lifting. Each of the 
inserts had a 2.3 tonne capacity. Additional reinforcing bars were tied to the anchors to 
prevent instantaneous failure by concrete rupture during lifting. The arrow in Figure 6-16 
shows the strongbacks, attached with threaded inserts, placed over the formwork of the 
composite slabs. The strongbacks served as a template for positioning the threaded inserts 
during the casting of the slabs. The strongbacks were later attached to the threaded inserts and 
used for lifting the composite slabs. 
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Figure 6-15: Lifting insert in one of the slabs. Figure 6-16: Hibond slab prior to casting, with 
strongbacks attached. 
The concrete was supplied by mixer trucks to the Civil Engineeling Laboratory. The concrete 
was poured with a skip (Figure 6-17) and vibrated with needle vibrators to prevent honey-
combing. Concrete cylinder samples were made for each pour to be used for crushing tests. 
Wet gunny sacks were placed over the slabs after casting of the concrete for several days to 
allow the slabs to cure. The sacks were covered with a large polyethylene sheet to prevent 
moisture loss by evaporation (Figure -18). 
Figure 6-17: Concrete being poured into the 
formwork and vibrated. 
Figure 6·18: Slab1> l'overed with wet gunny sacks and 
pol)'ethylenc sheets the day after being cast. 
After all the slabs had been cast , they were transpoltcd oul of the laboratory (Figure 6- 19) and 
stored in another warehouse. They were stacked on an A-frame with three slabs on each side 
of the frame (Fi gure 6-20). Timber bearers were placed between the slabs to provide air 
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circulation between the slabs to allow them to dry and cure. A tent was constmcted over the 
slabs with polyethy~ene sheets to form an air-tight condi tion and a dehumidifier was placed 
inside the tent to produce a dry condition in the tent to expedite the drying of the slabs. The 
concrete cylinders were also placed in the tent so that they would be exposed to the same 
conditions as the slabs. 
Figure 6-19: Transporting of the slabs out of the Civil 
Engineering Laboratory. 
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Figure 6-20: Slabs being stacked on an A-
frame in a warehouse. 
6.6. Results 
6.6.1. General overview 
This section presents the results and observations of the fire tests. The deflections, 
temperatures and strains measured during the tests are presented. Only some of the results 
will be presented and the remainder of the results can be found in the test report by Lim et al. 
(2002). 
The sign conventions of the graphs are similar to those used in the previous chapter. Negative 
vertical deflections are downward and positive deflections are upward. For the horizontal 
deflections, positive deflections indicate outward deflection (expansion) while negative 
deflections indicate inward deflection (contraction). Tensile strains are measured as positive 
strains, while compressive strains are negative. For the purposes of discussion, the long span 
of the slab is referred as the longitudinal direction and the short span is referred as the 
transverse direction. 
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Figure 6-21: Furnace temperature during the 661 flat slab tire test. 
Figure 6-21 shows the average temperature in the furnace during the fire test of the 661 flat 
slab. The temperature curve shown is the average of the twelve thermocouples in the furnace. 
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The furnace was driven so that the average temperature in the furnace followed the 
temperatures of the ISO 834 standard fire curve. 
Observations 
During the first 15 minutes of the fire test, the comers of the slabs started to curl upwards 
noticeably (Figure 6-22). Mineral wool was used to cover these openings to prevent the hot 
gases from escaping. Cracking at Lle top of the slab soon followed the curling of the comers. 
These cracks initiated from the mi Mle of the slab and propagated outwards in the transverse 
direction to the edge SUppOitS. The cracks only formed on the surface and did not penetrate 
the full depth of the slab. 
Water and stearn then seeped through the cracks and formed a large puddle in the middle of 
the slab (Figure 6-23). During the later stages, the level of the puddle dropped as the water 
evaporated. There were no cracks visible on the bottom surface of the slab, seen through the 
viewing ports located on the east side of the furnace. After 2 hours, the comers of the slabs 
had lifted more than 100mm. The first set of surface cracks which appeared on the unheated 
surface across the transverse dirEction had opened up to approximately Smm on the top 
surface. The cracks were superficial and did not allow fl ames to pass through the slab. 
Figure 6-22: Curled corners of the slab. Figure 6-23: Water puddle ill the middle of the slab. 
The bottom surface of the slab was smooth and did not show signs of cracking or spalling. 
The line indentations seen a( the bottom surface were due to creases in the polyethylene 
sheets when the slab was cast and were not due to the effects of the fire (Figure 6-24). The 
most visible cracks on the top sllIiace were in the middle of the slab, which formed across the 
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slab in the transverse direction at 300mm centres (Figure 6-25). Diagonal cracks also formed 
at the comers along with horizonta 'i cracks running in the longitudjnal direction, located 
approximately 600mm from the edge~ ; of the slab. 
Figure 6-24: Underside of the slab after the fire test. 
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Fignre 6-26: Central vertical deflections of the 661 flat slab. 
Figure 6-26 shows the variation of the central vertical deflections of the slab during the fire. 
The slab deflected downwards very rapidly during the initial stage, reaching -74mm at 
midspan by 20 minutes, followed by a lower and constant rate of -0.8mm per minute for the 
remaining duration of the test. The deflections measured at quarter span of the slab showed 
similar trends but with lower deflections. The slab suffered very large midspan deflections (-
210mm) at the end of the test. 
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Fignre 6-27: Edge horizontal deflections of the 661 flat slab. 
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Figure 6-27 shows the measured horizontal deflections of the slab. The horizontal deflections 
were due to a combination of expansion of the slab and downward deflection in the centre 
region. HI and H2 measured the horizontal deflections in the transverse direction of the slab; 
while H3 and H4 measured the deflections in the longitudinal direction (refer to Figure 6-13). 
The graph shows very small transverse deflections during the initial stages, followed by 
contraction at the later stages when the middle of the long sides deflected inwards. The 
transverse horizontal deflections reached a plateau because the potentiometers ran out of 
travel. In the long direction, the slab showed a high linear expansion up to 19.3 minutes, 
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Figure 6-28: Temperatures of the reiuforcing mesh in the 661 flat slab. 
Figure 6-28 shows the temperatures of the reinforcing mesh. Apart from a slight variation 
between the thermocouples, the temperatures showed a consistent trend, rising from 12°e 
during the initial stage, up to a maximum of 746°e by the end of the test. The graph shows a 
plateau in the temperatures between 14 and 20 minutes. The temperature plateau was possibly 
due to the moisture increase at the level of the thermocouples caused by the moisture in the 
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Figure 6·29: Temperatures of the unheated side of the 661 flat slab. 
Figure 6-29 shows the temperature measurements of the five key thermocouples on the 
unexposed face of the slab. The temperatures started to increase 13 minutes after the fire 
started. Between 40 and 95 minutes, the rate of temperature rise decreased slightly, possibly 
due to the increased moisture on the top surface. When the water on the top surface 
evaporated, the temperatures increased once again at a faster rate. Thermocouple number 3, 
which was located in the middle of the slab, showed a temperature lag below the other 
thermocouple measurements and remained below 100°C until 140 minutes. This was due to 
the thermocouple being submerged in the puddle of water in the middle of the slab. After 
approximately 140 minutes, the puddle of water evaporated and the t\?mperatures increased 
very rapidly. The average temperature rise measured by the five thermocouples exceeded the 
failure criterion of the 140°C temperature rise at 114 minutes (152°C). The local maximum 
temperature exceeded I80°C at 108 minutes. 
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Figure 6-30: Strain gauge measurements in the 661 flat slab. 
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Figure 6·31: Strain gauge measurements in the 661 flat slab. 
o 
o 
Figure 6-30 and Figure 6-31 shows the strains measured by strain gauges Sl to S8 in the slab. 
The positions of the strain gauges are shown in Figure 6-32. During the fire, most of the strain 
gauges showed a similar trend which showed that the tensile strains in the steel increased 
rapidly initially and levelled off. The graphs showed that the highest tensile strain of 2820 
microstrain was measured at S6, which is located at the middle of the long edge. Relatively 
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high tensile strains were also measured at the edges, at strain gauges 81, 82 and 85. The 
strains measured at the corners 83 and 84 were significantly lower than those measured along 
the middle of the edges. The strains measured at midspan at gauges 87 and 88 were 
surprisingly lower than those measured at the edges. A possible reason for the high strains at 
the middle region of slab edges is that the expansion of the central part of the slab caused 
tensile stresses at the outer regions. After approximately 58 minutes, most of the strain gauges 
started to fail. By this stage, the recorded temperatures of the mesh had exceeded 300°C, 
indicating the strain gauges or their connections would have failed. The graphs showed that 
the strains measured in the steel were relatively low and well below the ambient rupture strain 
of the steel of 3.2% (32,000 microstrain). 
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Figure 6-32: Strain gauge layout of the 661 slab. 
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6.6.3. Test 2: HD12 flat slab 
Observations 
Figure 6-33 shows the fire test of the HDl2 slab underwa y. The behaviour of this slah was 
very similar to the 661 slab, but with smaller deflections . The test of thi s slab showed that the 
comers of the slah curled upwards very significantl y hut the deflections at the midspan region 
were lower compared with the previous slab. In a simi lar manner with the 661 slab, the 
bottom surface of the slab did not show visi ble cracks or signs of spalling. The number of 
surface cracks on the top of the slab was few er and the sizes of the cracks were smaller than 
those seen in the first test due to the higher reinforcing steel content (Figure 6-34). 
Figure 6-33: Fire test of the HD12 slab underway. 
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Figure 6·36: Edge vertical deflections of the HD12 flat slab. 
Figure 6-35 shows the central vertical deflections of the slab. The deflection trend of the slab 
is similar to that of the first test. The slab deflected rapidly during the first 20 minutes, 
reaching -63mm at midspan by 20 minutes. After this, the deflection rate decreased and 
deflected at a linear rate until the end of the test. The final midspan deflection was -155mm. 
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The other measurement points of the slab showed similar deflection trends, but with lower 
deflections. 
Figure 6-36 shows the vertical deflections at the edges of the slab. VI and V8 measured the 
vertical deflections at the middle of the short and long spans of the slabs, respectively (refer to 
Figure 6-13). The vertical deflections of the corners df the slab measured with V2 and VIO 
showed that the corners ·deflected upwards in a similar trend as the central deflections of the 
slab, but in the opposite direction. At 163 minutes, the deflection measurements at position 
VIO dropped suddenly from 107mm to 90mm when the string attached to the potentiometer 
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Figure 6·37: Temperatures in thermocouple tree 1 in the HD12 flat slab. 
Figure 6-37 shows the temperatures of one of the thermocouple trees in the slab. The 
thermocouples measured the temperatures at various positions from the heated slab surface, 
ranging from Omm (exposed face) to 95mm. The temperature difference across the slab was 
very significant during the initial stages of the fire but reduced at the later stages of the fire. 
The maximum temperature measured at the exposed face of the slab reached 1040°C at the 
end of the fire test. The temperatures of the reinforcing steel and at the unheated surface were 
similar to those measured in the 661 slab. 
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6.6.4. Test 3: D147 flat slab 
Furnace temperature 
Figure 6-38 shows the temperature in the furnace during the third fire test. During the initial 
stages of the test, the temperatures in the furnace were below the expected temperatures of the 
ISO fire. This was due to insufficient air flow into the furnace which caused incomplete 
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Figure 6·38: Furnace temperatures during the D147 flat slab fire test 
Observations 
In· the test of this slab, the comers of the slab (and subsequent slabs) were clamped down to 
prevent them from curling upwards. During the early stages of the fire, diagonal cracks 
rapidly fOlmed at the comers of the top surface. These cracks were due to restraint of the 
comers against curling. Three cracks also formed at an early stage of the fire in the middle of 
the slab, propagating in the transverse direction. The first crack formed 150mm off-centre in 
the transverse direction, with two more cracks running on each side, 600mm (2 bar spaces) 
parallel to the centre crack (Figure 6-39). 
After 35 minutes, the diagonal cracks on the top surface had widened noticeably. Cracks had 
also appeared at the sides of the slabs. These cracks formed a 45 degree angle across the full 
depth to the top surface where it meets the surface diagonal cracks. The centre edges of the 
slab progressively deflected upwards, eventually reaching double curvature by two hours. The 
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cracks on top of the slab continued to widen as the test progressed, particularly the transverse 
cracks in the middle of the slab and the diagonal cracks at the comers. After approximatley 2 
hours , hairline cracks started to form at the bottom sUlface of the slab (seen through the 
viewing ports of the furnace). A crack was clearly seen propagating in the transverse direction 
on the east side of the furnace. After 2 hours and 25 minutes, the midspan deflection readings 
reached the maximum limit of the potentiometer (V6) and further readings could not be 
recorded. The final midspan deflectio was measured manually . 
Figure 6-39: Crack pattern at the top surface of the slab. 
Figure 6-39 shows the top surface of the slab immediately after the fire test. Three large 
cracks had formed in the transverse direction of the slab . These cracks were spaced at 600mm 
centres , equivalent to two grid spacings of the mesh . One full depth crack formed in the 
longitudinal direction at the centre of the slab. This full-depth crack was approximately 
1200mm long. Surface cracks formed in a circular pattern around these large centra l cracks. 
Large cracks also formed in the longitudinal directi on, located approximately 200mm from 
the edges of the slabs. In spite of the wide cracks on the top surface (up to lOmm), flames did 
not pass through the cracks , which would have caused integrily fail ure. 
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Figure 6-40: Crack pattern at the bottom surface of the slab. 
Figure 6-40 shows the bottom surface of the slab one day after the fire test. Unlike the first 
two tests which showed a smooth and uncracked bottom surface, large cracks were clearly 
visible on the bottom surface of this slab. There were no signs of spalling on the underside of 
the slab. Figure 6-40 shows a small portion of the bottom surface cover near the centreline 
had fallen off. This occurred after the slab had cooled down and was not due to spalling. T he 
middle longitudinal surface crack at the top had extended to its full depth and was clearly seen 
on the bottom surface of the slab. T wo large full depth cracks which propagated in the short 
span could also be clearly seen at the bottom of the slab. A fi ner crack also fonned in the 
middle of the slab, between the larger full depth cracks. This crack had closed up when it was 
examined the following day and corresponded to the centre transverse crack on the top 
surface. Fine diagonal cracks runni ng at 45 degrees from the comers towards the centre region 
of the slab could also be seen. After the slab was broken up, examination of the reinforcing 








Figure 6-59 shows the central vertical deflections of the slab. Unlike the first two tests, the 
vertical deflections did not show a smooth deflection trend during the first 45 minutes, due to 
the erratic furnace temperature. When the midspan vertical deflection reached -186mm, the 
central rotary potentiometer (V6) reached its limit of travel and could not measure further 
deflections. A manual measurement made at the end of the test showed that the slab had 
reached -271mm at midspan. 
Slab temperatures 
The temperatures measured across the slab and at the reinforcing bars were similar to those 
measured in the 661 and HD12 slabs. 
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6.6.5. Test 4: Dimond Hibond slab 
Observations 
During the first 5 minutes of the fire test, popping noises from the slab were heard. This was 
due to the steel decking at the bottom surface buckling (Figure 6-42) and debonding from ,the 
concrete. The concrete which was mechanically anchored to the decking was ripped from the 
slab when the decking debonded. The debonding of the steel deck from the coner te, possibly 
due to steam release at the bottom of the slab, created an air gap between the decking and the 
concrete. The steam release was possibly due to the high moisture content trapped on the 
bottom side of the slab. This phenomenon was also observed in the Broadgate and Churchill 
Plaza Bui tding fires (Newman et aI., 2000). 
Figure 6-42: Buckling of the steel decking during 
the fi re, seen through the east viewing port. 
Figure 6-43: Oebonding of the steel deck'ing and 
diagonal cracks forming at the rib-slab intersection. 
An initial crack across the slab in ihe transverse direction, caused by m ishandling during the 
transportation of the slabs, had widened significantly. After 3 hours, just before the fllmace 
was tllmed off, flames started to penetrate this crack. When the slab was lifted off the fumace, 
the steel decking was glowing pink, with severe blistering on the decking surface due to 
oxid isation of the steel (Figure 6-44). 
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Figure 6·44: Extensive blistering of the 1>teel deck Figure 6·45: Deflected slab after the fire test. 
(shown by the black spots). 
Figure 6-45 shows the large deflec tions m the Ribond slab after the fire test. Figure 6-46 
shows the crack pattern on the top s rface of the slab. The cracks had been outlined with a 
marker to highlight the position of the cracks. A large crack (up to 9mm wide) had formed 
across the middle of the slab in th longitudinal direction. The slab also had a series of 
horizontal cracks mnning across the short span at regular spaci ng. The horizontal cracks 
formed at the position of the bars a f the reinforcing mesh which were spaced at 300mm 
centres. The diagonal cracks which fonned at the comers due to the comer clamps were also 
spaced at regular intervals. 
Figure 6·46: Top surface of the Hibond slab after the fire test. 
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Figure 6-47 shows that the centre of the long sides of the slab had deflected inwards, relative 
to the corners of the slabs. The large midspan deflections had caused the centre regions of the 
sides to contract and deflect inwards. Figure 6-48 shows that a large amount of concrete had 
spalled off the libs of the slab when the steel decking was pried from the slab after the fi re 
test. The steel decking held the concrete in place, preventing it fro m falling off the slab and 
exposing the reinforcing steel. 
Figure 6-47: Inward deflection of the centre 
regions of the sides of the slab. 
Figure 6-48: Bottom of the Hibond slab after the 
steel decking was pried from the slab. 
Deflections 
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Figure 6-49: Central vertical deflections of the Hibond slab 
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Figure 6-49 shows the central vertical deflections of the HiBond slab. The slab deflected 
downwards very rapidly at a rate of approximately -3.7mm per minute during the first 8 
minutes of the fire. After that, the slab deflected at a lower rate of -1.2mm per minute until 
140 minutes and increased again slightly during the last 30 minutes. The final midspan 
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Figure 6-50: Temperatures of the reinforcing mesh of the Hibond slab. 
Figure 6-50 shows the temperatures of the unexposed face of the slab. The initial temperature 
on the unexposed side was 13°e. Three of the thermocouples (T2, T3 and T5) showed higher 
temperatures than the other thermocouples. This was because they were mounted at the thin 
section of the slab while the other thermocouples were mounted on the thicker part of the slab 
which had the ribs as extra concrete cover. The thermocouples mounted over the ribs showed 
a distinct temperature plateau of lOOoe between 26 and 48 minutes. This temperature plateau 
was due to the moisture accumulation at that level as it was progressively driven off from the 
heated side towards the cooler side. 
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6.6.6. Test 5: Traydec slab 
Observations 
Several minutes after the test started, popping noises similar to those during the Hibond test, 
were heard. The Traydec slab re lainecl relatively flat and l1ndeformed during the fire test 
compared with the previous slab, . When the test was stopped at 3 hours, the mjd-span 
dctlection had reached -126mm. The diagonal cracks at the sides of the slab had extended 
t'rom the top of the ribs to the surf ce of the slab (Figure 6-51). A series of cracks formed in 
the transverse direction at the top of the slab (Figure 6-52). These transverse cracks were 
similar to those seen in the Hibond slab and occurred at the positions of the reinforcing bars. 
This slab had fewer diagonal cracks and the widths of its surface cracks were generally much 
smaller than those seen in the previous slabs. 
Figure 6-51: Diagonal cracks at the edges of the slab. 
Figure -52: Top view of the Tra)'dec slab. 
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The bottom surface of the steel decking did not oxidise as much as the Hibond slab (figure 
6-'53). The flat surface of the decking had de-bonded from the concrete, but each individual 
sheet was locked into the concrete by the steel ribs, which prevented the whole sheet from 
separating from the concrete (Figure /)-54), 
Figure 6-53: Underside of the Traydec sla after the 
test. 
Figure 6-54: Section of the slab, showing the steel 
decking locked into the concrete by the ribs. 
Deflections 
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Figure 6-55: Central vertical deflections of the Traydec slab. 
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Figure 6-55 shows the central deflections of the slab. The graph shows that the slab deflected 
much quicker during the initial stages (6 minutes), followed by a slower deflection rate during 
the remainder of the test, which is a consistent trend with the results seen in the other tests. 
Compared to the previous slabs, the deflections of this slab were significantly lower, resulting 
in a final midspan deflection of -126mm at the end of the test. The smaller deflections of the 
slab were attributed to the thicker section of the slab. The thicker cover to the reinforcing steel 
and the embedment of the ribs of the steel decking in the concrete (Figure 6-54) kept the steel 
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Figure 6-56: Temperatures at unheated side of the Traydec slab. 
Figure 6-56 shows the temperatures of the unexposed face of the slab. The average 
temperature rise measured by the five thermocouples exceeded the failure criterion of the 
140°C temperature rise (151°C) at 166 minutes. The local temperature rise exceeded 180°C on 
the unheated surface at 173 minutes. The average of the maximum temperatures on the 
unheated side was 173°C, compared with 242°C and 278°C in the flat slabs and Ribond slabs, 
respectively. The lower temperatures on the unheated side were due to the thicker section of 
the Traydec slab, 
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6.6.7. Test 6: Speedtloor slab 
Observations 
Pigure 6-57 shows the Speedfloor slab prior to the fire test with the three steel joists spanning 
across in the long direction of the slab. During the first half hour, the steel joists had buckled 
and were glowing red due to direct exposure to the flames (Figure 6-58). 
Figure 6·57: Speedfloor slab, before the test. Figure 6·58: Buckling of the joist during the fire test. 
At the end of the test (3 hours), the s lab had deflected to -180mm at midspan. When the slab 
was lifted from the furnace, the ste I j oists were glowing pink and the surface of the joists 
suffered extensive oxidisation. The centre joist had buckled very severely while the joists at 
the sides showed less deformation (FIgure 6-59). Figure 6-60 shows the ends of the joists near 
the face .of the concrete beam. The bottom flanges of the joists did not butt up against the 
concrete beam, as there was a lOmm gap between the bottom flange of the joist and the 
vertical face of the concrete beam. 
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Figure 6-59: The Speedfloor slab being lifted off the Figure 6-60: Extensive oxidization of the steel joists. 
furnace after the fire test. 
Figure 6-61 shows the crack pattern at the top of the Speedfloor slab. The cracks had been 
highlighted with a marker so that they would show up more clearly in the photos. The lap 
surface of the slab showed extensive cracking in the transverse direction and diagonally at the 
corners. The widths of the cracks were narrow (up to 3mrn) and did not crack the ful l depth of 
the slab. The transverse cracks in the mjddle of the slab were spaced at 150mrn apart, and 
were located at the positions of the reinforcing bars. The largest crack on the top surface 
formed across the longitudinal direc tion, in the middle of the slab. This crack position 
corresponded to the location of the centre joist. The bottom surface of the slab showed a few 
hairline cracks propagating diagonall y from the corners of the slab towards the centre region 
but there was no sign of full depth cracks. These hairline cracks were possibly due to yield 
lines forming. 
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Figure 6-61 : Top view of the Speedfloor slab. 
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Figure 6-62: Central vertical deflections of the Speed floor slab. 
Figure 6-62 shows the central vertic al deflections of the Speedfloor slab. The graph shows 
that the slab deflected downwards very rapidly duri ng the initi al stages, rea hi ng 100mm by 
30 minutes. The deflection rate of the slab decreased after the initial stage and continued in a 
linear trend. At 55 minutes, potentiometer V6 started to malfunction as it measured very 
en-abc deflec tion readings. The potentiometer could not be replaced and the midspan 
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Figure 6·63: Temperatures at unheated side of Speedfloor slab 
Figure 6-63 shows the temperatures of the unexposed face of the SpeedfLoor slab. The initial 
temperature on the unexposed side was 13°C. Insulation failure occurred when the local 
temperatures exceeded I80°C at 97 minutes. Integrity failure did not occur in this slab. 
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6.7. Discussion 
6.7.1. Midspan deflections 
----<>--- 661 Flat slab 
--0-- HD12 Flat slab 
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Figure 6·64: Comparison of the midspan vertical deflections in the six slabs tested at BRANZ 
Figure 6-64 compares the midspan vertical deflections of the six different slabs during the fire 
tests. The graph shows that all the slabs had similar deflection trends during the fire. The slabs 
showed a high deflection rate initially followed by a lower deflection rate. The initial high 
deflection rate was due to thermal bowing of the slabs. The slabs with the steel decking 
showed a distinct bilinear deflection trend, with a rapid deflection rate during the initial 
stages, followed by a lower deflection rate during the remainder of the fire test. The transition 
to the lower deflection rate was possibly due to the steel deck buckling and debonding from 
the concrete, creating an insulating layer of air between the decking and the bottom surface of 
the concrete. The insulating layer of air reduced the rates of heating on the bottom surface of 
the concrete and led to a lower rate of thermal bowing deflection. 
The deflection rates of the other slabs showed a gradual reduction after 20 minutes into a 
steady and constant rate for the remainder of the fire. The maximum deflections of the flat 
slabs with 198mm2/m, 295mm2/m and 565mm2/m were -271mm, -21Omm and -154mm, 
respectively. During the initial stages, the different steel contents had negligible effect on the 
deflection of the slabs as the deflections were caused by the non-linear thermal expansion of 
the concrete. However, during the later stages, the deflections of the slab were dependent on 
the steel content of the slab. 
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6.7.2. Test results versus code recommendations 
Stability criteria 
Slab Expected fire resistance rating 
100mm flat slab 120 minutesl 
Ribond slab 30 minutes2 
Traydec slab 240 minutesl 
Speedf100r slab 120 minutesl 
1 NZS 3101 (SNZ, 1995) (Two-way slab, simply supported) 
Test result 
180 minutes 
180 minutes (No failure) 
180 minutes (No failure) 
2 Ribond Design Manual (Dimond Industries, 1997) (One-way, simply supported) 
Table 6·7: Comparison of test results with design recommendations for stability criteria. 
Table 6-7 compares the expected fire resistance stability ratings with the test results. The fire 
resistances recommended by NZS 3101 (SNZ, 1995) were based on the concrete cover to the 
reinforcement. With the exception of the Traydec slab, the other slabs achieved higher 
stability rating in the fire tests than those recommended by codes and design manuals. The 
stability ratings recommended by the codes were based only on the concrete cover to the 
reinforcing steel. The recommended fire resistance rating of the Ribond slab was significantly 
lower than that achieved in the test because its recommended rating was based on a one way 
slab. Fire resistance ratings for a two-way simply supported Ribond slab were unavailable 
because these slabs are nonnally designed as one-way slabs. 
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Insulation criteria 
Expected fire resistance rating 
100mm flat slab 100 minutes! 
Hibond slab 105 minutes2 
Traydec slab 160 minutes3 
Speedfloor slab 83 minutes! 
1 = NZS 3101: Part 1 (SNZ, 1995), Type A aggregate 






3 = Traydec 300 Specification and Design Manual (Forgan Jones Structural Ltd, 1996) 
4 Average of three flat slabs 
Table 6-8: Comparison of test results with existing design recommendations for insulation criteria. 
Table 6-8 compares the insulation ratings recommended by the codes with the test results. 
The fire resistance ratings from the tests were similar to the test results and in most cases, the 
times to insulation failure in the tests were slightly greater than the recommended ratings. 
Integrity criteria 
The only slab that had an integrity failure was the Hibond slab. The integrity failure was 
minor and occurred just before the furnace was turned off at 180 minutes when small flames 
passed through one of the full depth cracks in the middle of the slab. This full depth crack was 
initiated by a crack which fonned prior to the fire test due to mishandling of the slab. The 
other slabs did not suffer integrity failures. 
6.7.3. Comparison with other tests 
The D147 slab, which suffered the most visible cracking, had a similar crack pattern to that 
observed in the ambient temperature tests by Bailey et at (2000). The D147 slab had three 
full depth cracks in the transverse direction in the midspan region, along with a single full 
depth crack in the longitudinal direction, and yield line cracks on the bottom surface. The 
tests by Bailey et at (2000) only had one full depth crack in the transverse direction in 
addition to the yield-line cracks. 
The slabs tested at Cardington were continuous over the supports (Newman et aL, 2000). 
Large rotations at the edges of the slabs led to cracking of the concrete over the supports. 
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Large rotations were also observed at the slab edges in the BRANZ tests as expected because 
the edges were free to rotate. 
For designing continuous slabs, the slabs must be detailed to withstand the large rotations . 
over the supports without rupture of the reinforcing steel. Ductile reinforcing bars should be 
placed at the top over the supports rather than cold-formed mesh because the steel would not 
be exposed to high temperatures and have sufficient ductility to accommodate the high tensile 
strains associated with the large rotations. 
6.7.4. Reinforcing steel properties 
A week after the fire tests were completed, tensile tests were conducted on samples of the 
D147 mesh taken from the fire tested slabs. The purpose of this was to measure the strength 
and ductility of the steel after they had been exposed to elevated temperatures. Table 6-9 
shows the properties of the steel in the Hibond and Traydec slabs after they were exposed to 
different· maximum temperatures. The steel specimens were obtained from the bottom 
reinforcing bars. The maximum temperatures of the reinforcing steel of the Hibond and 
Traydec slabs measured at the end of the tests were 672°C and 351°C, respectively. The yield 
strength of the Hibond mesh had dropped from 565MPa to 396MPa. The strength of the mesh 
would have decreased very significantly during the fire but recovered to 396MPa at the time 
of the tensile tests, when the steel had cooled. At 672°C, the strength would have decreased to 
approximately 13% of its ambient yield strength (73MPa), based on the EC2 (1995) tables. 
For the Traydec mesh, the yield strength of the slab had increased from 565MPa to 592MPa 
when the steel was tested after the fire test. 
Slab Reinforcing Max measured Yield stress Strain 
steel steel temperature >I< Limit 
Hibond D147 mesh 672°C 396MPa 26.7% 
Traydec D147 mesh 351°C 592 NIPa 8.7% 
* Average of three thermocouples 
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Figure 6·65: Stress·strain curves ofD147 mesh after the tests 
Figure 6-65 shows the stress-strain curves of the 147 mesh in the Hibond and Traydec slabs 
after they were exposed to various levels of heating. The graph shows that the strain limit 
(strain at rupture) in the Traydec mesh had increased to 8.7%. Despite being heated up to only 
351 DC, the steel showed a substantial increase in ductility from its initial value of 2.25%. The 
stress-strain curve of the Hibond mesh in Figure 6-65 did not show a yield plateau because the 
steel ruptured outside the measured gauge length and was not detected by the gauge. The 
strain limit of the Hibond mesh of 26.7% was determined by measuring the steel sample 
manually. This high strain limit indicated that the ductility of the cold-drawn mesh had 
increased significantly after being exposed to high temperatures. The high ductility of the 
heated reinforcing steel enabled the steel to accommodate the high tensile strains, preventing 
mpture of the reinforcing steel. If the steel had remained cool and the ductility low, it may 
have mptured when subjected to high mechanical strains. 
Tensile tests could not be performed on the 661 mesh because the available samples taken 
from the slabs after the fire tests were too short and could not fit into the testing machine. 
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6.7.5. Concrete moisture content 
Slab weight Water content 
Slab Before (kN) After (kN) Volume (litres) Percent 
1 661 slab 33.4* 31.2 225 6.5% 
2 HD12 slab 35.7 33.8 188 5.2% 
3 D147 slab 32.9 31.4 147 4.4% 
4 Hibond slab 34.5 32.6 196 5.6% 
5 Traydec slab 42.8 40.7 221 5.1% 
6 Speedfloor 32.9 31.0 192 5.7% 
*Estimated weIght based on concrete densIty of 2400kg/m j 
Table 6·10: Moisture content of slabs 
Table 6-10 shows the moisture content of the slabs which were measured by weighing the 
slabs before and after the tests. The difference of the weight was assumed to be entirely due to 
the moisture driven from the concrete during the heating of the slabs. The measured moisture 
content of the slabs ranged from 4,4% to 6.5%, and the average of moisture content of the six 
slabs was 5,4%. The low moisture content of the slabs and the absence of concrete spalling 
during the tests indicated that the slabs had been well cured and dried before the tests. 
6.7.6. Instrumentation problems 
Several instrumentation problems arose during the fire tests. 
• The strain gauges only managed to record data during the initial stages of most of the fire 
tests. With the exception of the Traydec slab, the gauges and connections in most of the 
slabs burnt out by the first half of the tests and did not record any data during the final 
stages when the deflections of the slabs were significant. 
• The rotary potentiometers malfunctioned in some of the tests as a result of prolonged 
exposure to the steam and high air temperatures rising from the top surface of the slabs. 
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6.8. Load capacity predictions of the tested slabs using theoretical methods 
6.8.1. Load capacity predictions with yield line theory 
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Figure 6·66: Variatiou of the load capacitiesduring the fire, Wu,lire' 
Figure 6-66 shows the variation of the theoretical ultimate load capacities for the slabs during 
the ISO fire, The theoretical load capacities, Wu,fire, were calculated by yield line theory and 
with the reduced strengths of the reinforcing steel at elevated temperatures. The temperatures 
of the reinforcing steel were obtained from the measured temperatures of the reinforcing 
during the fire tests while the reduced strengths of the hot-rolled and cold-drawn reinforcing 
steel were determined from the strength reduction factors from the Eurocode (EC2, 1995). 
The load capacities of the composite slabs were calculated with the assumption that the steel 
decking and joists had zero strength during the fire and did not contribute to the flexural 
strength of the slab. Therefore, the load capacities of these slabs were calculated based only 
on the reinforcing mesh. The load capacities of the composite slabs during the start of the fire 
would be much higher than shown. However, in the fire tests, the exposed steel deck and 
joists would lose their strength very rapidly and be dependant on the strength contribution by 
the reinforcing mesh. Hence, the assumption that the steel decking does not contribute to the 
flexural strength would provide a reasonably accurate estimate of the strength of the slabs 
during the fire. 
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With the exception of the Traydec slab, Figure 6-66 shows that the load capacities of the slabs 
varied similarly during the fire. The graph shows that the predicted strengths of the other slabs 
remained constant during the initial stage of the fire and started to decrease after 30 to 60 
minutes fire exposure. 
The load capacities of four of the six tested slabs had dropped below the level of the applied 
load by the end of the test. At the end of the fire test, the slab with the lowest predicted load 
capacity was the Ribond slab, due to the lowest concrete cover and smallest intemallever arm 
to the mesh. The D147 slab dropped below the applied load at 130 minutes soon after the 
Ribond slab and was followed by the Speedfloor slab (158 minutes) and the 661 slab (169 
minutes) which both had a higher steel content. 
The load capacity of the Traydec slab remained unchanged for most of the fire duration 
because of the large cover to the reinforcing. The ribs of the steel deck which were embedded 
in the concrete remained relatively cool and acted as fire emergency reinforcement. This 
enabled the slab to retain its flexural strength and stiffness; hence its relatively low deflections 
compared with the other slabs. The strength of the HD12 slab remained above the applied 
load at the end of the fire exposure even though it had suffered strength degradation because 
of its high steel content. 
Although the predicted load capacities of the slabs had dropped below the level of the applied 
loads, the slabs did not collapse and possibly resisted the loads by tensile membrane action. 
The predicted load capacities based on yield line theory does not take account of tensile 
membrane enhancement; hence they predicted lower fire resistances. 
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6.8.2. Comparison between the Simple Design Method (Bailey, 2001) and test results 
This section presents the calculations using the simple design method proposed by Bailey 
(2001) for two of the tested slabs. The simple design method predicts the load capacity of a 
slab due to tensile membrane enhancement during a fire. 
The. method assumes that the slab forms the yield-line crackpattem shown in Figure 3-18 and 
that the loads are resisted by tensile membrane action after the predicted yield line capacity 
drops below the applied load level. The method calculates the deflection that is required to 
provide the tensile membrane enhancement factor in order to resist the applied loads. The 
enhanced load capacity is calculated by applying the enhancement factor to the reduced yield-
line load capacity. 
The simple design method is applied to the D147 flat slab and the Ribond composite slab, 
whose predicted yield-line capacities had dropped below the applied load level by the end of 
the fire test (Figure 6-66). The method was applied after approximately 120 minutes when 
the yield-line capacities dropped below the applied load (S.4k:Pa) and that tensile membrane 
action was mobilised to resist the loads at that time. 
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Figure 6-68: Comparison of the Simple Design Method with the Ribond slab test results. 
Figure 6-67 and Figure 6-68 compare the predictions of the deflections required to provide the 
enhancement factors to resist the loads by tensile membrane action for the D147 and Ribond 
slabs, respectively. Figure 6-67 shows that for the D147 slab, up to 172 minutes, the method 
required lower deflections than the test deflections to provide the necessary tensile membrane 
resistance. This means that the method predicted higher strength capacity. The method 
predicted the required deflection exactly just after 172 minutes. Beyond that time, the method 
required a higher deflection to provide the necessary tensile membrane resistance. This trend 
is also observed when the method was applied to the Ribond slab. The method predicted the 
required deflection exactly at 166.minutes. 
6.8.3. Conclusions 
The comparison of the test results with the theoretical methods have shown that: 
• Two-way slabs have much greater fire resistance than predicted with yield-line theory. 
The increased fire resistance is due to tensile membrane action which is not accounted for 
in yield-line theory. 
• The simple design method proposed by Bailey (2001) shows agreement with the 
experimental test results and can be used to predict the required deflections to mobilise 
tensile membrane action to resist the applied loads. 
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6.9. Conclusions 
Six fire tests of two-way concrete and composite slabs were conducted at the BRANZ 
furnace. The slabs were simply supported and horizontally unrestrained. The slabs were 
loaded with a live load of 3.0kPa and were exposed to the ISO standard fire for three hours. 
The tests showed that: 
G The slabs supported the full design loads for the entire duration of the fire without 
collapse despite the large deflections (up to 270mm) sustained by some of the slabs. The 
temperatures of the reinforcing steel in some of the slabs exceeded 700°C after 3 hours 
along with very high temperatures in the slabs. 
• The slabs showed extensive superficial cracking at the top surface. The tests showed that 
large full depth cracks did not form in slabs with steel content equal or greater than 
300mm2/m and with bar spacings of up to 200mm. Some of the slabs with light 
reinforcement contents of 200mm2/m and with bar spacings of 300mm showed large full-
depth cracks. 
• The steel decking served as a good barrier to prevent integrity failure. However, the test of 
the Ribond slab showed that the steel decking could oxidise under prolonged fire 
exposure, leading to integrity failure. 
• The slabs had much greater fire resistances than predicted with yield-line theory. 
e The fire tests showed that the slabs formed double curvature and resisted the loads by 
tensile membrane action. 
• Comparison of the simple design method with the test results showed that the method 
could be used to predict the load capacities of two-way slabs in fire. 
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7. THE ANALYSIS OF SLABS AT AMBIENT CONDITIONS 
USING THE SAFIR SHELL ELEMENT 
7.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the analysis of two-way flat slabs at ambient conditions with the SAFIR 
shell element. The purpose of this is to assess the capability of the SAFIR shell element in 
predicting the ultimate load of two-way concrete slabs. This chapter also covers the modelling 
of a one-way composite slab at ambient conditions. The modelling of two-way slabs in fire 
conditions will be presented in chapters 8 to 10. 
7.2. Two-way flat slab behaviour at ambient conditions 
7.2.1. Introduction 
In this section, the behaviour of a two-way simply supported slab at ambient conditions is 
modelled .. The purpose of this is to assess the capability of the SAFIR shell element in 
predicting the ultimate load of two-way concrete slabs taking account the effect of membrane 
forces. The slab is simply supported at all four edges and is loaded to failure with a uniformly 
distributed load. The outer edges of the slab (beyond the supports) will not be considered in 
this section and will be analysed in section 7.3. The slab material and geometric properties are 
based on the D147 slab which was used in fire tests, described in chapter 6. In the following 
analyses, the cold drawn mesh used in the actual tested slabs was modelled as hot-rolled 
reinforcing steel because the material model for cold-drawn steel for 3D analysis was not 
available in SAFIR. 
Previous experimental research on tensile membrane action on unrestrained simply supported 
two-way slabs has shown a significant increase in load capacity due to tensile membrane 
enhancement (Taylor, 1965; Sawczuk et al., 1965; Hayes, 1968). Recent 3D modelling of 
slabs at ambient temperatures has been presented by Huang et al. (2001a), who have used the 
VULCAN program to predict the ultimate load of two-way composite slabs at ambient 
conditions. Their analyses showed significant membrane forces in the slab as it approached 
failure, with a compression ring on the outer edges and a tension field in the middle region. 
The membrane forces produced a higher load carrying capacity than predicted with yield line 
theory. 
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7.2.2. Slab properties 
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25mm to bottom-most bar 
Eurocode 2 (EC2, 1995) 
565 MPa 
198mm2/m 
Hot-rolled steel (EC2, 1995) 
Figure 7-1 shows a typical finite element mesh used to model the slab. The mesh consists of 
64 shell finite elements in an 8 by 8 grid of shell elements. Only a quarter of the full slab was 
modelled due to the symmetric load and support conditions. This also saves computational 
effort and time. The effect of varying the number of shell elements on the analyses will be 
discussed in section 7.2.4. The horizontal, rotational and drilling degrees of freedom were 
fixed at the axes of symmetry. The long span (X-direction) is referred as the longitudinal 
direction and the short span (Y direction) is referred as the transverse direction. 
Figure 7-1: Finite element mesh of 64 shell elements. 
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7.2.4. Effect of the number of shell elements 
This section discusses the modelling of the slab at ambient conditions with different number 
of shell elements. The purpose of this is to investigate the effect of the different mesh 
resolutions in predicting the behaviour and ultimate load of the slab. Theoretically, the finite 
element solution should approach the exact solution as the mesh resolution is refined (i.e.: the 
number of elements is increased) but it has the disadvantage of demanding larger 
computational resources and time. 
Three different grid sizes are used in the analyses (Figure 7-2 to Figure 7-4). The number of 
shell elements range from 16 elements in the 4 x 4 grid, to 144 elements in the 12 x 12 grid. 
The analyses are conducted with zero concrete tensile strength and with a precision for 
convergence of 0.01. The effects of different levels of precision for convergence are discussed 
in section 7.2.5. 
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Figure 7-5: Midspan vertical deflection of the slab with different mesh resolutions. 
Figure 7-5 shows the variation of the midspan vertical deflections of the slab under increasing 
load, for the different finite element meshes. The ultimate loads predicted with SAFIR are 
compared with the theoretical collapse load of 13.3kPa, calculated using yield-line theory. 
The graph shows that the slabs deflected immediately in a linear trend when the loads were 
applied. The different finite element meshes predicted identical linear deflection curves up to 
and beyond the theoretical ultimate load. At approximately 18kPa, the deflection trend of the 
slab with the 4x4 grid started to digress from the deflection path of the slabs with the finer 
mesh, leading to an erratic deflection trend. With a 12x12 grid, the slab failed at 20AkPa, 
which equals to 1.54 times greater than the theoretical yield-line load capacity, Wu• of 
13.3kPa. The deflected shape of the slab is shown in Figure 7-6. The slab with the 8x8 grid 
continued beyond 20AkPa at a linear rate until it failed at 27.1kPa (2.04wu). The slab with the 
4x4 grid predicted a collapse load of 31.5 kPa (2.37wu). 
Tests by Hayes (1968) of unrestrained two-way slabs have shown that a slab with an aspect 
ratio of unity has a load capacity of 2 times greater than the predicted yield-line capacity. The 
tests have also shown that as the aspect ratio was increased to 2, the increase over the yield-
line load capacity reduced to 1.5. The increased load capacity of 1.54wu predicted by SAFIR 
with the 12x12 grid for the slab with an aspect ratio of 1.32 lies between the load capacities 
reported by Hayes (1968) for slabs with aspect ratios of 1.5 and 2.0. 
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Figure 7-5 shows that as the number of elements in the mesh increased, the predicted load 
capacity of the slab decreased. The analyses with the different mesh sizes stopped when the 
program failed to converge to a solution. Failure of the slab was most likely to be due to 
fracture of the reinforcing steel in the middle region of the slab. With a higher number of 
elements, the program detected failure more accurately at the integration points, due to 
crushing of the concrete or fracture of the reinforcement. With fewer elements, the program 
detected failure at a much higher load due to the sparser distribution of the integration points 
and has shown to be more susceptible to diverge from the actual solution. 
Figure 7-6: Deflected shape of the slab with the 12x12 grid at collapse (Deflections magnified 1.5 times). 
In both the 4x4 and the 8x8 grids, large tensile stresses formed at the top surface at midspan 
when the loads were increased beyond 22kPa. These spurious tensile stresses were in the 
order of 10 to 30 MPa and were most likely to be numerical error, because tensile stresses 
cannot form on the top surface at midspan of the slab because the top surface is in 
compression. In addition, tensile stresses cannot form in the concrete because the analysis was 
performed without concrete tensile strength. 
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7.2.5. Effect of the precision required for convergence 
The effect of the precision required to achieve convergence is discussed in this section. The 
convergence precision is the minimum precision which is required in order to obtain a 
converged solution, at a particular load increment. The analysis of the slab with different grid 
sizes in the previous section is repeated in this section, with a higher precision of 0.002. A 
precision higher than 0.002 could not be used because the program would .terminate its 
analysis prematurely due to failure to achieve convergence. The results of the analyses will be 
compared with the results obtained with the precision of 0.010. With a lower precision, 
convergence to a solution can be easily achieved with fewer iterations than with a higher 
precision, but it is susceptible to divergence from the actual solution. The actual solution can 
be achieved with a higher precision, but may suffer convergence problems which leads to the 
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Figure 7-7: Midspan vertical deflection of the slab with 0.002 precision for convergence. 
Figure 7-7 shows the variation of the midspan deflections of the slab with a precision of 
0.002. The graph shows a similar deflection trend during the initial stages to that seen in the 
previous section (Section 7.2.4), where a lower precision was used. However, with the higher 
precision, the analyses with the 4x4 and 8x8 grids predicted lower load capacities. With the 
4x4 grid, the deflection of the slab started to fluctuate at the final stages as it reached it 
calculated collapse load. 
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Table 7-1 compares the predicted ultimate loads of the slabs analysed with the two different 
precisions. The ultimate loads of the slabs with the 4x4 and 8x8 grids calculated with the 
precision of 0.002 were significantly lower than those calculated with the lower precision of 
0.010. With the 12x12 grid, the higher precision did not cause a substantial difference in the 
ultimate load. The actual solution is assumed to be 21.3kPa, since it was determined with the 
highest number of elements and the highest convergence precision. 
Finite element mesh Precision = 0.010 Precision = 0.002 
4 x 4 grid (Coarse mesh) 31.5 kPa (2.37wu) 25.5 kPa (1.92wu) 
8 x 8 grid (Medium mesh) 27.1 kPa (2.04wu) 21.3 kPa (1.60wu) 
12 x 12 grid (Fine mesh) 20.4 kPa (1.53wu) 21.3 kPa (1.60wu) 
Table 7-1: Comparison of ultimate loads with different levels of precision for convergence. 
With the coarse and medium grids, the solution converged to the actual solution when the 
precision level was increased. Table 7-1 shows that with a precision of 0.002, the 8x8 grid 
also predicted the same ultimate load as the 12x12 grid. The analyses show that the higher 
degree of precision should be used when a coarser finite element mesh was used. With the 
12x12 grid, using a precision of 0.010 or 0.002 did not have a significant difference on the 
behaviour and ultimate load of the slab. The analyses also showed that an accurate solution 
can be obtained using an 8x8 grid and a precision of 0.002. 
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7.2.6. Effect of concrete tensile strength 
This section investigates the behaviour of the slab with different values of concrete tensile 
strength. Concrete tensile strength is not nonnally included in typical structural design 
because real structures undergo cycles of loading and expansion and shrinkage, resulting in 
the structural members being cracked. However, for unloaded slabs, such as those tested in 
the fire resistance tests at BRANZ (Chapter 6), the slabs would not be loaded until the fire 
tests and would not have suffered much cracking. Hence, the concrete tensile strength should 
be considered in the modelling of the slab behaviour. 
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Figure 7·8: Midspan deflections of the D147 flat slab with different values of concrete tensile strength, 
Figure 7-8 shows the variation of the midspan vertical deflections of the flat slab modelled 
with different values of concrete tensile strength, ranging from zero to 3.0MPa. 3.0MPa is 
assumed to be the full tensile strength and is obtained from the equation 0.5~{c. 
Recommended concrete tensile strengths range from 0.33~f'c, recommended by (Bazant et aI., 
1982) to 0.62~f' c recommended by the ACI (Mindess et el., 1981). Therefore, a value of 
0.5~{c was used as an intennediate maximum strength between the two recommended values. 
The fully cracked section of the slab has much lower flexural stiffness compared with the 
slabs which have some concrete tensile strength,resulting in the larger deflections. In the 
fully cracked slab, only the reinforcing steel is available to resist the tensile. forces. The 
anlaysis is carried out using the 12 x 12 grid and with a precision of 0.0l. 
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With ft equal to 0.5MPa, the slab sustained very small deflections during the initial stages. 
The midspan deflection is 1mm under its self weight (2.4kPa). As the load was increased, the 
concrete progressively cracked, transferring the tensile bending stresses from the concrete to 
the reinforcing steeL Cracking of the concrete occurred when the stresses at the Gauss 
integration points exceeded the tensile strength of the concrete. The cracking reduced the 
flexural rigidity of the slab and caused a sudden increase in the deflection rate between 5kPa 
to 6kPa. Beyond 6kPa, the slab deflection asymptotes towards the deflection curve of the fully 
cracked slab (ft = 0 MPa) as cracking propagated through the slab. Failure of the slab occurred 
at a load of 17.9kPa, which is 1.34 times greater than the calculated ultimate load. The 
analysis with 0.5MPa concrete tensile strength predicted a lower load capacity than the fully 
cracked slab. 
The analysis shows that when the tensile strength was increased to 1.5MPa, the slab 
deflections were initially very small. The deflections increased noticeably only when the 
applied load exceeded lOkPa. At the theoretical ultimate load capacity of 13.3kPa, the 
deflection had only reached -15mm. The analysis stopped at 19.6kPa, when the midspan 
deflection reached -76mm. With full concrete tensile strength (3MPa), the slab showed 
significantly smaller deflections compared with the other slabs. The ultimate load of this slab 
was 33.6kPa, which is 2.53 times greater than the theoretical load capacity. 
Discussion 
Figure 7-9 shows the stress-strain curve of concrete in tension. The stress-stain diagram, 
described more precisely as the hardening curve, gives the equivalent uniaxial strength as a 
function of the hardening parameter, i.e. the equivalent. uniaxial plastic strain. The concrete 
stress increases linearly up to 0.8 ft, followed by a further non-linear increase up to 1.0ft which 
corresponds to an equivalent strain of Ct,1. Beyond this, the stresses decrease to zero, with an 
equivalent strain of Ct,u' 
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Figure 7·9 : Concrete hardening curve in tension. 
During the analysis, when a point of the structure (an integration point) is on the decreasing 
branch of the stress-strain curve, the stiffness of the material is negative. This can be 
counterbalanced by the positive stiffness of the other points, such as the reinforcing bars, to 
maintain a positive stiffness matrix for the element. Unfortunately, in typical slabs, the 
reinforcement ratio is very low and the steel has limited capacity to accommodate the 
negative stiffness. 
If the concrete tensile strength is low, the absolute value of the negative stiffness remains low 
and the stiffness matrix does not become negative. However, the value of the negative 
stiffness increases with increasing tension strength and positive stiffness cannot be maintained 
without increasing the value of tt,u (J.M. Franssen, pers. comm.). At high levels of concrete 
tensile strength, the concrete becomes very ductile and does not undergo the expected amount 
of cracking. This causes the flexural rigidity of the slab to remain high and the deflections to 
remain low. 
The modelling results have shown that the concrete model is very ductile in tension 
(particularly under high values of tensile strength) and the concrete in the tension region of 
the slab resists a significant tension force compared to the tension force resisted by the bars. 
This problem can be solved by ignoring tensile strength in the concrete, Le.: using zero or low 
concrete tensile strength. The program can accommodate the numerical problems linked to the 
sudden cracking during the first step when there is zero or very low concrete tensile strength. 
Using this approach, there will be fewer problems during the rest of the analysis because 
further cracking, even if due to thermal stresses, will not generate negative stiffness. The only 
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drawback is that the program might overestimate the deflections, especially during the initial 
stages of an experimental test in which the concrete may be uncracked. 
7.2.7. Stresses in reinforcing bars 
This section looks at the stresses of the reinforcing steel at different locations in the slab. The 
discussion is based on the analysis with a 12x12 grid with a precision of 0.002 and ft of 
0.5MPa. The analysis with ft of 0.5MPa is considered to be a good representation of the 
behaviour of the slab even though it slightly underestimated the ultimate load capacity. The 
element numbers and the locations of the steel which will be referred to are shown in Figure 
7-10. The stresses across the middle of the slab in the longitudinal (X) and transverse (Y) 
directions are plotted. 
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Figure '·10: Positions where the reinforcing stresses are plotted with time. 
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V-direction stresses 
Figure 7-11 shows the variation of the stresses in the reinforcing steel across the short span of 
the slab (Y-direction). The stresses of the steel at elements 133, 136, 139, 142 and 144 were 
plotted (See Figure 7-10). The numbers next to the legends represent the distances from 
midspan. The midspan deflections are plotted on the same axis to show the effect of the 
deflections on the stresses of the steel. 
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Figure 7-11: Reinforcing stresses in the short spau (y-direction) of the slab. 
Figure 7-11 shows that under low load levels, the tensile bending stresses were resisted by the 
concrete in tension and the reinforcing stresses were very low. As the slab was progressively 
loaded, the tensile stresses at the bottom of the slab increased and exceeded the tensile 
strength of the concrete, causing the concrete to crack. Between 5kPa and 6kPa, the steel 
stresses at the midspan region (elements 142 and 144) increased very rapidly when the tensile 
stresses in the concrete transferred to the reinforcing steel. The cracking of the concrete 
caused the loss of flexural stiffness and the deflections to increase. First yield occurred at 
midspan at element 144, under a load of 8.9kPa. The steel at 0.48m and 1.Orn from the centre, 
yielded at 9.8kPa and 11.9kPa, respectively. The computer output also shows that at the 
theoretical load capacity (13.3kPa), the length of the yield line had formed a metre in both 
directions from the centre of the slab. The low compression steel stresses at the outer edges 
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Figure 7·12: Reinforcing stresses in the long span (x-direction) of the slab. 
Figure 7 .. 12 shows the variation of the steel stresses across the long span (X-direction). The 
stresses of the steel across the middle of the long span were plotted for elements 12, 36, 72, 
108 and 144 (See Figure 7-10). The graph shows that up to 4kPa, the stresses in the steel were 
very low as the tensile bending stresses were resisted by the concrete. Beyond 5kPa, the steel 
stresses at midspan (element 144) gradually increased when the tensile bending stresses 
transferred from the concrete to the steel as the concrete started to crack. The increase of the 
steel stresses in the long direction at midspan was not as rapid as observed in the transverse 
(Y) direction because of the lower moments in the X-direction. The midspan steel yielded at 
12.8kPa and the stresses levelled off under increasing load. The computer output sh~ws that 
the length of the yield line extended up to 0.82m in both directions from the centre when the 
slab failed. The presence of the compression ring at the edges of the slab is shown by the 
steadily increasing compression stresses in element 12, located 1.55m from the centre (30mm 
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Figure 7-15: Distribution of steel stresses prior to collapse (1.34wu)' 
Figure 7-13 to Figure 7-15 shows the distribution of the steel stresses in the slab at various 
load levels. The plots show the steel stresses in the bottom left quadrant of the slab in the X 
(longitudinal) and Y (transverse) directions. Dark shades indicate low tension and 
compression stresses and bright shades indicate high tensile stresses. 
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At 50% of the theoretical load capacity (6.65kPa), Figure 7-13 clearly shows a band of high 
tensile stresses which extend from the middle (top right comer) to the comer support (bottom 
left) of the slab. This region of high tensile stresses corresponds to the formation of the yield 
lines. The tensile stresses in the transverse direction were higher than in the longitudinal 
direction because the reinforcing bars in the short direction were placed below the bars in the 
long direction and resisted higher bending moments .. 
As the applied load was progressively increased to the 1.0wu and 1.34wu, the diagonal band of 
the tensile stresses widened due to spreading of the yield region. Figure 7-14 shows relatively 
high tensile stresses near the comer support (bottom left), which were due to the high 
torsional moments at the comers. At collapse (1.34wu), Figure 7-15 shows extensive yielding 
of the steel throughout the slab, except for the middle region of the slab edges which showed 
low tension and compression stresses. The low tension and compression stresses at the edges 
were due to the compression ring forming at the outer edges. At this stage, the slab acted a 
membrane, resisting the loads by tensile membrane action. 
7.2.8. Tractions 
Figures 7-15 to 7-17 show the distribution of the membrane tractions in the slab and the Nx 
and Ny tractions at various stages of loading. The first column (a) shows the principal 
tractions, NI and N2, in the slab. The tractions, represented by the arrows, are plotted at each 
surface integration point of the shell element. The arrows are oriented according to their 
respective principal angles and the lengths of the arrows indicate the magnitude of the 
tractions. The thick, dark arrows represent compression tra~tions and the lighter arrows 
represent tension tractions. The second column (b) shows the distribution of Nx tractions at 
midspan in the longitudinal direction and the third column (c) shows the Ny tractions in the 
transverse direction. The tractions at each surface integration point, in either the X or Y 
direction, is equal to the integral of the stresses over the thickness of the slab, as shown in 
Equation 7-1. 
1/2 
N, = fer. dz I I Equation 7·1 
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(a) Principal tractions (b) Nx tractions 
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Figure 7-16: Distribution of traction forces at O.5wu (6.65kPa) 
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Figure 7-17: Distribution of traction forces at 1.Owu (13.3kPa). 
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(c) Ny tractions 
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Figure 7~18: Distribution of traction forces at 1.34w" (17.8k:Pa) 
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At 50% of the theoretical load capacity (0.5wu), Figure 7-16 shows that the membrane forces 
in the slab are low, with tension in the middle and compression at the outer edges. During this 
stage, the loads were mainly resisted by bending action because the flexural strength of the 
slab was still high, The Nx tension tractions in the longitudinal direction at the middle of the 
slab were almost constant. The tension tractions changed to compression with increasing 
distance from the centre of the slab. The width of the compression field at the edges in the X 
and Y directions are 0.52m and 0.94m, respectively. The sum of the compression tractions, 
across either the X or Y directions, is equal to the sum of the tension tractions. 
At the theoretical ultimate load (13.3kPa), Figure 7-17 shows that the membrane forces had 
increased significantly, shown by the increasing magnitude of the tension tractions in the 
middle of the slab and the compression ring at the edges. At this stage, extensive yielding of 
the reinforcing had occurred at midspan (see Figure 7-14), thus resulting in the high tension 
tractions in that region. Figure 7 -17b shows that the Nx compression tractions at the outer 
edges of the slab had increased very significantly. The width of the compression region at the 
edges in the X-direction had decreased from 0.52m at 0.5wu, to 0.36m at LOwu• The 
increasing deflections increased the size of the tensile field, which in tum decreased the width 
of the compression ring. This increased the magnitude of the compression tractions at the 
edges of the slabs to maintain eqUilibrium with the tension tractions: In the midspan region, 
the maximum Nx tractions had reached 110kN/m, indicating that the steel had yielded. Note 
that the yield traction force of the steel is 111kN/m (198mm2/m x 565MPa). The steel 
spanning the transverse direction had also yielded (Ny), but the maximum tractions were 
lower compared to those in the X-direction due to the wider span of the slab; hence the lower 
force per unit width. 
At the point of collapse (1.34wu), Figure 7-18b shows that the Nx compression tractions had 
increased very significantly, while the width of the compression ring had decreased to 0.24m. 
,The tension tractions in the middle of the slab were constant, indicating extensive yielding of 
the steeL However, in the transverse direction, the Ny tractions only showed a slight increase 
from the previous figure. 
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7.2.9. Reaction force distribution 
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Figure 7-19: Distribution ofthe reaction forces at the slab supports. 
Figure 7-19 shows the distribution of the reaction forces at the slab supports at various load 
levels. The reaction forces are plotted from the centreline of the long span to the centreline of 
the short span. Positive reaction force represents upward reaction while negative reaction 
represents downward reaction. At low load levels (3.4kPa), the graph shows a uniform 
positive reaction force along the entire length of the support, except at the comer of the slab. 
Negative reactions formed at the comer of the slab due to the downward reactions against 
lifting of the comers. As the load was increased, the distribution of the reactions progressively 
became more erratic. At failure of the slab (17.8kPa), the reaction forces were distributed into 
bands of high reaction concentrations at the centre of the long and short spans of the slab, and 
at a quarter of the long and short spans. The comer of the slab also shows a very high and 
localised downward reaction force. 
The graph provides a qualitative representation of the reaction forces at the supports at high 
load levels and after the slab had suffered extensive yielding and plastification. The precision 
of the solution of the reaction forces can be increased with a higher number of elements or 
with increased precision to achieve convergence. However, this would demand large amount 
of computational resources and require further improvements to the concrete model to allow 
higher convergence precisions without premature failure. 
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7.2.10. Conclusions 
The analyses in this section have shown that: 
4& The SAFIR shell element can be used to predict the ultimate load of a simply supported 
two-way slab at ambient conditons, accounting for the effects of membrane forces and 
material and geometrical non-linearity. 
4& SAFIR predicts a higher ultimate load of the slab than predictions made with yield line 
theory. The increased load carrying capacity is due to enhancement by the in-plane 
membrane forces. 
• Membrane forces form in two-way slabs' due to the geometry of the deformations as the 
slabs deflect downwards. The in-plane membrane forces consist of a compression ring 
forming at the outer edges of the slab, surrounding a tensile field in the midspan region. 
• The coarse mesh with the low precision estimated a much higher load capacity. With a 
higher precision, the coarse and medium finite element meshes predicted a closer ultimate 
load to that predicted with the 12x12 mesh. The analyses showed that using a fine mesh, a 
low precision would provide a Close estimate of the ultimate load of the slab. 
• Any analysis with the plane stress concrete model at ambient conditions should be 
performed with a low concrete tensile strength. Large values of concrete tensile strength 
would underestimate the deflections of the slabs. 
4& At high load levels, the reaction forces formed localised concentrations along the edge 
supports. 
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7.3. The effect of the outer edges on the slab behaviour 
7.3.1. Introduction 
In this section, the slab is analysed with outer edges to model the presence of the concrete 
outside the line of the support. The outer edges are included in the analysis to investigate 
whether they affect the stiffness and load capacity of the slab. The slab is subjected to 
increasing loads at ambient conditions and is compared with the slab without the outer edges, 
discussed in section 7.2. 
7.3.2. Slab description 
The slab measures 4.3m by 3.3m and has a clear span identical to the slab of the previous 
section, measuring 4.16m by 3.16m, with a 70mm overhang beyond the supporting rollers. 
7.3.3. SAFIR structural model 
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Figure 7-20: Structural model with the edge elements. 
Figure 7-20 shows the finite element model of the slab with the outer edges. The model 
consists of 144 elements in a 12 x 12 grid of shell elements. The outer edges of the slab were 
modelled with a single row of shell elements. A higher steel content was modelled in the 
outer edges to represent the trimmer bars built into the actual tested slabs. The clear span of 
the slab, between the supports, was loaded with a uniformly distributed load, to failure. The 
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increasing load was not applied to the edges of the slab. The material properties and 
reinforcing content are identical to the slab of the previous section. The slab is analysed with 
zero and O.5MPa concrete tensile strength and the results of the analyses are compared to the 
slab behaviour in section 7.2. 
7.3.4. Midspan deflections 
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Figure 7-21: Effect of outer edges on the midspan deflections of the D147 flat slab. 
Figure 7-21 compares the deflections of the slab with and without the outer edges. With ft 
equal to zero, the graph shows that at low load levels, the deflection curves of the slabs with 
and without the outer edges were almost identical. The outer edges of the slab had very little 
effect on increasing the stiffness of the slab and only showed some effect on the deflections at 
higher load levels. The ultimate load capacities of the slabs with and without the edges were 
identical (21.3kPa) and the difference of the deflections at failure was very small. The 
deflected shape of the slab with the outer edges, prior to collapse, is shown in Figure 7-22. 
The graph shows that with O.5MPa concrete tensile strength, the slab suffered very small 
deflections at low load levels because the concrete was uncracked. After cracking of the 
concrete at 4kPa, the deflection rate increased and the deflections asymptote to the curve of 
the fully cracked slab. With the outer edges, the program predicted an ultimate load of 
21.7kPa, which is similar to the slabs with zero concrete tensile strength. It did not suffer the 
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convergence problems experienced in the slab without the outer edges which reached an 
ultimate load of only 17. 9k:Pa. 
Figure 7·22: Deflected shape of the slab at the point of collapse (Deflections magnified 2 times). 
7.3.5. Conclusions 
The analyses in this section have shown that the outer edges did not have a significant 
influence on the stiffness of the slab at ambient conditions. The edges of the slabs reduced the 
slab deflections slightly at high load levels but did not have any effect at low load levels. The 
analyses also showed that the outer edges did not have any effect on the ultimate load 
capacity of the slab. 
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7.4. Modelling of a one-way composite slab at ambient conditions 
7.4.1. Introduction 
This section describes the modelling of the Ribond composite slab at ambient conditions. The 
Ribond slab behaves as an orthotropic slab at ambient conditions, with high flexural strength 
and stiffness in one direction, but has low strength and stiffness in the perpendicular direction. 
Under fire conditions, the strength of the slab decreases very rapidly due to the rapid strength 
degradation of the exposed steel decking; The orthotropic behaviour cannot be modelled with 
a plain shell element alone without modifying the shell element formulation. Recent work on 
modelling orthotropic slab behaviour at elevated temperatures has been reported by Huang et 
al. (2000a). They have used an effective stiffness approach to model the orthotropic behaviour 
of a similar composite floor system which has proven to be very successful in predicting the 
behaviour of the Cardington fire tests. 
A different approach will be used here to model the composite slab, utilising beam and shell 
elements. In this section, two experimental tests of one-way Ribond slabs conducted at 
ambient conditions, will be modelled with SAPIR. The slabs were simply supported and were 
loaded to failure with a series of point loads. The test will be replicated with SAPIR by 
modelling the tested slab with shell and beam elements. The purpose of replicating the tests. 
with SAPIR is to verify the model with existing experimental data to assess the accuracy of 
the model, before extending the model to analyse the 3D behaviour of a 2-way slab under fire 
conditions, which will be discussed in Chapter 9. 
7.4.2. Description of the experimental test 
The experimental tests were conducted on two identical one-way simply supported Ribond 
slabs and the test data was obtained courtesy of Dimond Industries (Mike Klemick, Pers. 
Comm.). The slabs had a clear span of 2.5m and were loaded with two equal point loads as 
shown in Figure 7-23. Figure 7-24 shows the cross section of the slab, which was 120mm 
thick and was reinforced with cold-drawn mesh with a steel content of 147mm2/m. The mesh 
was placed at approximately 30mm below the top surface of the slab. The concrete strength 
was 20MPa and the widths of the slabs were 630mm. Before the slabs were tested to their 
ultimate loads, they were subjected to 10,000 load cycles between 0.5W and 1.5W to 
represent serviceability loading, where W represents the anticipated applied load. 
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Figure 7-23: Loading of the one-way Hibond slab at ambient conditions. 
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Figure 7 -24: Cross section of the Hibond slab for the ambient temperature test. 
7.4.3. SAFIR model 
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Figure 7-25: Discretisation of the Hibond slab cross section with the shell and beam elements. 
Figure 7-25 shows the finite element discretisation of the slab cross section. Only a slice of 
the actual width of the slab was analysed to reduce the computational effort. The slab was 
modelled with beam and shell elements. This model assumed that the shell element acted as 
the flat section of the slab and the beam elements represented the troughs of the slab. The 
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shell elements were 65mm thick and reinforced with a single layer of mesh, spanning in the 
same direction as the troughs. The centroid of the reinforcing mesh was positioned at mid-
depth of the shell element, which provided a 30mm clear cover from the top of the slab to the 
top of the mesh. 
The cross section of the beam consists of a thin layer of steel at the bottom sutface to 
represent the steel decking, and concrete material properties (shown in grey) to represent the 
trough of the slab. The flat section of the slab was also included in the discretisation of the 
cross section for the purposes of thermal analysis, which will be discussed in section 9.4. In 
the structural analysis, the flat section of the beam element is modelled with non load-bearing 
material properties so that it does not contribute to the strength and stiffness of the slab. The 
beam element is coupled to the shell element by aligning the nodeline of the beam with the 
nodeline of the shell elements (Figure 7-26). 
Figure 7 ·26: SAFIR structural model. 
Figure 7-26 shows the SAFIR structural model of the slab. Only half of the full slab length 
was modelled due to the symmetric load and support conditions. The slab was simply 
supported at both end supports and was rotationally restrained at the mid-span axis of 
symmetry to model flexural continuity. Only the width of a single trough (300mm) was 
modelled. The self weight is imposed in addition to a series of point loads across the width of 
the slab at quarter span, to represent the point load application in the test. The finite element 
model assumes full composite action between the steel deck and the concrete and does not 
account for any slippage between the concrete and the steel deck or with the reinforcing. 
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Figure 7-27: Comparison of SAFIR predictions with test results. 
Figure 7-27 compares the midspan deflections predicted by SAFIR, with the experimental 
results. The graph shows that during the initial stages of loading, SAFIR underestimated the 
deflections of the slab. Under the slabs' self-weight, SAFIR predictd a midspan deflection of 
only -2mm, compared with the initial deflections of -12.5mm and -16mm in Test 1 and Test 2, 
respectively. The higher initial deflections of the experimental tests were possibly due to the 
cyclic tests performed on the slabs prior to the load test. The cyclic tests would have cracked 
the concrete and broken some of the shear bond between the concrete and the steel deck, 
causing loss of stiffness of the slab and irrecoverable deformation. 
The graph shows that when the loads were increased, SAFIR predicted a linear deflection 
which converged towards the experimental deflection curves with increasing load. Beyond 
85kN/m, the SAFIR results showed very good agreement with the deflections of Test 1. After 
105k:N/m, the deflection rates predicted by SAFIR and Test 1 increased very substantially due 
to yielding at midspan of the steel decking at the bottom of the trough. The loading phase of 
Test 1 ceased at 152kN and the test slab was subsequently unloaded. The unloading phase of 
the slab was not modelled with SAFIR and the analysis proceeded until failure occurred at 
201kN/m when the concrete at midspan crushed, resulting in a plastic hinge forming at 
midspan. 
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The deflections of Test 2 were consistently larger than Test 1 during the initial loading phase, 
but were smaller after yielding of the steel decking. The slab in Test 2 had a slightly higher 
yield load of lllkN/m compared with lOSkN/m of Test 1. Even though both of the tested 
slabs were identical, they had different deflection curves and ultimate loads, possibly due to 
the different stiffnesses in the slab after the cyclic tests which were performed earlier. The 
analysis with SAPIR showed good agreement with the deflections of Test 1 but showed a 
slight difference compared with Test 2. 
7.4.5. Conclusions 
The analysis of the one-way composite slab with SAPIR showed good agreement with the . 
experimental results. The analysis showed that the load-deflection characteristics and the load 
capacity of the composite slab can be predicted with a reasonable level of accuracy by 
coupling the beam elements to the shell elements. 
7.5. Conclusions 
• The SAFIR shell element looks good for predicting the behaviour of two-way slabs at 
ambient temperature. 
• The SAFIR shell element can be used to predict the ultimate load of a simply supported 
two-way slab at ambient conditons, accounting for the effects of membrane forces and 
material and geometrical non-linearity. 
• The analysis of the one-way composite slab using SAPIR shell and beam elements 
showed good agreement with experimental results. 
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8. 3D MODELLING OF TWO-WAY SLAB BEHAVIOlTR 
UNDER FIRE CONDITIONS 
8.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the 3D modelling of two-way reinforced concrete slabs under fire 
conditions with the SAFIR shell element. The purpose of the modelling is to study the 
behaviour of two-way reinforced concrete slabs under fire conditions using the SAPIR shell 
element. The slab is modelled with different finite element mesh sizes and different levels of 
precision to investigate their effects on the predicted results. The effects of different concrete 
tensile strengths and the unheated outer edges are also investigated. The results of the 3D 
analyses are compared with the experimental results in Chapter 9. Modelling of slabs with 
different support conditions is presented in chapter 10. 
8.2. Slab properties 
The properties of the slab are based on one of the tested flat slabs, the D147 slab, described in 
Chapter 6 and are identical to those in section 7.2. The slab was loaded with a constant 
uniformly distributed load of 5.4kPa and was exposed to the ISO fire for up to four hours or 
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3.0 MPa (OS"; f' c) 
Siliceous aggregate (EC2, 1995) 
25mm 
198mm2/m in both directions 
565 MPa 




8.3. Finite element model 
8.3.1. Thermal model 
(a) Shell cross section (b) Shell temperature dis bution 
Figure 8·1: Cross section of the slab for determining the temperature distribution in the sheD. 
The temperatures acroSs the shell elements were determined from the thermal analysis of a 
slice of the slab. The thermal analysis was performed by discretising the cross section with 
four node quadrilateral elements (Figure 8-1a). Figure 8-1b shows the typical temperatures in 
the lOOmm slab when it is subjected to uniaxial heat flux from the bottom of the slab. The 
analysis assumes that the temperatures only vary across the thickness and do not vary in the 
longitudinal direction. The reinforcing bars were not included in the thermal analysis and 
were assumed not to affect the temperature distribution of the concrete. The temperatures of 
the reinforcing bars were assumed to be equal to the temperatures of the concrete at the level 
of the slab. 
8.3.2. Structural model 
The structural model is based on the model in section 7.2.3. A quarter of the slab was 
analysed due to the symmetric load and support conditions. The effect of different number of 
elements will be discussed in section 8.5. 
8.3.3. Assumptions of the analyses 
In addition to the other assumptions of the SAPIR analyses described in chapter 4, the 
following assumptions are made in the analyses: 
• The reinforcing bars of the tested slabs were approximated with a smeared layer of steel in 
the shell elements. 
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" The analysis assumes that the horizontal movements of the slabs at the supports were 
unrestrained. In the actual tests, there was some friction between the slab and the steel 
clamps which held the comers down. 
" The loads from the water drums in the experimental tests were approximated as a 
uniformly distributed surface load in the analyses. 
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Figure 8-2: Comparison of temperatures from fire test and SAFIR analysis for a lOOmm thick slab 
exposed to the ISO fire. 
Figure 8-2 shows the variation of the temperatures across the depth of the slab. The 
temperatures calculated with SAFlR were compared with the temperatures obtained from the 
fire tests of the HD12 flat slab, from Chapter 6. The variation of the temperatures with time in 
the fire was plotted at the heated surface, mid-depth and the unheated surface. The graph 
shows that at the heated surface, the SAPIR predictions matched the measured experimental 
temperatures very closely during the first 20 minutes. After that, the measured temperatures 
dropped off slightly and lagged behind the SAFlR temperatures for the remainder of the fire 
by approximately 30 to 50 degrees. Nevertheless, the predicted temperatures and the 
measured temperatures showed very similar trends. 
At mid-depth (50mm), the SAPIR temperatures showed very good agreement with the 
measured temperatures throughout the entire fire duration. On the unheated surface (lOOmm), 
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the predicted temperatures showed very good agreement with the measured temperatures 
during the first 45 minutes. After that, SAPIR predicted slightly higher temperatures than the 
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Figure 8·3: Temperature distributions across the lOOmm slab, calculated with SAFIR. 
Figure 8-3 shows the temperature distributions across the 100mm thick slab at various times 
during the ISO fire exposure. The temperatures were determined with the SAPIR analysis. 
The graph shows very high temperature gradients across the slab during the first hour. After 
that, the steepness of the temperature gradients decreased and approached a linear distribution 
by 4 hours. 
8.5. Effect of number of elements 
The section presents the analysis of the slab with SAFIR is conducted with a different number 
of shell elements and mesh sizes. The purpose of this is to investigate the effect of the 
different number of elements on the predictions of the slab behaviour at elevated 
temperatures. The three different grid sizes are shown below (Figure 8-4 to Figure 8-6). The 
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Figure 8-7 compares the midspan vertical deflections calculated with different number of 
elements in the finite element mesh. The graph shows that the deflections of the slab, 
. calculated with the different grid sizes, were almost identicaL The effects of the different grid 
sizes only appeared at the end of the analyses, as the slabs approached failure. 
The slabs had an initial midspan deflection of -34mm. As the fire progressed, the slabs 
deflected downwards very rapidly and appeared to asymptote to a limiting deflection of 
-200mm. However, after 125 minutes, the deflection rate of the slabs increased again, leading 
to runaway failure. The failure times predicted with the 4x4, 8x8 and 12x12 grids are 202 
minutes, 189 minutes and 185 minutes, respectively. The corresponding deflections at failure 
of the slabs were -502mm, -406mm and -385mm, respectively. Failure of the slabs occurred 
due to rupture of the reinforcing bars at midspan. The analyses showed that as the number of 
elements was increased, the times to failure and the maximum deflections at failure, 
decreased. With a higher number of elements, failure occurred earlier when rupture of the 
reinforcing was detected with the higher number of integration points. With fewer elements, 
the integration points had a sparser distribution and did not detect rupture of the reinforcing 
bars until a later stage. 
The analyses showed that the coarse finite element grid produced deflections consistent with 
the finer meshes. The effect of the different number of elements only appeared when the slabs 
approached failure, with the coarser grid predicting higher failure times at larger deflections. 
The coarser grid has the advantage of requiring only a smaller amount of computer memory 
and a faster nm time. But, in order to predict failure of slab accurately, a finer grid would be 
required. 
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8.6. Effect of concrete tensile strength 
This section investigates the behaviour of the slab with different values of concrete tensile 
strength. The concrete tensile strength is varied from zero to 3MPa (05\jf c). The analysis of 
the slab is performed with the 12x12 finite element mesh. 
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Figure 8-8: Midspan vertical deflections with different values of concrete tensile strength 
Figure 8-8 shows the effect of different values of concrete tensile strength on the deflections 
of the slab. The graph shows that with zero concrete tensile strength, SAPIR predicts a 
deflection of -34mm at the very start of the fire, due to the gravity loads on the slab. With 
1.5MPa and 3MPa concrete tensile strength, SAPIR predicts a much lower initial deflection 
of -3mm. As the fire progressed, the slab with OMPa and 1.5MPa tensile strength produced 
similar deflection trends. The slabs deflected at a very gradual rate during up to 150 minutes. 
Beyond that, the deflection rates of the slabs increased markedly and runaway failure 
occurred. 
The graph shows that with 3MPa concrete tensile strength, the deflection trend of the slab was 
very similar to the slab with L5MPa during the first 10 minutes of the fire. After that, the 
deflection curves started to diverge. With ft equal to 3MPa, the deflections of the slab 
asymptote towards -200mm and did not show a runaway failure as shown by the slabs with 
zero and L5MPa concrete tensile strength. 
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As with the analysis of the slab at ambient conditions (Section 7.2.6), the slab with 3MPa 
(O.5~f c) concrete tensile strength showed much lower deflections at fire conditions, 
particularly at the advanced stages of the fire. The reason for this, as demonstrated by the 
earlier analyses in section 7.2.6, is that the concrete model is very ductile in tension, 
especially for high levels of tensile strength. 
8.7. Membrane traction distributions 
This section investigates the distribution of the membrane tractions in the slab during the fire 
exposure. The traction forces are shown for a slab analysed with zero concrete tensile strength 
with a 12 x 12 finite element grid. 
Figure 8-9 to Figure 8-14 show the distribution of the membrane tractions at the bottom 
quarter of the slab at various times during the fire. Column (a) shows the distribution of the 
principal tractions. The dark and thick arrows represent compression tractions and the thinner 
arrows represent tension tractions. Column (b) shows the distribution of the Nx tractions in the 
longitudinal direction at midspan and column (c) shows the distribution of the Ny tractions in 
the transverse direction at midspan. 
During the initial stages (1 minute), Figure 8-9 shows low tensile tractions in the midspan 
region and low compression forces at the outer edges of the slab. At this stage, the deflections 
of the slab were still very small and the loads were mainly resisted by bending action. Ten 
minutes after the fire started, Figure 8-10 shows that significant membrane forces had formed 
in the slab with a wide band of compression tractions forming a ring around the edges of the 
slab. At this stage, the compression tractions in the slab were very low. Figure 8-10b shows 
that the N x tractions formed a parabolic distribution in the longitudinal direction. The 
maximum tension force formed at midspan and decreased with increasing distance from 
midspan, to compression at the outer edge. In the transverse direction, the Ny tractions had a 
similar distribution to that of the Nx tractions, but the highest tension force formed 0.7m from 
the centre. Figure 8-10 shows that the overall tractions in the longitudinal direction were 
higher than in the transverse direction, due to the narrower span of the slab which resulted in a 
higher force per unit width. 
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(a) Principal tractions (b) Tractions across the long span (Nx) (c) Tractions across the short span (Ny) 
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Figure 8~9: Distribution of traction forces at the start of the fire (1 minute) 
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Figure 8-10: Distribution of traction forces after 10 minutes, 
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Figure 8·11: Distribution of traction forces after 30 minutes, 
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Figure 8·12: Distribution of traction forces after 1 hour 
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(a) Principal tractions (b) Tractions across the long span (NX) (c) Tractions across the short span (Ny) 
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Figure 8-13: Distribution of traction forces after 2 hours 
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Figure 8-14: Distribution of traction forces at failure (3 hours 2 minutes) 
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After 30 minutes, the magnitudes of the compression and tension tractions had increased 
significantly, forming a very well defined compression ring around the edges and a tension 
field at midspan. In the middle region of the slab, column (b) shows that the Nx tension 
tractions had formed a uniform distribution at the midspan region. The maximum Nx 
compression force at the outer edge had increased very significantly from -108kN/m at 10 
minutes, to -245kN/m. The Ny tractions showed that the maximum tension tractions formed 
1m from the centre of the slab while the maximum Ny compression force at the outer edge 
had increased from -78kN/m at 10 minutes to -228kN/m. 
After 1 hour, Figure 8-12 shows a similar distribution of traction forces to that observed at 30 
minutes. Across the short span, the Ny tension tractions had formed a more uniform 
distribution but the maximum value of the tension tractions had decreased. As the fire 
progressed up to 2 hours, Figure 8-13 shows that the width of the tension field had widened 
and the distributions of the tension tractions become more uniform. 
At failure of the slab (3 hours and 2 minutes), Figure 8-14 shows that the width of the 
compression ring had decreased very substantially and had shifted noticeably to the outer 
edges of the slab. Figure 8-14b and c shows constant tension tractions in the longitudinal and 
transverse directions and large compression tractions at the edges of the slab. The width of the 
tension field had increased significantly at this stage. This was caused by the high deflection 
rate in the last 30 minutes which led to large slab deflections. The reduced width of the 
compression ring caused the magnitudes of the compression tractions to increase, in order to 
maintain equilibrium with the tension tractions. 
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8.8. Variation of membrane tractions with time 
The following section discusses the variation of the membrane tractions with time at several 
locations in the slab. The variation of the membrane tractions in the x and y directions will be 
plotted at midspan (U2), quarter span (L/4) and at the support along the middle of the long 
and short spans, as shown in Figure 8-15. 
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Figure 8-15: Locations where the membrane tractions are plotted. 
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Figure 8-16: Variation of the Nx tractions in longitudinal direction, across the long span. 
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Figure 8-16 shows the variation of the Nx tractions at the support, midspan (Ll2) and quarter 
span (L/4) of the slab. Also plotted on the graph are the elastic proportional and yield tensile 
limits of the tractions which decrease with time in the fire due to the increasing temperatures. 
At midspan, the tension tractions increased very rapidly, reaching a peak of 68kN/m after 37 
minutes. The tension tractions remained constant and started to decrease after 65 minutes. At 
quarter-span, the tension tractions remained relatively constant during the first 15 minutes of 
the fire. The tractions increased slightly and levelled off at 30 minutes. The tractions remained 
constant until 120 minutes, when they started to decrease. The tractions at Ll2 and Ll4 
exceeded the proportional limits at 90 minutes and 123 minutes, respectively, and decreased 
between the envelopes of the yield and proportional limits during the final stages. 
Figure 8-16 shows that compression tractions formed very rapidly at the edges of the slab 
during the initial stages of the fire, reaching a peak of -274kN/m after 1 hour. The 
compression tractions dropped slightly after reaching its peak and increased again during the 
last hour, reaching a second peak of -382kN/m at 3 hours. The increase of the compression 
tractions during the last 30 minutes was caused by the increased deflection rate which caused 
the size of the tension field to increase and the width of the compression ring to decrease 
(refer Figure 8-14). 
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Figure 8-17: Variation of the Ny tractions in transverse direction, across the short span. 
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Figure 8-17 shows the variation of the Ny tractions in the transverse direction at midspan. The 
tractions were plotted at the supports, midspan (Ll2) and quarter-span (L/4). The graph shows 
that during the initial stages, the tractions at quarter-span were much higher than the midspan 
tractions, which is the opposite of the Nx tractions which showed the midspan tractions 
increase first. After 60 minutes, the tension tractions formed a uniform distribution (See 
Figure 8-12c) which resulted in equal tractions at midspan and quarter-span. During the final 
stages of the fire, the tension tractions at quarter-span and midspan reached the proportional 
limit at 140 minutes, and continued to decrease within the limits of the yield and proportional 
limits. The Ny tension tractions reaching the proportional limit at 140 minutes caused the 
deflection rate of the slab to increase very markedly (See Figure 8-8). The increased 
deflections caused the size of the tension field to increase and the width of the compression 
ring to decrease. Consequently, the compression tractions in both Y and X directions 
increased again during the last 30 minutes of the fire. 
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8.9. Effect of the thermal strain and mechanical strains on the slab 
behaviour 
This section investigates the effects of thennal strain and the gravity loads on the behaviour of 
the slab. The total strains in SAFIR are expressed by the following equation: 
Btotal = B (j + B cr + B i + Bth 
where: Stota! Total strain 
Sa = Stress related strain (Mechanical strain) 
Scr = Creep strain 
Sj = Initial strain 
Sth = Thennal strain 
The creep strains have been implicitly included in the stress-strain curves of the material 
properties and are incorporated with the mechanical strains. The initial strains are due to other 
forces such as external prestressing. For the slabs in this discussion, the initial strains are zero 
since the slabs are not su~jected to other external forces. The effects of the thennal strain and 
the mechanical strain on the behaviour of the slab are considered separately in this section. 
In order to investigate the effects of the thennal and mechanical strains, the slab will be 
analysed with their mechanical and thennal strains suppressed in separate analyses. To 
consider the effects of the thennal strains only, the mechanical strains were suppressed by 
analysing the slab without the gravity loads during the fire. 
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8.9.1. Effect of thermal strains 
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Figure 8-18: Effect of thermal strains on the slab behaviour. 
Figure 8-18 shows the effect of the thennal strain on the behaviour of the two-way slab when 
it was exposed to the ISO fire. An unloaded slab was analysed to minimise the mechanical 
strains and to show the effect of the thennal expansion in the slab. The deflections of the 
unloaded slab were compared with the loaded slab. Both slabs were analysed with zero 
concrete tensile strength. 
The graph shows that without any applied loads, the slab had zero deflections at the start of 
the fire while the gravity loads imposed an initial deflection of -31mm on the loaded slab. The 
graph shows that during the initial stages, the unloaded and loaded slabs deflected with a 
similar trend, indicating that the deflections of the slab during the initial stages were 
dominated by the thennal strains. The deflections were caused by the non-linear thennal 
expansion across the depth of the concrete slab. Between 60 and 160 minutes, the deflections 
of the unloaded slab levelled off while the deflections of the loaded slab continued to 
increase. At 160 minutes, the deflection rate of the loaded slab increased very significantly 
due to runaway failure while the unloaded slab started to deflect upwards. 
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Figure 8·19: Effect of the suppressiug the thermal straius on the slab behaviour. 
Figure 8-19 shows the effect of suppressing the thermal strains on the behaviour of the slab. 
The slab with the thermal strains suppressed was compared with the slab with both thermal 
strains and gravity loads. The graph shows that the slabs with and without the thermal strains 
had similar deflections at the very start of the fire. As the fire progressed, the .slab with the 
thermal strains started to deflect downwards very rapidly due to thermal bowing. The slab 
without the thermal strains initially showed very small deflections, but they later increased at 
an exponential rate, eventually leading to runaway failure and coUapse at 169 minutes. The 
increasing deflections were due stiffness degradation of the reinforcing steel caused by the 
temperature effects. Runaway failure occurred when the slab lost significant stiffness and 
strength. 
This comparison has shown that the thermal strains dominate the deflections of the slab 
during the initial stages due to the steep thermal gradients in the slab, shown in Figure 8-3. As 
the fire progresses, the thermal gradients become less steep and reduced the thermal bowing 
deflections, as seen in Figure 8-18. At the advanced stages of the fire, the stiffness of the 
reinforcing steel decreases as a result of the thermal effects. Runaway deflections occur at the 
final stages when the reinforcing steel has lost significant stiffness and strength. 
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8.10. Effect of the outer edges on two-way slab behaviour in fire 
conditions 
In this section, the effects of the outer edges in the tested slabs are analysed and compared 
with the slab without the outer edges analysed in section 8.6. The overall dimensions of the 
slab are 3.3m by 4.3m, with a clear span of 3.16m by 4.16m. The clear span of the slab is the 
fire-exposed region of the slab while the outer edges, located over the line of vertical support, 
measure 70mm wide and is not heated. The unheated outer edges of the slabs may also be 
considered to represent the edges of a slab supported over a fire-protected beam in a real 
structure. 
The heated region of the slab is loaded with its self weight and a live load of 3.0kPa while the 
outer edge is onI y loaded with its self weight. The slab is reinforced with D 147 mesh and has 
a concrete compressive strength of 36MPa. A higher amount of reinforcement was modelled 
in the outer edges to represent the perimeter trimmer bars that were present in the tested slab. 
8.10.1. Finite element structural model 
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Figure 8·20: Finite element discretisation of the slab with outer edges. 
Figure 8-20 shows the SAFIR finite element discretisation of the slab, which consists of 144 
elements, A quarter of the slab was analysed due to the symmetric loading and support 
conditions. The light coloured mesh represents the heated section of the slab while the shaded 
region represents the unheated edges of the slab. The line of vertical support at the outer 
perimeter is shown by the dashed line. 
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Figure 8·21: The effect of the outer edge elements on the midspan deflections. 
Figure 8-21 shows the effect of the outer edges on the deflections of the slabs. The deflections 
of the slabs, with and without the outer edges are plotted for different values of concrete 
tensile strength. 
Figure 8-21 shows that the edges did not have any effect on reducing the deflections during 
the initial stages which were caused by thennal bowing. They only had an effect on the 
deflections at the advanced stages, after 150 minutes. The effect of the outer edges appeared 
only for the slabs which had concrete tensile strength of OMPa and 1.5MPa. The slabs without 
the outer edges deflected more rapidly after 150 minutes and failed after 180 hours. The outer 
edges enabled the slabs to survive the fire for up to 4 hours without collapse. Between 180 
minutes and 210 minutes, the deflection rates of both slabs increased very markedly but 
reduced again during the final 30 minutes. In the slab with 3MPa concrete tensile strength, the 
outer edges had no effect on the deflections as the slabs with and without the outer edges had 
identical deflection curves. 
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8.10.3. Tractions 
This section shows the distribution of the traction forces during the fire in the slab with the 
outer edges. The tractions of the slab with zero concrete tensile strength are shown. 
(a) 5 minutes (b) 1 hour 
(c) 2 hours (d) 3 hours 
(e) 4 hours 
Figure 8-22: Distribution of the tractions in the slab with the outer edges during the ISO fire. 
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Figure 8-22 shows the distribution of the principal tractions in the slab with the outer edges 
during the ISO fire. The thick dark arrows represent the compression tractions and the light 
arrows represent tension tractions. The traction distribution during the fire is similar to the 
slab without the outer edges, shown in section 8.7. Five minutes after the start of the fire, very 
small membrane forces fonned in the slab. As the fire developed, a tension field fonned at the 
midspan region where the maximum deflection occurred. The tension field was surrounded by 
a compression ring on the outer perimeter of the heated region. 
During the first two hours of the fire, the compression ring was confined to the heated region 
by a thin tension ring which fonned at the unheated outer edges. This tension ring fonned due 
to the tensile resistance of the unheated outer edges against thennal expansion of the heated 
central region. The tensile tractions in the outer unheated edges were resisted by the perimeter 
trimmer bars. Figure 8 .. :22b shows that large compressive forces fonned at the comer support 
(Point A) due to the reaction to the tensile ring restraining the expansion of the heated central 
region. 
After three hours, the width of the compression ring and the magnitUde of the reaction forces 
at the comer of the slab (Point A of Figure 8-22d) had decreased substantially. The 
compression ring had also shifted to the unheated outer edges along the centre of the long 
span (Point B) which was previously in tension. Along the centre of the edges of the short 
span (Point C), the outer edges were still in tension. The magnitUde of the tension tractions in 
the central midspan of the slab had decreased markedly due to the decreasing yield strength of 
the reinforcing mesh. By four hours, the compression ring had clearly moved to the unheated 
outer edges of the slab. The magnitudes of the compression tractions at the outer edges and 
the tension tractions in the middle of the slab had decreased very significantly. 
The analyses in this section showed that the unheated outer edges of the slab increased the fire 
resistance of the slab very substantially. The outer edges did not have any effect on the slab 
deflections during the initial stages of the fire. However, they significantly reduced the 
deflections of the slab during the advanced stages of the fire and prevented collapse. 
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8.11. Conclusions 
The analyses of the slabs with the SAFIR shell element have shown that: 
• The two-way slab carried the loads in excess of 3 hours in the ISO fire, despite suffering 
large vertical deflections and significant loss of flexural strength. The high fire resistance 
of the slab was due to tensile membrane action. 
• The coarser finite element mesh predicted higher fire resistances than a finer mesh. 
• The deflections of the lightly reinforced slab were sensitive to the value of concrete tensile 
strength used in the analysis. 
.. Membrane forces formed in two-way slabs as a result of the geometry of deformations as 
the slabs deflect downwards. The membrane forces comprised a tensile field at the 
midspan region, surrounded by a compression ring at the outer edges. The magnitudes of 
the membrane forces decreased during a fire, due to strength degradation of the 
reinforcing steel. 
• The initial deflections of the slab were attributed to thermal bowing of the slab as a result 
of the non-linear thermal expansion of the concrete. At the advanced stages of the fire, the 
deflections were due to stiffness degradation of the reinforcing caused by the increasing 
temperatures in the steel. 
.. SAFIR predicted that failure occurred when the reinforcing steel at midspan ruptured. 
• The fire resistances of the slabs were further increased by the outer edges of the slabs. The 
outer edges prevented runaway failure during the advanced stages of the fire. 
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9. COMPARISON OF SAFIR MODELLING WITH TEST 
RESULTS 
9.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the 3D modelling of several of the tested slabs. Five of the tested slabs, 
comprising the three solid flat slabs, the Ribond and the Speedfloor slab are modelled. The 
purpose of this is to predict the behaviour of the tested slabs during the fire test. The different 
slabs are modelled with several different finite element models using the SAPIR shell and 
beam elements. The results of the SAFIR modelling will be compared with the experimental 
test results. 
9.2. Two .. way behaviour of the D147 slab under fire conditions 
This section compares the SAPIR analyses of the D147 slab with the experimental results. 
The comparison will be performed using the SAFIR structural models with and without the 
outer edges which have been presented and discussed in sections 8.10 and 8.6, respectively. 
9.2.1. Comparison of the test results with the SAFIR analyses without the outer edges 
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Figure 9·1: Comparison of the experimental results with the SAFIR analyses without the outer edges. 
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Figure 9-1 compares the experimental results with the SAPIR predictions using the model 
without the outer edges. The slab was analysed with different values of concrete tensile 
strength, ranging from OMPa to 3MPa. 
The graph shows that with zero tensile strength in the concrete, the analysis results were 
consistently larger than the experimental results throughout the entire fire duration. The 
deflections predicted by SAPIR were similar to the experimental results, showing a high 
deflection rate during the first 30 minutes, followed by a gradual deflection rate up to 150 
minutes and finally increasing again from 150 minutes to 180 minutes. The SAPIR analysis 
stopped at 182 minutes when the reinforcing steel at midspan ruptured. The larger deflections 
predicted by SAFIR were attributed to the slab being fully cracked and being more flexible. 
With a concrete tensile strength of 1.5MPa, SAPIR showed good agreement with the tested 
slab throughout the entire fire duration. SAPIR predicted low deflections before the fire 
started, when the concrete was uncracked, followed by thermal bowing deflections during the 
initial stages of the fire, leading to final failure of the slab at 189mins. 
With a concrete tensile strength of 3MPa, the deflections predicted by SAPIR showed good 
agreement with the experimental test results during the first 100 minutes. Beyond that, the 
deflections started to diverge as the predicted deflections asymptote to -200mm while the 
experimental deflection rate increased. It shows that the current concrete model with full 
tensile strength in SAPIR is very ductile in tension as the concrete does not crack sufficiently 
at the later stages of the fire. 
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9.2.2. Comparison of the test results with the SAFIR analyses with outer edges 
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Figure 9-2: Comparison of the experimental results with the SAFIR analyses with outer edges. 
Figure 9-2 compares the experimental results with the SAFJR predictions using the model 
with outer edges. Similarly with the results shown in section 9.2.1, the graph shows that the 
predictions made with 1.5MPa concrete tensile strength showed good agreement with the 
experimental results during the initial stages. However, during the advanced stages of the fire, 
the calculated deflections were substantially lower than the experimental results; unlike the 
slab without the edges which showed close agreement throughout the entire fire duration. The 
final deflection of the tested slab was between the predictions made with OMPa and 1.5MPa 
concrete tensile strength. 
9.2.3. Conclusions 
The comparison of the experimental fire tests and the SAFIR analyses of the D147 slab 
showed that: 
• The models with and without the outer edges showed good agreement with the 
experimental results when 1.5MPa (O.25~f' c) concrete tensile strength was used. 
• Analysing the slab with the outer edges and with 1.5MPa concrete tensile strength 
produced slightly lower deflections during the advanced stages of the fire. 
• With 3MPa concrete tensile strength, SAPIR showed good agreement during the initial 
stages but underestimated the experimental results at the advanced stages of the fire. 
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9.3. Two-way flat slab behaviour with different reinforcing steel contents 
9.3.1. Introduction 
This section compares the SAFIR results with the testing of two-way flat slabs with different 
amounts of reinforcing steel. 
9.3.2. Description of the slabs 
The slabs were modelled using the finite element mesh shown in Figure 8-20 which includes 
the outer edges. Except for the higher steel content, the material properties are identical to the 
D147 slab (See section 8.2). The steel content of the slabs with the 661 mesh and HD12 mesh 
are 295mm2/m and 565mm2/m, respectively, which are 150% and 285% greater than the steel 
content of the D147 mesh. A concrete compressive strength of 36MPa was used in the 
analysis. The concrete tensile strength used in the analyses ranged from zero (fully cracked) to 
3MPa (0.5~f' c). 
In the experimental tests, the comers of the 661 slab and the HD12 slab were not held down 
and were allowed to deflect upwards (See section 6.4.4). However, in the finite element 
model, the slabs were modelled as simply supported and the comers were prevented from 
lifting. The slabs in the experimental fire tests were tested for up to 3 hour exposure to the 
ISO fire but the analyses with SAPIR were conducted for up to four hour exposure or until 
failure of the slab, whichever occurred first. 
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9.3.3. 661 flat slab 
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Figure 9-3: Midspan vertical deflections of the 661 slab during the ISO fire. 
Figure 9-3 compares the deflections from the SAPIR modelling of the 661 slab with the 
experimental results. The graph shows that without concrete tensile strength, SAPIR predicted 
higher deflections than the experimental results throughout the entire fire duration. The 
analysis with SAPIR reached four hours without collapse. At 200 minutes, the deflection rate 
increased very significantly for a brief period causing sudden increase in deflections. The· 
deflection rate decreased again, causing the deflection trend to level off during the last 30 
minutes. This behaviour is similar to that seen in the analyses of the D147 slab (section 9.2.2). 
With ft equal to 1.5MPa, the experimental and SAPIR results showed good agreement for 
most of the fire duration. During the initial stages of the fire however, the tested slab deflected 
at a higher rate and produced larger deflections than those predicted with SAPIR. A possible 
reason for this is due to the comers of the tested slab being free to lift off the supports; 
whereas the slab modelled in SAFIR had its comers clamped. The clamped comers in the 
numerical model increased the stiffness of the slab, and produced smaller deflections 
compared with the tested slab. At the advanced stages of the fire, the SAPIR deflections 
showed very good agreement with the test results and showed that the holding down of the 
comers had a lesser effect on the deflection trend of the slab. The deflection rate of the slab 
increased slightly between 180 minutes and 210 minutes but it was not as significant as that 
seen in the D147 slab. 
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With 3MPa concrete tensile strength, the deflections predicted with SAFIR showed a similar 
trend to the test results but were consistently smaller. The graph shows that after 90 minutes, 
SAFIR predicted a linear deflection trend and did not show a sudden increase in the deflection 
rate between 180 and 210 minutes, as observed in the slabs with OMPa and 1.5MPa concrete 
tensile strength. 
9.3.4. HD12 flat slab 
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Figure 9-4: Midspan vertical deflections of the HD12 slab during the ISO fire. 
Figure 9-4 compares the deflections from the SAFIR modelling of the lID 12 slab with the 
experimental results. The graph shows that the predicted deflections of the slabs using 
different values of concrete tensile strength were very similar to each other. During the first 
30 minutes, the tested slab showed a significantly higher deflection rate than the SAFIR 
predictions, producing deflections equal to the slab analysed without concrete tensile strength. 
After the first 30 minutes, the deflection rate of the tested slab reduced markedly and 
deflected at a linear rate for the remainder of the fire test. After the first hour, all the SAFIR 
predictions were greater than the experimental deflections. The high deflection rate of the 
tested slab during the initial stages is probably due to the comers of the tested slab being free 
to lift. The analyses of the lID12 slab with zero and 1.5MPa concrete tensile strength did not 
----- ---
~ 
show the increased deflection rate at the later stages of the fire as seen in the D147 and 661 
slabs. 
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The small difference of the deflections in the slab with zero and full concrete tensile strength 
indicates that concrete tensile strength has little effect on the deflections of a slab with high 
steel content. Conversely, the deflections of the slabs with low steel contents were strongly 
influenced by the amount of concrete tensile strength, as shown in the analysis of the D147 
slab in section 9.2. 
9.3.5. Conclusions 
The analyses of the flat slabs with the 661 mesh and the HD12 mesh have shown that: 
III The SAPIR analyses of the slab with the 661 mesh showed good agreement with the fire 
test results. 
II The analyses of the slab with the HD12 mesh overestimated the test results during the 
later stages of the fire. 
II The unc1amped comers of the tested slabs produced higher initial deflection rates than the 
SAPIR model which had clamped comers. 
• The deflections of slabs with high steel ratios were less sensitive to the amount of 
concrete tensile strength, compared with slabs with low steel ratios. 
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9.4. Behaviour of the two-way Hibond slab under fire conditions 
This section compares the modelling of the two-way Hibond slab with the results of the fire 
resistance tests. Recent modelling of two-way composite slabs under fire conditions has been 
reported by O'Callaghan et al. (2000), Gillie et al. (2002) and Huang et al. (1999; 2000; 2001; 
2002). Huang et aL (2000a) have modelled the orthotropic behaviour of the composite slabs 
with an effective stiffness approach. A different approach will be presented here, which 
utilises beam and shell elements. 
9.4.1. Slab properties 
The properties of the concrete and reinforcing in 'the Ribond slab are based on the material 
properties of the tested· slab and are shown below. The loading and support conditions of the 
slab are identical to the slabs analysed in the previous sections. The tested slab was exposed 
to the ISO fire for 3 hours while the SAFIR analysis was performed up to 4 hours or until 
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9.4.2. Thermal model 
The cross section of the slab that was modelled is shown in Figure 9-5. It is similar to the slab 
which was modelled in section 7.4, except with an overall thickness of 130mm . 
............. Conorete 
Steel deoking 
Figure 9-5: Cross section of the Hibond slab for the ambient temperature test. 
(a) Thermal distribution of Hibond slab (b) Discretlsation with beam and shells 
Figure 9-6: Structural representation of the composite section with beam and shell elements. 
Figure 9-6a shows the finite element discretisation and the temperature gradients of the 
Hlbond slab. The composite section was discretised with concrete and steel material 
properties and was heated with the ISO fire at the bottom surface. The thicker section of the 
slab above the trough is cooler and the temperature gradients are not as steep as those in the 
thin section. Until now, the structural analyses in the previous sections assumed that the 
temperatures at any height across the plan of the slab were uniform. This assumption is valid 
for the analysis of plain flat slabs but is not valid for the Hlbond slab due to the different 
thickness of the trapezoidal profile. Therefore, the different temperatures in the thick and thin 
parts of the Hlbond slab would have to be considered in order to perform the structural 
analysis. 
To account for the different temperatures across the section in the structural analysis, a 
combination of shell elements with different temperature exposures and beam elements were 
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used, as shown in Figure 9-6a. As each shell element can only be exposed to uniaxial heat 
flux and only consider temperature variations across the thickness of the shell, two different 
levels of heat fluxes were used to model the temperatures in the thin and thick sections, 
labelled Shell A and Shell B, respectively. Shell A is exposed to the ISO fire from below and 
Shell B is modelled with a lower temperature-time curve, taken from the temperatures of 
Node 142 in Figure 9-6a. The temperatures at Node 142 were used for the temperature input 
for Shell B as it provided a good estimate of the temperature variation above the trough. 
The temperature curves which will be exposed to shells A and B are shown in Figure 9-7. 
Figure 9-6b shows the representation of the cross section of the Ribond slab with the shell 
elements and the beam elements. The trough of the slab is modelled with a beam finite 
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Figure 9-7: Temperature-time curves for exposure to Shells A and B. 
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9.4.3. Slab temperatures 
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Figure 9-8: Temperatures in the Hibond slab from the rIre tests and from SA FIR. 
Figure 9-8 shows the temperatures in the Hibond slab during the ISO fire. The temperatures 
from the SAFIR thermal analysis were compared with the temperatures obtained from the fire 
tests. The temperatures from the tests and SAFIR were measured in the centre of the trough, 
as shown in Figure 9-6b, on top of the steel decking and at 60mm and 1l0mm from the 
bottom surface. 
At the bottom of the trough (Omm), SAFIR predicted a logarithmic temperature rise, similar 
to the ISO fire curve, starting with a linear increase followed by a non-linear rise. The 
temperatures of the tested slab showed a slower linear increase during the initial 18 minutes. 
After that, the temperatures rose in a similar trend as predicted with the SAF.IR, but lagged the 
SAFIR temperatures throughout the entire fire duration. 
At 60mm from the bottom of the trough, the measured temperatures showed good agreement 
with the SAFIR· temperatures during the initial stages. At approximately 30 minutes, the 
experimental temperatures levelled off briefly at approximately lOOoe. The temperature 
plateau at lOOoe was due to moisture accumulation at that height. When the free moisture at 
that height has been driven off, the temperatures increased again after 45 minutes but lagged 
behind the SAFIR temperatures for the remainder of the fire. The temperatures at llOmm 
from the exposed face showed very good agreement with the measured temperatures for most 
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of the fire duration, except when the temperatures levelled off at 100°C between 38 minutes 
and 75 minutes. 
The difference between the SAFIR and experimental temperatures on the exposed face was 
most probably due to the debonding of the steel decking and concrete, from the bottom of the 
slab. The concrete, which was mechanically anchored to the decking, was ripped from the 
slab due to the release of steam. The release of steam was due to the high moisture content at 
the bottom surface, trapped by the decking. When the steel deck debonded from slab, it 
created a layer of air between the steel deck and the slab which acted as a layer of insulation 
and reduced the temperature rise at the bottom of the slab. Therefore, the temperature rise at 
the bottom of the tested slab was due to radiation and convection from the heated steel deck, 
rather than by direction conduction through the steel deck. The mode of heat transfer in the 
SAPIR analysis is by conduction and could not account for the insulating layer of air due to 
debonding of the steel deck from the slab, hence the higher calculated temperatures. 
9.4.4. Structural model 




Figure 9·9: Discretisation of the Hibond slab cross section with the shell and beam elements. 
Figure 9-9 shows a schematic of the structural representation of the Hibond slab. The flat 
deck of the slab was modelled with shell elements with different levels of fire exposure to 
represent the temperatures in the thin and thick sections. The trough of the slab, which 
consisted of concrete and the steel decking, was modelled with a beam element. The trough of 
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the beam element was modelled with concrete and steel properties. The flat section of the 
beam element (shown in grey) was modelled with non load-bearing material so that it did not 
contribute to the strength and stiffness of the slab, which was already provided by the shell 
elements. The nodeline of the beam elements was aligned with the nodeline of the shell 
elements. 
Figure 9-10 shows the plan view of the finite-element mesh for the Hibond slab. The analysis 
was performed for a quarter of the slab without the outer edges. The discretisation consisted 
of shell elements with two different temperature exposures (designated Shell A and Shell B) 
and beam elements to represent the troughs. The beam elements were modelled at the 
positions of the troughs of the slab, at 300mm centres. The analysis of the 3D beam elements 
also involved evaluating the torsional stiffness of the beam element. The torsional stiffness of 
the beam was evaluated for ambient conditions but does not vary with time and temperature 
during the analysis. Therefore, a reduction factor was applied to the ambient torsional 
stiffness and was assumed to. remain constant during the entire analysis. The torsional 
stiffness of the troughs was reduced to 10% of its stiffness at ambient conditions to simulate 
its stiffness under fire conditions. 
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Figure 9·11: Midspan vertical deflections of the Hibond slab during the ISO fire. 
Figure 9-11 compares the midspan deflections from the experimental results with the 
deflections predicted using SAFIR. The analyses using SAFIR were conducted with values of 
concrete tensile strength ranging from 0 MPa to 2.8 MPa. 
The slabs with different concrete tensile strengths had similar deflection trends during the 
initial stages of the fire. The effect of different values of ft only appeared at the later stages. 
With ft equal to zero, the slab deflected very rapidly during the initial stages. Its deflection 
rate gradually decreased until it reached a constant and linear rate after 45 minutes. At 112 
minutes, the deflection curve showed a dip in the deflection trend as the deflection rate 
increased briefly. At 125 minutes, the deflection rate decreased again and the slab continued 
to deflect at a linear rate until 226 minutes, when the analysis was stopped. The analysis 
stopped when the stresses of the steel decking in one of the beam elements reached the 
descending branch of its stress-strain curve. The analysis could not converge to a solution and 
could not iterate further. 
With ft equal to 1AMPa, the slab showed a similar deflection trend to the fully cracked slab 
(ft=OMPa), but with lower deflections due to the effect of the concrete tensile strength. With ft 
equal to 2.8MPa, the slab deflected similarly to the other slabs during the initial stages. After 
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45 minutes, the deflection rate decreased and the slab deflected at a constant rate, reaching 
-197mm at 4 hours. 
The SAPIR results differed quite markedly from the experimental results and showed close 
comparison only during the first 10 minutes. After that, the deflection rate of the tested slab 
decreased very noticeably, producing much lower deflections than the SAPIR predictions. At 
150 minutes, the deflection rate of the tested slab increased slightly, but the slab still 
continued to deflect in a linear trend until reached -253mm after 3 hours. The increase of the 
deflection rate in the tested slab at 150 minutes showed some similarity to the analytical 
deflection trends of the slabs with ft of zero and 1.4MPa, whose deflection rates increased 
briefly at approximately 2 hours. The final deflection of the tested slab was close to the slabs· 
with zero and lAMPa concrete tensile strength. 
The most obvious difference between the test and the numerical results occurred during the 
initial stages when the deflections Were sensitive to the temperature distributions. The slower 
temperature rise at the bottom surface of the tested slab reduced the rate of thermal bowing 
and produced lower deflections, whereas SAPIR cannot account for debonding of the steel 
deck and predicted a faster temperature rise. At the later stages, the deflections were more 
sensitive to the stiffness of the reinforcing steel; therefore, the numerical results showed some 
similarity to the test results. To predict the deflections accurately with SAPIR, the thermal 
analysis of the slab has to account for the insulating effects of the steel deck debonding from 
the concrete slab. 
9.4.6. Conclusions 
The analyses of the H:ibond slab showed that: 
• The SAPIR analyses overestimate the deflections of the H:ibond test results during the 
initial stages of the fire. The analyses results show better agreement at the advanced stages 
of the fire. 
• The behaviour of the composite slab with steel decking is difficult to predict, particularly 
during the initial stages of the fire because of the debonding of the steel decking which 
affects the thermal distributions in the slabs. 
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9.5. Behaviour of the two-way Speedfloor slab under fire conditions 
This section compares the results of the SAFIR analyses of the Speedfloor slab with the 
experimental results. 
9.5.1. Slab properties 





Slab thickness, h 
Concrete properties 
Compressive strength (ambient temperature) f' c: 
Maximum concrete tensile strength, ft 
Concrete model (thermal and mechanical): 
Concrete cover, Cc 
Reinforcing steel properties 
Yield strength (ambient temperature),/y,o: 
Reinforcing mesh 
Steel model (thermal and mechanical): 









Total applied load 





3.1 MPa (0.5~ f' c) 
Siliceous aggregate (EC2, 1995) 
25mm 
565 MPa 
295mm2/m in both directions 
Hot-rolled steel (EC2, 1995) 
250mm 
1.28m clc, spanning the long direction 
3mm 
350NIPa 




This section discusses the thermal analysis of the Speedfloor slab to determine the 
temperatures of the exposed steel joist and the steel embedded in the concrete. The cross 
section of the slab which was modelled is shown in Figure 9-12. The slab consists of a 90mm 
concrete slab with a 250mm deep joist. The joists spanned across the long direction in the 
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tested slab and were spaced at 1.28m centres. For the thermal analysis of the cross section, a 
single joist with a slice of the concrete slab was modelled, as shown in Figure 9-13a. The 
reinforcing mesh shown in Figure 9-12 was not included in the thermal analysis of the 
concrete slab. The joist was exposed to three-sided heating and the slab was heated only at the 
bottom surface. Figure 9-13b shows the temperature distribution in the slab and joist after an 
hour exposure to the ISO fire. The temperatures of the exposed joist were very high, in excess 





Figure 9·12: Cross section of the Speedfloor slab. 
(a) Finite element mesh of 
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ISO fire curve 
Figure 9-14 shows the temperatures in the slab and the steel joist, calculated from SAFlR and 
measured during the experimental fire tests. The temperatures were plotted at the heated 
surface (Omm) of the slab and at 40mm and 90mm from the heated surface. The calculated 
temperatures at the web of the steel joist were also plotted. The SAFIR analysis shows that 
the temperatures in the joist were almost equal to the gas temperatures. On both the heated 
and unheated surfaces of the slab, SAFIR predicted slightly higher temperatures than the 
measured temperatures. But, in the middle region (40mm) , SAPIR underestimated the 
measured temperatures. 
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9.5.3. Structural model 
Shell element 
Beam element 
Figure 9·15: Discretisation of the Speedfloor slab cross section with the shell and beam elements. 
Figure 9-15 shows a schematic of the cross section of the Speedfloor slabs for the structural 
analysis. The concept of the model is similar to the Riband slab (Section 9.4.4). The beam 
elements, which represent the joists, act in full composite action with the shell elements which 
form the slab. The joist of the beam element was modelled with hot-rolled steel properties 
from£C3 (1995). The hot-rolled steel was used based on the assumption that the mechanical 
properties of the cold-formed joist would quickly revert to that of the hot-rolled steel during 
the eady stages of the fire when the joist was exposed to high temperatures. The concrete slab 
of the beam element, which the top of the joist was embedded, was represented with non load-
bearing material. The shell elements had concrete properties and were used to represent the 
slab in the structural analysis. The circular penetrations in the webs of the joists were not 
taken into consideration in the structural analysis. 
Figure 9-16 shows the plan view of the finite element mesh for the structural analysis of the 
Speedfloor slab which consists of shell and beam elements. Unlike the analyses of the slabs in 
the previous sections, half of the Speedfloor slab was modelled due to the asymmetric cross 
section of the joist located at the centre of the slab. The beam elements spanned in the long 
direction and were spaced at 1.28m centres. The model also included the outer edges which 
were not heated. The slab was simply supported at four sides, 70mm from the edges. 
Similarly with the analysis of the Riband slab, the torsional stiffness of the beam elements 
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was reduced to 10% of its initial ambient stiffness to simulate its stiffness under fire 
conditions. The heated region of the slab was loaded with a live load of 3.0 kPa, in addition to 
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Figure 9·17: Midspan vertical deflections of the Speedfloor slab during the ISO fire. 
Figure 9-17 compares the midspan vertical deflections predicted by SAFIR with the 
experimental results. The analyses with SAFIR were performed with values of concrete 
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tensile strength ranging from zero to 3.1MPa (0.5"./f'c). The graph shows that the SAFIR 
results showed very good agreement with the test deflection throughout the entire fire 
duration. However, the analyses with different values of concrete tensile strength 
underestimated the deflections of the tested slab during the initial stages. The graph shows 
that during the initial stages, there was little difference in the deflections with different values 
of concrete tensile strength. 
The high deflection rate of the slab during the initial stages was caused by thermal bowing of 
the heated slab and the expansion of the joists. After the first 30 minutes, the test results and 
the SAPIR analyses showed a marked decrease in the deflection rate. At the advanced stages 
of the fire, the variation of the deflections in the slabs with different concrete tensile strengths 
increased. The slab with 1.55MPa (0. 25"./f' c) concrete tensile strength showed the closest 
agreement with the tested slab. The analyses of all the slabs with SAPIR continued up to 4 
hours without failure. The deflected shape of the slab with 1.55MPa concrete tensile strength 
after four hours exposure to the ISO fire is shown in Figure 9-18. 
Figure 9-18: Deflected shape of the Speedfloor slab after 4 hours exposure to the ISO fire. 
9.5.5. Conclusions 
The analyses of the Speedfloor slab with SAPIR shows good agreement with the experimental 
test results. The analyses show that the composite slab with the steel joists can be accurately 
modelled by combining the beam and shell elements. 
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9.6. Conclusions 
The finite element modelling of the tested slabs with SAFIR have shown that: 
" SAFIR can be used to accurately predict the 3D behaviour of two-way solid flat slabs and 
composite slabs under fire exposure. 
" SAFIR analyses showed good agreement with the test results. 
" For lightly reinforced slabs, the SAFIR predictions were sensitive to the amount of 
concrete tensile strength. The deflections of the slabs were less sensitive to the amount of 
concrete tensile strength for highly reinforced slabs. 
• The analyses with concrete tensile strength of O.5"-1f'c underestimated the test results for 
most of the analyses. 
" Using zero concrete tensile strength predicted much larger deflections than the test results 
Zero concrete tensile strength can be used as a conservative estimate for analysing 
existing structures which have already suffered cracking. 
" A concrete tensile strength of O.25"-1r'c showed good agreement with most of the test 
results and is recommended for the analysis of uncracked concrete slabs exposed to fire. 
" The undamped comers of the 661 and HD12 slabs in the experimental fire tests produced 
higher deflection rates than the SAFIR predictions during the initial stages. 
" The behaviour of the Ribond slab with the steel decking is difficult to predict with SAFIR 
because the numerical analysis does not account for the debonding of the steel decking 
which affectes the temperature distributions in the slabs. 
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10. THE BEHAVIOUR OF FIRE-EXPOSED TWO-WAY 
SLABS WITH VARIOUS SUPPORT CONDITIONS 
10.1. Introduction 
The fire behaviour of two-way slabs with various configurations and support conditions will 
be analysed in this chapter using SAPIR. The purpose is to investigate whether tensile 
membrane action can increase the fire resistance of reinforced concrete slabs with different 
configurations and support conditions. Their behaviour will be compared to the 3.16m x 
4.16m slab analysed in section 8.6. The different slabs which will be analysed are 
summarised in Table 10-1. 
Section Slab Support condition Slab size 
lOA One-way slab One-way, simply supported 3.16m 
10.5 Three sided support Simply supported on three sides 3.16mx 4.16m 
10.6 Effect of aspect ratio Simply supported on 4 sides 3.16mx 8.0m 
3.16m x 12.0m 
10.7 Slab on beams Simply supported on 4 sides on 3.16m x 4.16m 
beams 
Table 10·1: Slab configurations to be analysed. 
10.2. Slab properties 
The properties of the slabs that will be analysed in the following sections are identical to those 
described in section 8.2. The slabs are 100mm thick and are reinforced with D147 mesh 
(198mm2/m) spanning in two directions. The compressive strength of the concrete is 36MPa 
and its tensile strength is 1.5MPa. 1.5MPa concrete tensile strength was chosen as it showed 
good agreement with the test results of the D147 slab (Section 9.2). The full details of the slab 
properties can be found in section 8.2. 
10.3. Thermal model 
The slab is assumed to be uniformly heated with the ISO fire from below. The thermal 
analysis for the slabs in this chapter is identical to that of section 8.3. 
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10.4. One-way slab behaviour 
This section compares the behaviour of a one-way slab with a two-way slab exposed to the 
ISO fire. In this section, the two-way slab (Figure 1O-1A) discussed in chapter 8 is assumed to 
span only in one direction, across the short span (Figure 1O-1B). The one-way slab is simply 
supported at both ends and has a 3.16m span. A metre width of the one-way slab is analysed 
with section properties identical to that of the two-way slab. The reinforcing mesh spans only 
in one direction and has a 25mm cover. The slab is loaded with a uniformly distributed load 












Figure 10-1: Two-way and one-way action. 
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Figure 10-2: Comparison of the behaviour of one-way and two-way fire-exposed slabs. 
Figure 10-2 compares the midspan vertical deflections of the two-way slab with the one-way 
slab during the ISO fire. The graph shows that the one-way slab had a significantly lower fire 
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resistance than the two-way slab. The slab deflected very rapidly during the start of the fire, 
due to thennal bowing. During the first 15 minutes, the deflection rates of the one-way and 
two-way slabs were identical. After that, the .deflection rate of the two-way slab decreased 
while the one-way slab continued at the same rate. At 64 minutes, the deflection rate of the 
slab increased very rapidly due to runaway failure. Failure occurred at 67 minutes, which is 
approximately a third of the failure time of the two-way slab. The analysis shows that the 
two-way slab had a much higher fire resistance than the one-way slab. The higher fire 
resistance of the two-way slab was due to membrane enhancement which prevented collapse 
after the slab had lost its bending resistance. The one-way slab cannot develop tensile 
membrane action and relies only on its flexural strength to resist collapse. 
10.5. Fire-exposed slab supported on three sides 
10.5.1. Introduction 
The fire behaviour of a slab supported on three sides is described in this section. The purpose 
of this analysis is to simulate. a· slab supported on three fire protected beams which provide 
rigid vertical support. The unsupported edge represents an unprotected beam that is assumed 
to be unable to support the slab during the fire. 
10.5.2; Structural model 
The structural model of the slab is shown in Figure 10-3. The slab is simply supported on 
three sides, on two of the long edges and one of the short edges. The unsupported edge of the 
slab is between A and C. Half of the slab was modelled due to symmetry of the slab about the 
long span. The model consists of 112 shell elements in a 7 x 16 grid. 
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Figure 10-3: Structural model of the slab supported on three sides. 
10.5.3. Deflections 
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Figure 10·4: Variation of vertical deflections with time, 
Figure 10-4 shows the variation of the vertical deflections at the middle of the unsupported 
edge and at midspan. The unsupported edge and midspan correspond to points A and B of 
Figure 10-3, respectively. Also plotted on the graph are the midspan vertical deflections of the 
slab supported on four edges. 
During the initial stages of the fire, the deflections at the unsupported edge and at midspan 
were very similar to the midspan deflections of the slab supported on 4 sides. The midspan 
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deflections were initially slightly larger than the unsupported edge deflections. After 45 
minutes, the unsupported edge deflections surpassed the midspan deflections as it deflected at 
a higher rate. At 112 minutes (1 hour and 52 minutes), the deflection rates increased very 
markedly due to runaway failure. At the last time step (142 minutes), the deflections at the 
unsupported edge and midspan had reached -l.07m and -O.64m, respectively. The reason for 
the runaway failure at 112 minutes was due to crushing of the concrete at the unsupported 
edge which will be discussed in section 10.5.5. 
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Figure 10·5: Lateral deflections at the supported edges of the slab. 
Figure 10-5 shows the lateral deflections of the supported edges along the long span, at points 
C and D of Figure 10-3. The lateral deflections refer to the horizontal deflections in the 
transverse direction of the slab. Positive deflection indicates inward contraction and negative 
deflection indicates outward expansion. 
During the initial stages of the fire, the long sides of the slab had very small deflections. As 
the vertical deflection rate increased, the inward deflections of the supported edges gradually 
increased. The horizontal deflections increased very markedly at 112 minutes when runaway 
failure occurred due to the edges being pulled inwards. The final inward deflection sustained 
at points C and D were 0.43m and O.15m, respectively. 
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Figure 10-6 shows the deflected shape of the slab after an hour exposure to the fire. The 
original shape of the slab is superimposed onto the deflected shape of the slab. At this stage, 
the deflections at midspan and at the free edge were almost identical. Figure 10-7 shows the 
deflections of the slab when it failed at 142 minutes. The large vertical deflections caused the 
supported edges to pull inwards and the slab to fold as indicated by the runaway vertical and 
horizontal deflections. 
Figure 10·6: Deflected shape of the slab after an hour exposure to the ISO fire . 
. ~~ .. 
x y 
Isometric view Front view 
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Top view 
Figure 10-7: Deflected shape at failure (142 minutes). 
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10.5.4. Traction distribution 
Axis of symmetry 
Figure 10·8: Traction distribution after 5 minutes fire exposure. 
Figure 10·9: Traction distribution after 60 minutes fire exposure. 
Figure 10·10: Traction distribution after 120 minutes fire exposure. 
Figure 10·11: Traction distribution at failure (142 minutes). 
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Figure 10-8 to Figure 10-11 show the distribution of the principal tractions in the slab during 
the fire. The positions of the supported and unsupported edges of the slab are shown in Figure 
10-8. 
Figure 10-8 shows that 5 minutes after the fire had started, membrane forces had formed in 
the slab. Up to the first 60 minutes, Figure 10-8 and Figure 10-9 show that two tension fields, 
marked U and V, had formed in the slab and were surrounded by a large compression ring. 
The compression ring formed around the edges of the slab and was divided by a narrow 
compression band, forming between the two tension fields. The increasing vertical deflections 
at the unsupported edge caused a thin band of high compression membrane tractions to form 
along the unsupported edge of the slab. 
Figure 10-10 shows that after 2 hours, the compression ring had shifted inwards from the 
edges of the slab to the central region of the slab. The main compression ring was divided by 
several bands of compression tractions across the short span. The main compression ring, 
which had shifted inwards, was due to the in-plane resistance of the slab against runaway 
failure as the long sides folded inwards. Figure 10-11 shows that at failure, the bands of 
compression tractions across the main compression ring seen in Figure 10-10 had 
disappeared, leaving only one main compression ring. The compression ring had also 
developed in-plane reaction compression forces thrusting into the corner of the supported 
edges. 
10.5.5. Variation of the stresses at the unsupported edge 
This section describes the variation of the stresses across the short span, at point A of Figure 
10-3, which is located in the middle of the unsupported edge. The stresses at the top surface 
of the concrete slab were plotted because they were the most critical position which would 
cause failure of the slab. Figure 10-12 shows the exact position where the stresses are plotted 
in the finite element mesh. 
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Figure 10·13: Variation of concrete stresses at the top surface across the short span. 
Figure 10-13 shows the variation of the stresses along the unsupported edge of the top surface 
of the slab (Element 106, point 4), The vertical deflections at the centre of the unsupported 
edge are also plotted. The graph shows that the compression stresses increased very rapidly in 
a linear trend during the initial stages. The high compression stresses at the edges correspond 
to the high compression membrane tractions along the unsupported edge, shown in Figure 
10-9. After 19 minutes, the rate of rise of the concrete compressive stress decreased slightly 
and levelled off at 43 minutes. The stress remained fairly constant until 90 minutes when it 
increased again. At 107 minutes, the concrete stress at the middle of the unsupported edge 
reached its ultimate strength and crushed. Therefore, the compression ring which formed 
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around the perimeter could not be sustained. After that, the compressive stresses decreased 
very rapidly, accompanied by runaway deflection after 112 minutes. 
10.5.6. Theoretical ultimate load 
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Figure 10·14: Theoretical load capacity with time in the fire. 
Figure 10-14 shows the variation of the theoretical load capacity of the slab during the fire. 
The theoretical load capacity was calculated with yield line theory using the reduced strengths 
of the reinforcing steel. The level of the applied load, and the times to runaway failure and 
final failure predicted by the SAFIR analysis, are also shown. The graph shows that during 
the first 40 minutes, the theoretical yield-line capacity remained constant but dropped off 
linearly after that. 
Based on yield-line theory, the slab should collapse when the load capacity of the slab 
dropped below the level of the applied loads at 101 minutes. SAFIR showed that runaway 
failure commenced at 112 minutes, which is only slightly later than predicted with yield line 
theory. This comparison shows that the slab supported on three sides did not have significant 
enhancement due to tensile membrane action, resulting in a much lower fire resistance than if 
it was supported on four sides. 
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10.5.7. Conclusions 
The analysis of the slab which was supported on three sides showed that: 
II The fire resistance of the slab supported on three sides was significantly less than the slab 
supported on four sides. 
II Runaway failure of this slab occurred when the concrete at the unsupported edge crushed. 
II SAFIR predicted runaway failure occurring at a similar time based on yield-line theory. 
The similar times indicate that the slab did not have significant tensile membrane 
enhancement as yield-line theory does not account for membrane effects. 
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10.6. Fire-exposed two-way slabs with different aspect ratios 
10.6.1. Introduction 
The behaviour of two-way slabs with different aspect ratios under fire conditions is 
investigated in this section. Two different geometries will be analysed to investigate the 
extent which tensile membrane action can increase the fire resistances of the slabs. As the 
aspect ratio (Ly1Lx) of a two-way slab increases, the behaviour of the slab should approach 
that of a one-way slab and the enhancement by tensile membrane action on the fire resistance 
of the slab should decrease. Design standards provide a limiting aspect ratio to which a slab 
can be treated as a two-way slab. The Concrete Stmctures Standard of New Zealand (SNZ, 
1995) and FIP (1978) recommend that slabs with aspect ratios of greater than 2 be designed as 
one-way slabs. 
10.6.2. Properties 
The geometries of the slabs that will be analysed are shown in Table 10-2. 
) Lx Ly Ly/Lx 
Slab 1 3.16m 8.0m 2.53 
Slab 2 3.16m 12.0m 3.80 
Table 10·2: Geometries of the slabs to be analysed. 
10.6.3. Structural models 
The finite element meshes used in the stmctural analyses of the 3.16m x 8m slab and the 
3.16m x 12m slab are shown in Figure 10-15 and Figure 10-16, respectively. The 8m and 12m 
slabs were analysed with 112 and 168 shell elements, respectively. Only a quarter of the slabs 
were analysed due to the symmetry of the support and loading conditions. At the axes of 
symmetry, the horizontal, rotational and drilling degrees of freedom were restrained. 
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Figure 10·15: Finite element mesh for the structural analysis of the 3.16m x 8.0m slab. 
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Figure 10·17: Variation of midspan vertical deflections of the slabs with different aspect ratios. 
Figure 10-17 shows the variation of the midspan vertical deflections of the slabs with 
different aspect ratios. The deflection curves of the one-way 3.16m slab (Section lOA) and 
the 3.16m x 4.16m slab supported on four sides (Section 8.6) are also plotted. Also plotted on 
the graph are the Ly/20 deflection limits for each of the slabs with different aspect ratios and 
the L,l20 limit. 
The graph shows that during the first 20 minutes, all the slabs had a similar rate of deflection. 
After 20 minutes, the defie9tions of the 3.16m x 4.16m diverged from the other slabs due to 
reduction of its deflection rate. The one-way slab and the 8m and 12m two-way slabs had 
identical deflection trends, until runaway failure of the one-way slab occurred at 64 minutes. 
The deflection rate of the 3m x 12m slab increased at 73 minutes, soon after the one-way slab 
failed, and progressively led to runaway failure. The 3m x 12m slab reached its Ly120 
deflection limit of -0.6m at 124 minutes and failed at 140 minutes when the midspan 
deflection reached -1.07m. For the 3m x 8m slab, runaway failure commenced after 130 
minutes. The slab reached its Ly/20 deflection limit of -OAm at l36 minutes and failed at 152 
minutes, when the program failed to converge to a solution. 
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Figure 10-18 and Figure 10-19 show the deflected shapes of the slabs after an hour exposure 
and when the slabs collapsed. The deflected shapes showed that both slabs had identical 
midspan deflections after one hour, as shown in the deflection versus time plot in Figure 
10-17. When the slabs failed, the edges of the long span had deflected inwards as they were 
pulled inwards when the slab collapsed downwards. The lateral deflections of the long edges 
of the 12m slabs were much larger than the 8m slab. The large deflection of the 12m slab is 
very similar to a one-way slab undergoing runaway failure. 
After 1 hour exposure At failure (152 minutes) 
Figure 10-18: Deflected shape of the 3m x 8m slab. 
After 1 hour exposure At failure (140 minutes) 
Figure 10-19: Deflected shape of the 3m x 12m slab. 
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Time to Lxf20 Time to 
Lx Ly LyILx (-0.1S8m) failure 
Slab 1 3.16m 4.16m 1.31 87 minutes 192 minutes 
Slab 2 3.16m 8.0m 2.53 47 minutes 152 minutes 
Slab 3 3.16m 12.0m 3.80 45 minutes 140 minutes 
• Slab 4 3.16m - - 44 minutes 67 minutes 
Table 10·3: Time to reach the limiting deflections for the slabs with different aspect ratios. 
Table 10-3 shows the times for the slabs to reach the Lx limiting deflection. Slab 1 had the 
greatest fire resistance as it took the longest time to exceed the Lxf20 deflection criteria, due to 
its low aspect ratio and its ability to mobilise tensile membrane action. As the aspect ratio of 
the slab was increased to 2.53 and 3.80, the times when the limiting deflection were exceeded 
decreased significantly to 47 minutes and 45 minutes, respectively. These times are almost 
identical to that of the one way slab (Slab 4). By measuring the fire resistances based on the 
Lx/20 criteria, slabs with aspect ratios equal or greater than 2.5 should be considered as one-
way slabs as they showed similar behaviour to the one-way slab. 
10.6.5. Traction distributions 
The principal tractions in the 3m x 8m slab and the 3m x 12m slabs are presented in this 
section. Figure 10-20 to Figure 10-27 show the distribution of the membrane tractions in the 
3m x 8m and the 3m x 12m slab. The following discussion summarises the observations of 
the membrane tractions in both slabs during the fire. 
During the initial stages of the fire (15 minutes), Figure 10-20 and Figure 10-24 show a 
circular tension field forming near the ends of both slabs, marked 'A'. The tension field is 
surrounded by high compression tractions which spread into the middle sections of the· slabs. 
After 30 minutes, the magnitUdes of the tractions in the tension field at the ends of both slabs 
and the surrounding compression tractions increased very substantially. Several bands of 
compression tractions also formed across the short span of the slabs. After 60 minutes, the 
compression bands across the short span disappeared but compression tractions had started to 
form along the long edges. At failure, very high compression tractions formed along the edges 




Figure 10-20: Traction distribution after 15 minutes for 3.16m x 8m slab • 
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Figure 10-21: Traction distribution after 30 minutes for 3.16m x 8m slab. 
Figure 10-22: Traction distribution after 60 minutes for 3.16m x 8m slab. 
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Figure 10-23: Traction distribution at failure (159 minutes) for 3.16m x 8m slab. 
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Figure 10-24: Traction distribution after 15 minutes for 3.16m x 12m slab • 
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Figure 10-25: Traction distribution after 30 minutes for 3.16m x 12m slab. 
Figure 10-26: Traction distribution after 60 minutes for 3.16m x 12m slab. 
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Figure 10·27: Traction distribution at failure (149 minutes) for 3.16m x 12m slab. 
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The pattern of the membrane tractions in the 3m x 8m and 3m x 12m slabs is similar to those 
seen in section 8.7 and is attributed to the large vertical deflections of the slab. The large 
sagging deflections at midspan produced the tension tractions in the middle which were 
balanced by the compression ring at the outer perimeter. Large spurious tension tractions had 
also formed in the central region after 60 minutes fire exposure, shown by the large thin 
arrows. The large tension tractions do not show up if a higher precision is used in the analysis. 
Conversely, the higher precision may result in convergence problems which may cause the 
program to terminate the analysis prematurely. 
10.6.6. Comparison with yield-line predictions 
The variation of the yield line load capacities of the different slabs is presented in this section 
and is compared with the failure times predicted by SAFIR. This comparison is performed to 
investigate the accuracy of yield-line theory in predicting the fire resistances of slabs with 
high aspect ratios. 
• 
2 
1) 3.16m x 4.16m 
2) 3.16m x 8m 
3) 3.16m x 12m 
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Figure 10·28: Variation ofthe load capacities of two-way slabs calculated with yield-line theory. 
Figure 10-28 shows the variation of the load capacities of the different slabs based on yield-
line theory. The variation of the load capacities were calculated using the reduced strengths of 
the heated reinforcing steel. The initial load capacities of slabs 1, 2 and 3 at ambient 
conditions were 13.3kPa, 9.0kPa and 8.0kPa, respectively. The graph shows that the yield-line 
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load capacities of slabs 2 and 3 reached the level of the applied load at 113 minutes and 106 
minutes, respectively. Theoretically, the slabs should collapse when the load capacities of the 
slabs drop below the level of the applied load. However, SAFIR predicted failure much later 
in the fire at 152 minutes and 140 minutes for the 8m and 12m slabs, respectively. For the 
3.16m x 4.16m slab, the difference between the yield-line predictions and the SAFIR 
predictions was greater, due to tensile membrane action in the slab. Yield-line theory 
predicted earlier failure in the slabs because it does not account for membrane action. 
10.6.7. ConClusions 
The analyses of the slabs with the different aspect ratios showed that: 
(It The fire resistances of the two-way slabs decreased with increasing aspect ratio. 
• Slabs with aspect ratios equal or greater than 2.5 can be classified as one-way slabs, based 
on the Lx/20 deflection criteria. However, these slabs showed much higher fire resistances 
than one-way slabs as they failed much later under very large deflections. Limited tensile 
membrane action in these slabs increased the fire resistances of the slabs. 
• Even though yield-line theory underestimates the actual collapse times of the slabs, it can 
still be used as a conservative estimate of the fire resistances of two-way slabs. 
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10.7. The fire behaviour of two-way slabs supported on beams 
10.7.1. Introduction 
In the previous sections, the slabs were supported on rigid supports that did not deflect during 
the fire. This section investigates the behaviour of two-way slabs supported on unprotected 
fire exposed beams that will deflect in a fire situation. The beams are exposed to the ISO fire 
and are vertically supported on columns at the comers of the slab. The purpose of this is to 
investigate if slabs on flexible supports can develop tensile membrane action to increase its 
fire resistance. 
10.7.2. Scope 
In section 10.7.3, the slabs will be analysed with different beam sizes to investigate its effect 
on the behaviour of the slabs. In this section, only one type of beam connection to the vertical 
support will be used: 
Section 10.704 will investigate the behaviour of the slab with different types of connections 
from the beams to the comer supports. These connections simulate different horizontal and 
rotational restraint conditions, with one beam size. 
10.7.3. Different beam sizes 
The behaviour of a slab supported on beams of different sizes is investigated in this section. 
Three different beam sizes will be investigated for one slab configuration. The section sizes of 
the universal beams are shown in Table 10-4 and were obtained from the Hot-rolled and 
Structural Products by BHP Steel (1994). The same beam size will be used to support the 
slab on the long and short spans. The beams were exposed to the ISO fire from one side and 
from the bottom, as shown in Figure 10-29, to simulate the heating conditions of a 
compartment fire under the slab. 
Elastic Section 
Beam Weight Overall Depth Flange width 
modulus, Zex 
. 
460UB82 82 kg/m 460mm 191mm 1610,000 mm3 
360UB51 51 kg/m 356mm 171mm 798,000mmj 
250UB31 31 kg/m 252mm 146mm 354,000mmj 





TEMPERA TURf PLOT 
Figure 10·29: Thermal analysis of the 36000 beam exposed to 2 sided heating. 
Structural model 
l corner support 
Figure 10-30: Structural model of the slab supported on the beams. 
Figure 10-30 shows the SAFIR structural model of a quarter of the slab supported on beams. 
The lines at the outer edges of the slab in the model represent the beam elements which were 
vertically supported at the four comers of the slab. The vertical supports at the comers 
represent protected columns which do not deflect during the fire. The beams were 
horizontally and rotationally unrestrained at the comer support, but with warping restraint of 
the beams imposed. The shaded shell elements represent the slab with top and bottom 
reinforcing steel while the light coloured elements represent the slab reinforced with bottom 
steel only. 
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Deflections of the slab on the 360UB beam 
-- Midspan (Long beam) 
---0- Midspan (Short beam) 
---- Slab midspan 
-0.4 +----;----1----+----+----+---+----1 
o 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 
Time (Minutes) 
Figure 10-31: Vertical deflections of the slab supported on the 360UB beams. 
Figure 10-31 shows the variation of the vertical deflections of the slab supported on the 
36000 beams. The deflections at the middle of the slab and at the middle of the long and 
short spans of the beams were plotted. The graph shows that the slab had a similar deflection 
trend to the longer beam but with larger deflections. This indicates that the slab deflections 
were governed by the deflections of the longer beam. The slab deflected in a bilinear manner, 
with a high deflection rate initially followed by a lower rate. At 135 minutes, the deflection 
rate increased again due to a plastic hinge forming at midspan of the long beams. The plastic 
hinge at midspan of the beam caused the slab to fold in half across the long span, as shown in 
Figure 10-32. The shorter beam suffered much smaller deflections than the longer beam and 
did not exhibit runaway failure at the end of the analysis. 
The analysis stopped at 157 minutes when the stresses of the bottom flange of the long beam 
at the support yielded in compression and reached the descending branch of the stress-strain 
curve. This caused convergence problems and the analysis could not carryon. In a real beam, 
the high compressive stresses and strains can be accommodated by local buc1ding of the 
bottom flange. However, the beam finite element cannot account for local buckling of the 
flange, therefore resulting in the high compressive strains and convergence problems. 
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Figure 10-32: Final deflected shape of the slab supported on the 360UB beam. 
Deflections of the slab on different sized beams 
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Time (Minutes) 
Figure 10-33: Midspan deflections of the slabs snpported on different sized beams. 
Figure 10-33 shows the variation of the midspan vertical deflections of the slab supported 011 
different sized beams. The slab supported on rigid vertical supports, analysed in section 8.6, is 
also plotted for comparison. The slab supported on the 46000 beams showed very close 
agreement to the slab supported on rigid vertical supports. As the beam size decreased, failure 
of the slabs occurred earlier with larger slab deflections. Final failure of the slabs on the 
36000 and 25000 beams were due to compressive stresses of the bottom flange of the long 
beam at the supports reaching the descending branch of the stress strain curve, which 
occurred after runaway failure commenced. This caused the slab to deform in single curvature 
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and fold in half. The 460UB beam was strong and stiff enough to resist failure and allowed 
the slab to behave similarly as if it was on rigid vertical supports. Failure occurred for the slab 
on the 460UB beams when the reinforcing steel at midspan ruptured, instead of fonning at the 
beams. 
Traction distributions 
Figure 10-34 to Figure 10-36 show the distributions of the principal traction forces in the slab 
supported on the 360UB beam. Figure 10-34 shows that during the initial stages of the fire, 
high tensile tractions formed in the slab and propagated from the comer support to the central 
region of the slab. A thick band of compression tractions formed diagonally between the long 
and short beams. This was possibly due to the in-plane restraint provided by the beams 
against the thermal expansion of the heated slab. At this early stage, the beams were stiff and 
could provide substantial lateral restraint. This pattern was observed during the first 30 
minutes and progressively changed to the pattern shown in Figure 10-35. 
At 45 minutes, the slab had sustained significant deflections and had deformed into double 
curvature. The sagging deflections of the slab at midspan produced a tension field in the 
middle of the slab and a compression ring at the outer edges, as shown in Figure 10-35. The 
in-plane compression forces between the long and short beams which formed under small 
vertical deflections were relieved by the large deflections of the slab. The slab showed the 
same pattern of tractions until the end of the fire when the slab collapsed (Figure 10-36). 
Axis of symmetly 
Figure 10-34: Distribution of tractions after 5 minutes. 
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Figure 10-35: Distribution of tractions after 45 minutes. 
Axis of symmetry 
Figure 10-36: Distribution of tractions at failure. 
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10.7.4. Different corner restraint conditions 
The behaviour of the slab with different boundary conditions at the comer supports is 
investigated in this section. The slab is analysed with one beam size, 36000, with different 
connections between the beam and the vertical supports. The different cases that are analysed 
are shown in Table 10-5. 
Slab 
Connections between beam and corner support 
Rotational restraint Horizontal restraint 
1: Fix-slide Yes No 
2: Pin-roller No No 
3: Pin-pin No Yes 
4: Rigid supports, 
No No 
No beams 
Table 10-5: Cases analysed with different beam-support connections. 
Structural model 
Figure 10-37 shows the support conditions for the fix-slide slab (slab 1), with rotationally 
fixed connections between the beam and the supports but is free to move horizontally. This 
restraint condition simulates a column which provides low axial restraint but is connected to 
the beam with rotationally fixed connections. Slab 2 has the same support conditions to the 
slab which has been analysed in the previous section (section 10.7.3). Figure 10-38 shows the 
support condition for slab 3 which prevents horizontal movement at the comer support but is 
rotationally unrestrained. This restraint condition simulates a column which provides very 
high axial restraint but is connected to the beam with pinned connections. 
Figure 10·37: Structural model for the slab with rotationally fixed corner supports (Slab 1). 
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Figure 10·38: Structural model for the slab with axially restrained corner support (Slab 3). 
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Figure 10·39: Deflections of the slab with different boundary conditions at the corner support. 
Figure 10-39 shows the behaviour of the slab with various types of boundary conditions 
between the beam and the vertical supports. The deflections of the slab on rigid vertical 
supports (from section 8.6) are plotted. The behaviour of the slab on the pin-roller comers 
(Slab 2) has been discussed in section 10.7.3. 
The analysis shows that the deflections of the slab with rotationally fixed connections (Slab 1) 
are very similar to the slab on rigid supports (Slab 4). The higher structural redundancy of the 
supports due to the rotational restraint of the connections increased the stiffness of the beams 
and prevented large deflections of the supporting beams. This enabled the slab to deform into 
double curvature and mobilise tensile membrane action. This prevented the collapse mode 
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observed in Case 2 (Pin-roller support) whereby failure of the floor system was initiated by a 
plastic hinge forming at midspan of the longer beam and caused the slab to fold in half. 
The slab on pin-pin comer supports (Slab 3) showed a very high deflection rate during the 
initial stages. The high deflection rate was attributed to the high in-plane forces imposed by 
the comer restraint which forced the slab to deflect downwards rapidly. The axial restraint by 
the comer support prevented horizontal deflection of the slab due to thermal expansion. 
Therefore, the increased length of the slab caused by thermal expansion was accommodated 
by the large vertical deflections. 
10.7.5. Conclusions 
The analyses in this section have shown that: 
• The fire resistances of the floor systems decreases as the size of the supporting beams 
decreased. 
• Weak supporting beams resu1ted in the slabs failing as a one-way slab across the long 
span. Very strong and rigid supporting beams on all four edges of the slab enabled it to 
deform into double curvature and mobilise tensile membrane action, preventing the slab 
from folding in half. 
• The behaviour of the slabs was very sensitive to the comer restraint and the type of beam-
column connection. Rotationally restrained connections at the comer supports produced 
very similar behaviour to the slab on rigid vertical supports and had much smaller 
deflections than if rotational fixity was not imposed. 
• The pin-pin comer connections produced high compression forces in the slab during the 
initial stages of the fire which caused compressive yielding of the supporting beams. 
• The different beam-column connections produced different amounts of slab deflection but 
did not have a significant effect on the fire resistances of the slabs. 
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11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
ll.l.Introduction 
This research project was conducted to study the behaviour of reinforced concrete slabs under 
fire conditions. The main objectives of this research were to investigate the influence of 
compressive membrane action and tensile membrane action on the behaviour of reinforced 
concrete slabs subjected to fire conditions. The study on compressive membrane action was 
performed on one-way slabs with 2D finite element analyses using SAFIR. The investigation 
on tensile membrane action was performed on two-way slabs, focussing on two-way 
behaviour under large deflections without horizontal axial restraint. The study was performed 
with experimental fire tests and 3D finite element analyses using SAFIR. 
l1.2.Compressive membrane action of fire exposed one-way concrete slabs 
An analytical study has been carried out into the structural behaviour of one-way reinforced 
concrete floor systems exposed to fire on the underside, with various stiffnesses of axial and 
flexural restraint at the supports. 
11.2.1. Main conclusions 
The main findings of the research on one-way slabs are follows: 
i) The behaviour of one-way slabs under fire conditions is very sensitive to their end 
support conditions and the axial restraint stiffness. 
ii) Slabs with rotational restraint at both end supports have much better behaviour and 
significantly higher fire resistance than pin-supported slabs. 
iii) The behaviour of a slab under compressive restraint is not easy to quantify and model, 
even with a sophisticated finite element program. Computer modelling of restrained 
reinforced concrete floor systems is difficult because of poor information about the 
actual boundary conditions in real construction, especially the likely height of the 
axial restraint force, which may change in location during fire exposure. 
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11.2.2. Pin-supported slabs with fixed line of thrust 
The analyses of pin-supported slabs with fixed line of thrust have shown that: 
i) The behaviour of axially restrained pin-supported slabs under fire conditions is very 
sensitive to the position of the line of thrust at the supports and the stiffness of the axial 
restraint. 
ii) High compressive axial restraint does not always increase the fire resistance of one-way 
pin-supported slabs. High compressive restraint is beneficial only if the line of thrust at 
the supports is located well below the centroidal axis and when the centroidal axis of the 
slab remains above the line of thrust during the fire exposure. 
iii) High compressive axial restraint produces poor slab behaviour if the line of thrust at the 
supports is located close to the centroidal axis. In this case, high compressive restraint 
increases the vertical detlections of the slab and decreases the time to plastic hinge 
fonnation. 
iv) For pin-supported slabs with the line of thrust fixed and located close to the soffit (up to 
50mm above the soffit), high axial restraint (ALIL 50.001 and k ;:::40%) produces good 
behaviour and high fire resistance. With intennediate or low axial restraint stiffness 
(AUL > 0.001 and k< 40%), the slab defonns into a catenary, resulting in axial tensile 
forces being generated. If the slab does not have sufficient axial tensile capacity at the 
supports to resist the tensile forces, it will collapse. 
v) The behaviour of a pin-supported slab in a real fire is no worse than in a long duration 
ISO fire. In many cases, better slab behaviour was observed in the decaying fire 
compared with a long duration ISO fire. 
11.2.3. Rotationally restrained slabs 
The analyses of rotationally restrained slabs have shown that: 
i) Slabs with tlexural continuity have excellent behaviour under fire conditions. 
ii) Rotationally restrained slabs with low axial restraint have better fire resistance than 
simply supported slabs and have smaller deflections than equivalent pin-supported 
slabs. 
iii) Rotationally restrained slabs with top steel curtailed according to code 
recommendations (SNZ, 1995) showed similar behaviour to those with top steel over 
the full length of the slab. 
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11.2.4. Pin-supported slabs with moveable line of thrust 
Pin-supported slabs with moveable line of thrust refer to slabs modelled to simulate cast-in-
situ reinforced concrete slabs (See Section 5.8 and 5.9 for details). The analyses have shown 
that: 
i) Compressive restraint increases the fire resistance of pin-supported slabs with moveable 
line of thrust if the axial restraint stiffness is high (.'1LfL :5 0.001 and k ;::: 40%). For 
slabs with high axial restraint, compressive restraint is beneficial to the slab behaviour if 
the vertical deflections are small and if the line of thrust at the end supports is located 
below the centroidal axis. The beneficial effects of compressive restraint are lost if the 
centroidal axis of the slab drops below the line of thrust. 
ii) For slabs with low and intermediate axial restraint stiffness (.'1UL> 0.001 and k< 40%), 
compressive axial restraint produces worse behaviour than the pin-roller (unrestrained) 
condition. 
iii) Compared with the rotationally restrained slabs, the time to failure of these slabs can be 
very low if there is no top steel anchored into the supports. 
IV) The fire behaviour of these slabs with low and intermediate axial restraint stiffnesses is 
sensitive to the length of the top steel at the supports. The fire resistance of these slabs 
increases as the length of the top steel increase. Slabs with high axial restraint are less 
sensitive to the lengths of the top steel at the supports. 
v) The thrust-expansion results from the SAPIR analyses of slabs with moveable line of 
thrust showed a similar trend to the results of the PCA tests. 
vi) The PCl hand calculation method is not recommended for assessing the required 
stiffness to enhance the fire resistance of pin-supported slabs, because it is an over-
simplification of slab behaviour in fire. 
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11.2.5. Recommendations for design and construction of one-way slabs 
The hierarchy of design recommendations for fire resistance of one-way slabs is as follows: 
i) One-way slabs have excellent fire behaviour if they are designed as continuous slabs 
with their top steel curtailed according to current code recommendations such as the 
Concrete Structures Standard (NZS, 1995) and have low axial restraint (D-L!L,;::: 0.0055 
andk.$l%). 
III The top reinforcement bars at the supports should not be severely curtailed, to allow 
redistribution of the moments to increase the fire resistance of the slabs. 
III The top reinforGement bars at the supports must be able to withstand high strains 
due to the large rotations. Ductile reinforcing bars must be used rather than cold-
formed mesh. 
ii) For slabs without flexural continuity (pin-supported), fire resistance can be increased by 
supporting the slab at all four edges to provide some two-way action (See section 
11.3.4). 
iii) Slabs without flexural continuity or two-way action should be designed as simply 
supported slabs with sufficient strength to resist the loads for the expected fire duration. 
Simple hand methods, found in references such as CRSI (1980), Purkiss (1996), 
Buchanan (2001) and Fleischmann et al. (2002), can be used. 
iv) If compressive axial restraint is required to increase the fire resistance of pin-supported 
slabs, the following details must be applied: 
" The horizontal movement of the slab at its supports must be less than O.OOlL and 
the axial restraint stiffness must be greater than 40% of the axial stiffness of the 
heated slab. 
411 The supports must be detailed to maximise the distance between the line of thrust at 
the supports and the centroidal axis of the slab. Support details with the line of 
thlUst located close to the centroidal axis (e.g.: flange mounted double tees with 
webs cut away) must be avoided. 
• Some of the reinforcing of the slab must be anchored into the supports to prevent 
catastrophic collapse should the slabs deform into catenary mode. 
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11.3.Tensile·membrane action in fire exposed two-way concrete slabs 
The study into tensile membrane action in unrestrained two-way slabs under fire conditions 
was conducted with experimental fire tests and 3D finite element analyses. The experimental 
tests consisted of fire tests of six concrete slabs conducted on a fire resistance furnace. The 
slabs comprised three flat slabs and three composite steel-concrete slabs. The slabs were 
simply supported at all four edges and were horizontally unrestrained. They were loaded with 
a constant live load and were exposed to the ISO standard fire for three hours. The 3D finite 
element analyses were performed with SAFIR using shell and beam elements, to predict the 
behaviour of the tested slabs and to model slabs with different geometries and support 
conditions. 
11.3.1. Main conclusions 
The main findings of the study are as follows: 
i) Two-way simply supported slabs have much greater fire resistance than one-way simply 
supported slabs. The high fire resistance of two-way slabs is due to tensile membrane 
action. 
ii) The SAPIR shell element can be used to accurately model the 3D behaviour of flat slabs 
and composite slabs under fire conditions. Modelling of the tested slabs with the SAPIR 
shell element showed good agreement with the experimental results. 
iii) The behaviour of two-way slabs under fire conditions is sensitive to the aspect ratio of 
, 
the slabs and their support conditions. 
11.3.2. 3D modelling of slabs with SAFIR 
i) SAPIR can be used to predict the behaviour of two-way slabs at ambient and fire 
conditions while taking account of material and geometricalnon-linearities, 
ii) SAPIR predicted higher ultimate loads in two-way slabs at ambient conditions 
compared with yield line predictions. The higher predicted load capacity was due to in-
plane membrane forces not included in yield-line analysis. 
iii) The behaviour of composite slabs at ambient and fire conditions can be modelled by 
combining beam and shell elements. The behaviour of composite slabs with steel 
decking is difficult to predict accurately because the numerical analysis cannot account 
for slippage and debonding of the steel decking from the slab. 
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iv) The results of the SAFIR analyses were sensitive to the concrete tensile strength, 
particularly in lightly reinforced slabs. Any analysis with the plane stress concrete 
model should be performed with concrete tensile strength not greater than 0.25~f' c. 
Zero concrete tensile strength can be used as a conservative value to predict the 
behaviour of existing structures which have suffered cracking. 
11.3.3. The behaviour of two-way slabs under fire conditions 
The experimental fire tests of two-way slabs showed that: 
i) The slabs supported the applied loads for the entire duration of the fire without collapse 
despite suffering large deflections. The good behaviour of the slabs is due to tensile 
membrane action. 
ii) The cold-drawn mesh used in the fire tests did not rupture because the fire tests were 
stopped before rupture occurred. The high temperatures increased the ductility of the 
steel and enabled to the steel to resist high tensile strains without rupture. 
iii) The tests showed that the amount of reinforcement in the slab is important for 
maintaining the integrity of the slabs. Slabs with light reinforcement and large bar 
spacings (three times the slab thickness) suffered large, full-depth cracks. With smaller 
bar spacings (up to two times the slab thickness) the slabs only suffered superficial 
cracking. 
iv) The test of the Ribond composite slab showed that under prolonged fire exposure, holes 
can form in the steel decking due to oxidisation, potentially causing integrity failure. 
The SAPIR analyses of two-way slabs in fire conditions showed that: 
i) Significant membrane forces fonned in the slab during the fire. The membrane forces 
comprise a tensile field at the midspan region, surrounded by a compression ring at the 
outer edges. The magnitudes of the membrane forces decreased during a fire, due to 
strength degradation of the reinforcing steel. 
ii) The analyses showed that the initial deflections were due to thennal bowing. At the 
advanced stages of a fire, the slab deflections were caused by stiffness degradation of 
the reinforcing steel. SAPIR showed that failure occurred when the steel at midspan 
ruptures. 
iii) The extent of tensile membrane enhancement in two-way slabs is dependent on their 
aspect ratio. Slabs with high aspect ratios (Ly/Lx ~2.5) have lower tensile membrane 
enhancement, and their behaviour approach that of a one-way slab. 
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iv) Tensile membrane enhancement of two-way slabs requires stiff vertical beam supports 
on all four edges of the slab. Strong and stiff supporting beams are required to enable 
the slab to deform into double curvature in order to mobilise tensile membrane action. 
v) Tensile membrane enhancement cannot be mobilised if one or more supporting beams 
deflects excessively. 
vi). The fire behaviour of the slabs is very sensitive to the comer restraint and the beam-
column connection. Different beam-column connections produced similar fire 
resistances but with different amounts of deflections. 
11.3.4. Recommendations for design and construction of two-way slabs 
This section presents the recommendations for design and construction of two-way slabs 
based on the experimental fire tests and finite element analyses of the slabs conducted in this 
study. 
i) Two-way slabs with supports on all four edges and no axial restraint have excellent fire 
resistance provided there is . sufficient reinforcing to develop tensile membrane action 
for the duration of the fire. 
ii) Either hot-rolled reinforcing bars or cold-drawn mesh may be used as the bottom 
reinforcement for two-way slabs. The steel content in the slab has to be at least 
300mm2/m and the bar spacings not greater than two times the slab thickness. The cover 
to the reinforcement should be based on current code recommendations such as the 
Concrete Structures Standard (NZS, 1995). 
iii) Two-way slabs with high aspect ratios (LyIL;x: ~ 2.5) behave similarly to one-way slabs. 
Fire protection must be applied to the appropriate supporting beams to avoid high aspect 
ratios of the slabs under fire conditions. 
iv) The supporting beams of the slabs must be well protected to provide stiff vertical 
support to the slabs in order to mobilise tensile membrane action. 
v) If two-way action cannot be provided, fire resistance can be increased by adding top 
steel at the supports of the slabs to provide flexural continuity (See section 11.2.5 for 
details). The top steel must be curtailed according to code recommendations. 
vi) The beam-column connections must be designed to resist high tension forces if the 
beams deform into catenary mode. 
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11.4.Recommendations for future research 
The following areas should be investigated in future research projects: 
i) The behaviour of one-way and two-way slabs with unsymmetrical distributed or point 
loads. 
ii) The effect of different slenderness ratios in fire-exposed slabs with compressive axial 
restraint. 
iii) 2D finite element analyses of fire-exposed double tee and hollow-core slabs with 
compressive axial restraint. 
iv) Determine the effect of elevated temperatures on the ductility of cold-formed mesh. 
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Typical input file for thermal analysis 























NODE 1 0.05 -0.025 
GNODE 21 0.05 -0.025 
NODE 22 -0.05 0.025 




ELEM 1 1 22 23 2 1 0 
GELEM 20 20 41 42 22 1 0 1 
FRONTIER 
F 1 FISO NO NO NO 
















Typical input file for 2D structural analysis with beam elements 
Pin supported slab slab 
Line of thrust~-50mm from yo, R=0.5, 200rnm doubly reinforced 






FROM 1 TO 49 STEP 2 NDDL 3 
FROM 2 TO 48 STEP 2 NDDL 1 











BEAM 24 2 
NG 2 
NFIBER 220 
TRUSS 1 1 
NODES 
NODE 1 0.00000 -0.05000 
NODE 5 0.00000 0.00000 1 
NODE 45 5.00000 0.00000 1 
NODE 49 5.00000 -0.05000 1 
NODE 50 6.00000 -0.05000 
FIXATIONS 
BLOCK 1 Fa Fa 
BLOCK 49 Fa 
BLOCK 50 FO FO Fa 
NODOFBEAM 
ipe600-nf.tem 
TRANSLATE 1 1 
slab200_125x2-12.tem 
TRANSLATE 1 2 
TRANSLATE 2 3 
1 1 2 3 1 
2 3 4 5 1 2 
3 5 6 7 2 
22 43 44 45 2 2 
23 45 46 47 1 
24 47 48 49 1 2 
NODOFTRUSS 
0.001 a 4 





DISTRBEAM 3 O. -863 
DISTRBEAM 22 O. 863 1 
MATERIALS 
STEELEC3 
2120e9 .3 800.E+6 
SILCONCEC2 
20.E+9 .2 30.E+6 -1 
STEELEC2 














Typical input file for 3D structural analysis with shell elements 
IN file for the 3m x 4m slab subjected to the ISO fire 
144 elements modelled for a quarter of the slab 
















NMAT . 3 
ELEMENTS 






NODE 1 -2.08 -1.58 0 
GNODE 13 0.0 -1.58 0 1 
REPEAT 13 0.0 0.13167 0 12 
FIXATIONS 
BLOCK 1 NO NO FO FO FO NO 
BLOCK 2 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 3 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 4 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 5 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 6 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 7 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 8 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 9 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 10 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 11 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 12 NO NO FO NO FO NO 
BLOCK 13 FO NO FO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 14 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
BLOCK 26 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 27 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
BLOCK 39 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 40 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
BLOCK 52 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 53 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
BLOCK 65 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 66 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
BLOCK 78 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 79 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
BLOCK 91 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 92 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
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BLOCK 104 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 105 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
BLOCK 117 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 118 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
BLOCK 130 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 131 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
BLOCK 143 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 144 NO NO FO FO NO NO 
BLOCK 156 FO NO NO NO FO FO 
BLOCK 157 NO FO FO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 158 NO FO NO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 159 NO FO NO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 160 NO FO NO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 161 NO FO NO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 162 NO FO NO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 163 NO FO NO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 164 NO FO NO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 165 NO FQ NO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 166 NO FO NO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 167 NO FO NO FO NO FO 
BLOCK 168 NO FO NO FO NO FO 




TRANSLATE 1 1 
TRANSLATE 2 2 
END_TRANS 
ELEM 1 1 2 15 14 1 
GELEM 12 12 13 26 25 1 1 




DISTRSH 1 O. O. -5400. 




0.2 36.6E6 1.5e6 1 
STEELEC2 
210000.E6 0.3 565.E6 
SILCONCEC2 












TIME PRINT 64.0 
PRNNXSHELL 
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